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Abstract

Long-term numerical reconstructions on high spatial resolution of past weather are es-
sential tools for studies of the local climate and climate extremes. The focus of this
thesis has been to resolve the wind, precipitation, temperature and wave climate of
Norway and Norwegian waters by high-resolution dynamical downscaling. Known as
a hindcast archive, this is a well-known method to obtain local information based on
more coarse atmospheric fields, typically reanalyses. Such reanalyses provide the state
of the atmosphere as accurately as possible on meso-beta scale (20-200 km) whereas
flow over complex terrain and along irregular coastlines requires resolutions on meso-
gamma scale (2-20 km) or microscale (1 km or less) to be well represented. By using
numerical weather prediction models tailored to high resolution modelling to down-
scale the reanalyses, we obtain far more detailed information than what a global reanal-
ysis alone can give. In this thesis I focus on a convection-permitting non-hydrostatic
downscaling and compare it to a hydrostatic hindcast as well as the host reanalysis. We
see improvement in performance of the wind speed in both downscaling procedures,
compared to the large scale reanalysis. However, extreme winds and precipitation are
much better resolved by the convection-permitting non-hydrostatic model with better
representation of convective features and the wind field in steep terrain and along ir-
regular coastlines. We also find that the representation of polar lows is improved. Both
atmospheric hindcasts are accompanied by wave hindcasts. We find that the wave field
is sensitive to strong winds, and indeed the strongest winds (realistically) rendered by
the non-hydrostatic NORA3 hindcast yields too strong wave growth. A new parame-
terization of the Charnock coefficient is explored and successfully used to generate a
high-resolution wave hindcast based on the NORA3 atmospheric hindcast.
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Outline

This thesis consists of an introductory part (Chapters 1 to 3), four scientific papers
(Chapter 4) and one appendix. Chapter 1 gives an introduction to hindcasting and the
most important flow regimes of the atmosphere; both on large scale and also smaller
local scale systems, together with the hydrological cycle. Chapter 1 also describes
the technical information. Data and methods, as well as an introduction to the theory,
are presented in chapter 2. This chapter also includes scientific achievements, further
perspectives and conclusion. A brief summary of the papers is given in Chapter 3.

The papers included in this thesis are:

1. Haakenstad, H., Ø. Breivik, M. Reistad, and O. J. Aarnes (2020), NORA10EI:
A revised regional atmosphere-wave hindcast for the North Sea, the Norwegian
Sea and the Barents Sea, International Journal of Climatology, 40(10), DOI:
10.1002/joc.6458

2. Haakenstad, H., Ø. Breivik, B. R. Furevik, M. Reistad, P. Bohlinger, and O. J.
Aarnes (2021), NORA3: A nonhydrostatic high-resolution hindcast of the North
Sea, the Norwegian Sea, and the Barents Sea, Journal of Applied Meteorology
and Climatology, 60(10), DOI: 10.1175/JAMC-D-21-0029.1

3. Haakenstad, H. and Ø. Breivik (2022). NORA3 Part II: Precipitation and temper-
ature statistics in complex terrain modeled with a non-hydrostatic model, Sub-
mitted 2022-01-31 to Journal of Applied Meteorology and Climatology (under
review)

4. Breivik, Ø, A. Carrasco, H. Haakenstad, M. Reistad, P. Bohlinger, O. J. Aarnes,
B. R. Furevik, J.-R. Bidlot, J. Staneva, A. Behrens, and H. Günther (2022), The
impact of a reduced high-wind Charnock parameter on wave growth with appli-
cation to the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea and the Arctic Ocean, Journal of
Geophysical Research: Oceans, 127(3), DOI: 10.1029/2021JC018196
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The local wind field is typically affected by small-scale features that violate the hydro-
static assumption usually applied in coarser atmospheric models. The vertical motions
that are only inferred diagnostically in hydrostatic models also control the precipitation
and the cloud formation. Wind and rainfall are perhaps the most important factors con-
tributing to what is generally termed “dangerous weather” on the Norwegian mainland,
with its multitude of valleys and fjords.

The Norwegian Meteorological Institute has as its foremost task to “help protect
life and property” (https://met.no/en). High-resolution modelling of the atmo-
sphere and the oceanic wave field is increasingly seen as essential ingredients in safety
preparedness, for safe marine navigation and in the planning of maritime and coastal in-
frastructure. High-resolution wind and wave fields are of the utmost importance when
mapping onshore and offshore wind energy (Solbrekke et al., 2021), and regarding cli-
mate change, it is further crucial to know the response in wind, waves and precipitation.

There is a long tradition for making reruns of past weather and the wave field,
so called hindcasts, reanalyses or retrospective forecasts, to provide a full three-
dimensional archive of the atmospheric wind field and the full sea state as accurately
as possible. The optimal way to do this is to run a global reanalysis, using a consistent
numerical weather prediction model with a fixed and comprehensive data assimilation
scheme, utilizing quality-assured observations. In a reanalysis, the setup of the model
and the data assimilation system is kept fixed during the whole run. Observations used
in the data assimilation should also be as stable as possible over the period to keep the
error statistics as stationary as possible. Impressive progress has been made in the gen-
eration of such reanalyses over the past decades. Here I mention the most well-known
global reanalyses (see also Table 1.1). The American ones are the NCEP/NCAR re-
analyses which consist of the 40-year reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996) (which was later
extended), the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis, (CFSR, Saha et al. (2010) and CF-
SRv2, Saha et al. (2014)), and the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and
Applications (MERRA, Rienecker et al. (2011) and MERRA-2, Gelaro et al. (2017).
The Japanese reanalyses are the JRA-25 (Onogi et al., 2005) and JRA-55 (Kobayashi
et al., 2015). The European ECMWF series of reanalyses includes ERA-15 (Gibson
et al., 1997), followed by ERA-40 (Uppala et al., 2005), ERA-Interim (Dee et al.,
2011), and the latest, ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020). ECMWF has also produced sev-
eral ocean reanalyses (ORAS3 (Balmaseda et al., 2008), ORAS4 (Balmaseda et al.,
2013) and ORAS5 (Zuo et al., 2018)), atmospheric composition reanalyses (MACC
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(Inness et al., 2013), CAMS-Interim (Flemming et al., 2017), CAMS (Inness et al.,
2019)) and centennial reanalyses and model-only climate integrations (ERA-20CM
(Hersbach et al., 2015), ERA20C (Poli et al., 2016), CERA-20C (Laloyaux et al., 2018)
and CERA-SAT (Schepers et al., 2018)).

Reanalysis hres nlev period m.version assim.
NCEP/NCAR 40-yr 210 km 28L 1957–1996 1994 3D-Var
CFSR 38 km 64L 1979–2009 2004 3D-Var
MERRA 0.5◦x0.666◦ 72L 1979–2010 2008 3D-Var
MERRA-2 0.5◦x0.625◦ 72L 1979– 2014 3D-Var
JRA-25 110 km 40L 1979–2003 2004 3D-Var
JRA-55 55 km 60L 1958–2002 2009 4D-Var
ERA-15 125 km 31L 1979–1993 1995(Cy13r4) OI
ERA-40 125 km 60L 1957–2002 2001(Cy23r4) 3D-Var
ERA-Interim 79 km 60L 1979–2019 2006(Cy31r2) 4D-Var
ERA5 31 km 137L 1950– 2016(Cy41r2) 4D-Var

Table 1.1: The table shows a list of the most commonly used global reanalyses. The columns indicate
(from left to right) the name of the reanalysis, horizontal resolution, number of vertical levels, time
period, model version and the assimilation method. If no end year is given, the reanalysis is still in
production.

The generation of a reanalysis is expensive and cannot provide information on the
resolution required to resolve typical topographical features in the coastal zone and in
mountainous terrain. This is where dynamical downscaling, regional reforecasting or
hindcasting as we also call it, comes into play. Regional hindcasts can, as they forgo
data assimilation and relys instead on the boundary conditions and initial conditions
of a global reanalysis, be run on much higher spatial resolution and are today capable
of being run at resolutions past the hydrostatic limit. In this work we have produced
two atmospheric hindcasts, one hydrostatic at approximately 10 km resolution, called
NORA10EI (Haakenstad et al., 2020), and one non-hydrostatic hindcast at 3 km reso-
lution, called NORA3 (Haakenstad and Breivik, 2022; Haakenstad et al., 2021). Both
provide the full three-dimensional atmospheric state using a numerical weather pre-
diction model to downscale a global reanalysis, ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) and
ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020), respectively. We have also generated two associated
wave hindcasts on a resolution similar to that of their corresponding atmospheric hind-
casts (Breivik et al., 2022; Haakenstad et al., 2020).

1.1 Atmospheric circulation systems and hindcasting

1.1.1 The general atmospheric circulation
The large scale atmospheric state follows the conservation laws of momentum, mass
and energy, which determine the relationships among pressure, wind and temperature
(Holton, 1992). The large scale atmospheric flow together with the ocean circulations
work to redistribute the energy imbalance, which is set in motion due to the differential
heating by the sun. The astronomical properties of the earth, as the rotation, the tilt
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and the curvature, together with the atmospheric composition and the different albedo
of the earths surface, make the distinct part of the earth to be heated quite differently,
setting up prevailing winds, weather patterns and jet streams.

In each hemisphere, the mean circulation is characterized by three meridional cir-
culation cells extending through the whole troposphere; the Hadley, the Ferrel and
the polar cell with the respectively inherent prevailing wind systems; the north-east
trade winds, the westerlies and the polar easterlies (Tarbuck and Lutgens, 1990). The
strongest wind speeds are found in jet streams, in the interface between the troposphere
and the stratosphere, where thermal wind integrated through the troposphere has a max-
imum (Holton, 1992). This occurs in the separation zone between the Hadley cell and
the Ferrel cell (the subtropical jet stream) and in the separation zone between the po-
lar cell and the Ferrel cell (the polar jet stream). The polar jet do strongly affect the
synoptic weather in our latitudes. Synoptic scale disturbances are typically growing in
the region of jet maximum propagating downstream along storm tracks which roughly
follows the jet stream (Holton, 1992). The polar jet normally runs directly from west
to east with quick passing of weather systems, however, sometimes the steering flow
of the jet can meander and a weather system can persist for longer time over a region.
Whether this is happening more often in a warmer climate with Arctic amplification is
expected (Francis and Vavrus, 2012). A change in the fundamental general circulation
due to climate warming and sea ice retreat is also probable. Recently, a comprehensive
study suggested a robust but weak change in the system (Smith et al., 2022). The work
is based on extensive simulations from 16 different models contributing to the Polar
Amplification Model Intercomparison Project (PAMIP) which is part of the sixth Cou-
pled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6). The study shows an overall agreement
between the different models of a robust equatorward shift, with a weakening of zonal
winds around 55-65◦N and a strengthening around 30-40◦N, this is new information
added to previous knowledge from the 5th IPCC report in which they found small or
no changes in wind speed extremes across Europe, this conclusion was labeld with low
confidence, while an increase in winter wind speed extremes over Central and Northern
Europe was labeled medium confidence (Kovats et al., 2014).

1.1.2 The hydrologic cycle
The continuous circulation of water in the earth-atmosphere system is called the hydro-
logic cycle (Peixoto and Oort, 1992). Complex processes as precipitation, evaporation,
transpiration, soil storage and dynamics are some of numerous processes that complete
the cycle (https://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/info/water_cycle/hydrology.cgi).
The hydrologic cycle is a principal factor in the dynamics of climate.

The flow of water vapor in the atmosphere follows primarily the same planetary be-
haviour of the general circulation but in the lower half of the atmosphere since the wa-
ter vapor pursue a weighting component for the wind field (Peixoto and Oort, 1992).
Since the water vapor transport occurs mainly in the lower troposphere, it is clearly
affected by the earths topography. The western coast of Norway is typically experi-
encing large scale frontal precipitation related to north Atlantic extratropical cyclone
track (Hodges et al., 2011). Here, the air is also experiencing orographic enhance-
ment. These two combined effects typically results in extreme precipitation amounts
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exceeding 2000 mm a year (Heikkilä and Sorteberg, 2012). The most extreme cases
are often related to atmospheric rivers (AR) (Azad and Sorteberg, 2017; Benedict et al.,
2019; Zhu and Newell, 1994). Even though the AR are mostly weak systems, they can
also give rise to hazardous weather with heavy precipitation, flood and landslide risk.
Azad and Sorteberg (2017) found that 55 out of 58 extreme daily precipitation events
on the west coast of Norway were associated with atmospheric rivers. The southern
coast of Norway and the eastern area typically experience extreme precipitation during
summer time (Dyrrdal et al., 2018), related to convective precipitation. Heavy pre-
cipitation events are expected, with high confidence, to show a marked increase in the
future (IPCC-AR5 et al., 2014; Kovats et al., 2014).

1.1.3 Local climate
Local wind systems are controlled by the general atmospheric circulation and the local
forces which act on the flow. Inhomogeneous surface characteristics will affect the air
above differently. Typical examples where the air flow is strongly influenced by abrupt
changes from surface forcing are the shorelines and terrain with variations in vegetation
and where lakes are present. The sea ice edge and the marginal ice zone represents a
sharp temperature boundary between the cold ice and the relatively warm open ocean.
However, the sea ice itself can also have strong gradients caused by leads and polynyas.
These patches of open water strongly affect the temperature and the fluxes of latent and
sensible heat to the air above, and the air above can also strongly affect the the different
surface patches (Wang et al., 2021). High numerical resolution is therefore essential to
realistically reproduce these interactions, together with relevant physics for the different
surface characteristics and a coupling between the systems (Vihma et al., 2014). Along
the shorelines, different heating processes can set up circulation patterns called land
and sea breeze. Because of the smaller thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the
soil compared to water, the temperature signal will remain in the upper part of the soil
for a longer time. The land surface is therefore cooler than the ocean and lakes during
night, and warmer during the day. This gives rise to land breeze during the night and
sea breeze during the day (Stull, 1988).

Orography strongly controls the air flow. The speed and stability of the air flow
upstream have a crucial influence on the flow downstream from an obstacle. Air can
be forced to flow over the mountain, or it can be blocked or split to flow around the
obstacle. Forced lifting of stably stratified air over a mountain barrier causes the devel-
opment of buoyancy perturbations, and gravity waves can be formed (Holton, 1992). If
the lifted air reaches a stagnation point aloft, wave breaking can occur and severe sit-
uations of clear air turbulence can arise and strong wind can blow down the lee slope
of the barrier (Durran, 1986; Sharman et al., 2012; Smith, 1989b). Examples of strong
down-slope wind events are the Foehn wind (Elvidge and Renfrew, 2016) in the Alps
and the Bora (Alpers et al., 2009) in Croatia. Down-slope winds are also common
features in Norway (Sandvik and Harstveit, 2005). Other orographically induced phe-
nomena regarding wind, are gap winds (Gaberšek and Durran, 2004), valley winds
(Jackson and Steyn, 1994), katabatic wind (Parish and Cassano, 2003), tip jets (Reeve
and Kolstad, 2011) and mountain parallel jets (Parish, 1982).
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1.1.4 Historical context
There has been a huge development in the modelling of marine wind and the oceanic
wave field in the past three decades. The first reports of marine wind climatology were
based on weather ship and oil platform measurements (Eide et al., 1985; Haug and
Guddal, 1981). The use of observations interpolated and extrapolated to obtain gridded
maps was the standard method for creating wind climatologies in the 1990s. Impor-
tant wind climatologies were provided from the European Wind Atlas (EWA) using the
Wind Atlas analysiS and application Programme (WaSP) (Troen and Petersen, 1989),
and the Waves and Storms in the North Atlantic (WASA) project (WASA-group, 1998).
The latter was started due to the challenges in interpreting inhomogeneous observa-
tions. A 40-year wave hindcast was produced on two different grids (1.5◦× 1.5◦ and
0.5◦× 0.75◦) using wind forcing from kinematic estimates of surface winds (WASA-
group, 1998). Their results showed a marked interdecadal variability with an inten-
sification in storms and wave climate in the north east Atlantic in the past decades.
However, the trend was not significant when compared with conditions earlier in the
century, before 1930 (Alexandersson et al., 1998). The main standards organization
of Norway would as late as 2002 base their marine wind field on geostrophic winds,
produced from surface pressure information taken from re-analyzed weather maps, cal-
culated in cells of size 75 km × 75 km (Harstveit, 2005). Extreme value analyses were
calculated by a Gumbel-Lieblein extreme value analysis.

At the Norwegian Meteorological Institute, reconstruction of the wind climate has
since 2006 been based on numerical weather prediction models and downscaling of
global reanalyses (Haakenstad et al., 2020, 2021; Reistad et al., 2011). The produc-
tion of NORA10 (Reistad et al., 2011) started in 2006 and provides today the longest
Norwegian time series of the wind and wave fields on a 10 km grid for the North Sea,
the Norwegian Sea and the Barents Sea, reaching back to September 1957. It is still in
production. NORA10 runs the numerical weather prediction model HIRLAM (Unden
et al., 2002), forced with ERA-40 (Uppala et al., 2005) between September 1957 and
August 2002. After that operational analyses from ECMWF-IFS are used. The wave
model WAM (Günther et al., 1992; Komen et al., 1994; Wamdi-Group, 1988) is forced
with the down-scaled winds.

In the hindcast NORA10EI (Haakenstad et al., 2020) (which is part of this thesis),
ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) was instead used as forcing for the period 1979–2017.
NORA10EI has the same configuration as NORA10. The use of ERA-Interim as forc-
ing makes the errors in NORA10EI statistically more homogeneous.

Increased supercomputer resources have now allowed the hindcast archives to be
built using more complex numerical weather prediction models with much higher spa-
tial resolution. In 2018, the production of NORA3 (Haakenstad et al., 2021) (which
is also part of this thesis) started with the state-of-the-art numerical weather prediction
model HARMONIE-AROME Cy 40h.1.2 (HA) (Bengtsson et al., 2017; Müller et al.,
2017a; Seity et al., 2011). The model is convection-permitting and non-hydrostatic.
HARMONIE-AROME is forced with the latest reanalyses from ECMWF, called ERA5
(Hersbach et al., 2020), and downscales the ERA5 to 3 km horizontal resolution. The
wave field is produced with the wave model WAM Cy 4.7 with physics from Ardhuin
et al. (2010).

Several other hindcasts have also been produced for the North Sea and the Nor-
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wegian Sea. Except for the New European Wind Atlas (NEWA, https://www.
neweuropeanwindatlas.eu) (Hahmann et al., 2020; Hasager et al., 2020), these
hindcsats are typically focussed on smaller domains and cover considerably shorter
periods. To be mentioned is the study by Byrkjedal and Kravik (2009) providing wind
maps on 4 km × 4 km resolution for parts of the Norwegian Sea, based on a two-
year simulation with the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF). Berge et al.
(2009), in the NORSEWIND (NORthern SEas Wind Index Database) study, ran WRF
with a fine nest of 2 km resolution. However, the run covers only four years, which
is quite short in a climatological perspective. The work of Byrkjedal et al. (2015) is
based on a five-year WRF simulation on 4 km × 4 km resolution for Scandinavia with
the explicit objective to investigate the icing issue due to wind power at cold climates.
Regarding the NEWA archive, despite running a 3 km horizontal resolution simulation
with WRF over large parts of Europe, few parameters have been stored, and this archive
is mostly aimed to provide wind maps in wind turbine heights. For the northern part of
Norway, and the Arctic, a comprehensive regional reanalysis called CARRA (Køltzow
et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2020) has recently been completed. However, CARRA is not
covering the full Norwegian Sea and none of the North Sea.

1.1.5 Objectives
The objectives of this PhD project have been to

1. investigate the marine and terrestrial climate of Norway

2. investigate the effect of forcing data on trends in a regional hindcast

3. investigate the effect of increased resolution and the use of a convection-
permitting non-hydrostatic numerical weather prediction model on 3 km reso-
lution on the most important parameters for dangerous weather in Norway (wind
and precipitation)

1.1.6 Technical details
The NORA10EI configuration of HIRLAM was set up on the Norwegian supercom-
puter vilje.ntnu.no in 2014. (The configuration was a copy of the NORA10 configu-
ration of HIRLAM, which had been run for several years.) In 2017 production was
moved to one of the Swedish National Supercomputer Centre (NSC) supercomputers,
elvis.nsc.liu.se (Elvis), where the hindcast was completed in 2018. The 39-year hind-
cast used just over 200,000 CPU hours.

At the end of 2017, the final setup of NORA3 was determined through a number of
tests. The plans started with a 2.5 km grid which was a bit smaller than the final grid.
However, a desire for a larger domain led us to stretching it further north. This also
meant we could not go for the 2.5 km resolution both because of computer resources
and storage capacity. We finally decided on the 3 km grid shown together with the
NORA10EI grid in Fig. 1.1. The grid is in the Lambert conformal conic projection
with 900 longitudinal grid points and 1500 latitudinal grid points. The central meridian
is 42◦W and the central latitude is 66.3◦N. The standard parallel (with the unit scale) is
66.3◦N.
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Figure 1.1: Figure showing the domain of NORA10EI in red and the domain of NORA3 in blue. Every
50th grid point is shown.
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The 33-year period, 1989–2021, of NORA3 data, requires more than 200 TB of
storage (6.2 TB per year). The hindcast has used 21.5 million CPU hours. This is ap-
proximately 125 times the NORA10EI consumption. The time step used in NORA3
has been 60 s. (In rare cases of instability problems it has been reduced to 30 s, but this
shorter time step has been used for less than 300 cycles). The final NORA3 configu-
ration was in 2018 installed at one of NSC’s supercomputers, elvis.nsc.liu.se (Elvis),
in Linköping in Sweden. The configuration was later moved to a new supercomputer,
nebula.nsc.liu.se (Nebula) in the beginning of 2019. Nebula is part of group of three
supercomputers (Stratus, Cirrus and Nebula) used by the Meteorological co-operation
on operational numerical weather prediction in the Nordic countries (MetCoOp, see
Müller et al. 2017b). More details about Nebula are given in Table A.1.



Chapter 2

This study

2.1 Scientific background

Collaboration and sharing of scientific results has a long tradition in meteorology
(Kalnay, 2003a) and started already with the international cooperation in part initi-
ated by Vilhelm Bjerknes (Eliassen, 1982). In 1985, the HIRLAM consortium was
established by the Nordic countries with the goal of providing short range regional
NWP models and expertise to increase public safety (hirlam.org). HIRLAM was
the first consortium on limited area modelling in Europe. The collaboration be-
tween the Nordic countries was very successful and the HIRLAM consortium was
gradually extended. In 2005 an agreement between the two consortia HIRLAM and
ALADIN was signed “to provide the ALADIN and the HIRLAM Members with a
state-of-the-art NWP-model for Short and Very Short Range Forecasting including
Nowcasting, for both Research and Development activities and Operational usage”
(https://www.umr-cnrm.fr/aladin). (ALADIN started as a collaboration between
Météo-France and five Central and Eastern European countries.) Later “Limited Area
modeling in Central Europe” (LACE) was also included in the collaboration and the
consortium is now called “A Consortium for COnvection-scale modelling Research and
Development” (ACCORD), the largest international weather prediction research con-
sortium in the world. The goal of the ACCORD consortium is to “broaden and deepen
the research collaboration on developing advanced high-resolution weather prediction
capability for local areas. It will develop world-leading weather forecasting systems to
provide the best possible support to society, based on knowledge leading research and
pioneering super-computing technology” (Norman, 2021).

It is important to mention that the consortia, HIRLAM, HIRLAM-ALADIN and
ACCORD, all have close ties to the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF), one of the world’s leading meteorological centers for global forecast-
ing.

In this PhD project I have taken advantage of the work carried out by the first two
consortia as I have used the hydrostatic numerical weather prediction model, HIRLAM,
Unden et al. (2002)) and the convection-permitting non-hydrostatic (CP-NH) model,
HARMONIE-AROME, Bengtsson et al. (2017); Seity et al. (2011). The two NWP
models will be described in the next section.
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2.1.1 HIRLAM
HIRLAM is the HIgh-Resolution Limited Area Model (Unden et al., 2002), provided
by the HIRLAM community. HIRLAM v. 6.4.2 was the operational version at MET
Norway in 2006. HIRLAM is a hydrostatic model, and it solves the primitive equations
by semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian discretization (McDonald and Haugen, 1993). It
uses a hybrid (terrain-following and pressure-dependent) coordinate, η , in the vertical
(Laprise, 1992; Simmons and Burridge, 1981) defined as

p(x,y,η , t) = A(η)+B(η)ps(x,y, t). (2.1)

Here p is the hydrostatic pressure, the subscript “s” denotes surface. The three-
dimensional prognostic variables are the two horizontal wind components, tempera-
ture, specific humidity and cloud water. The geopotential and pressure are defined at
half-levels, while wind, temperature, and specific humidity are defined at full levels. In
the horizontal, an Arakawa C grid is employed (Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976). Here
the wind components are staggered with respect to temperature, specific humidity and
cloud water content. Vertical velocity is calculated diagnostically (see Appendix A.1).
In our setup for NORA10EI (and NORA10 before that), HIRLAM was configured to
run forecasts of nine hours four times a day. (Only the last six hours are kept.) The
time step of the integrations is 240 s. NORA10EI runs on a rotated spherical grid with
the South Pole positioned at 22◦ S, 40◦ W. The domain is resolved by 248 longitudi-
nal grid points and 400 latitudinal grid points with 0.1◦ resolution. The model has 40
vertical levels, spaced more densely near the surface. Except for the very first cycle of
the hindcast, the surface parameters are taken from the previous forecast at the begin-
ning of every cycle, thus retaining the mesoscale features from the high resolution run,
while in the upper atmosphere the model is forced with large-scale ERA-Interim fields
(Dee et al., 2011) at the beginning of every cycle (6 hourly), following the method
of Yang (2005). HIRLAM runs with the “Soft TRAnsition Condensation” (STRACO)
condensation scheme with convection based on Kuo (1965, 1974) and microphysics
based on Sundqvist (1993). Radiation follows the Savijäervi scheme (Sass et al., 1994;
Wyser et al., 1999). HIRLAM runs the “Mosaic of tiles” land surface model (Avis-
sar and Pielke, 1989), and distinguishes between five different surface types; sea/lake,
ice, forest, low vegetation, and bare ground. Each grid square represent one or more
of these surface types. For the three land surface types, “Interaction Soil Biosphere
Atmosphere” (ISBA) surface layer physics (Noilhan and Planton, 1989) is used. The
ISBA scheme divides the soil layers into two layers, with the first layer having a thick-
ness of 1 cm and the second layer extending to a depth of 1 m. In these two layers,
prognostic equations for temperature and soil water is calculated. Gravity wave drag is
parameterized according to Cordeneanu and Geleyn (1998); Rontu et al. (2002).

2.1.2 HARMONIE-AROME
Going below a spatial scale of 10 km requires the inclusion of nonhydrostatic effects
(Laprise, 1992). This is taken care of in the HARMONIE-AROME model which is
designed for resolutions of less than 3 km (Termonia et al., 2018). The dynamics of
HARMONIE-AROME are described by Bénard et al. (2010). The method is based
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on Bubnová et al. (1995), but with a reformulation of the non-hydrostatic prognostic
variables. The new pressure prognostic variable is defined as

q̂ = ln
p
π
, (2.2)

and the new vertical momentum prognostic variable is defined as

d =−g
p

(∂π/∂η)RaT
∂w
∂η

+
p

(∂π/∂η)RT
∇φ · (∂V

∂η
). (2.3)

Here, q̂ is the NH pressure deviation, p is the actual pressure and π is hydrostatic pres-
sure, d is the vertical momentum formulation, g = 9.80665 m s−2 is the acceleration of
gravity, η is the vertical coordinate, and Ra = 287 is the gass constant for dry air.

The non-hydrostatic variables (q̂ and d) constitute together with ten other variables
the set of prognostic quantities. These are the horizontal wind, temperature, specific
water vapor content, the five hydrometeors rain, snow, graupel, cloud droplets and ice
crystals, and the turbulent kinetic energy.

The model integrations use the Semi-Lagrangian (SL) advection scheme with-
out horizontal staggering. Stable time integrations are assured through the stable-
extrapolation two-time-level scheme (SETTLS) (Hortal, 2002).( The SETTLS scheme
is described in Appendix A.3). HARMONIE-AROME is a spectral model and most of
the prognostic variables have a spectral description based on a double Fourier decom-
position (ECMWF, 2015).

The boundary forcing procedure is based on Radnoti (1995). The model domain
is divided into a central area, an intermediate zone and an extension zone, and spline
functions are used to make the fields periodic in the extension zone (Termonia et al.,
2018). (The method is described in Appendix A.3.)

Deep convection is assumed resolved by the model dynamics while shallow convec-
tion is parameterized as a sub-grid process. HARMONIE-AROME uses the boundary
layer “Eddy Diffusivity Mass Flux” (EDMF-M) scheme with a dual mass flux frame-
work (de Rooy and Siebesma, 2010; Neggers et al., 2009; Siebesma et al., 2007; Soares
et al., 2004). The EDMF-M scheme parameterizes the shallow convection and pro-
vides gradual transitions between the shallow convective cloud layer and the sub-cloud
mixed layer. The eddy diffusivity approach parameterizes small eddies in the dry and
stratus/stratocumulus boundary layers while the mass-flux approach allows non-local
transport due to thermals (Siebesma et al., 2007; Soares et al., 2004). The framework is
dual in the way that it represents both the dry updraft, but also the moist updraft (Neg-
gers et al., 2009) and soft triggering of moist convective flux takes place throughout
the boundary layer. The reproduction of gradual transitions to and from shallow cumu-
lus convection is included, and in this way integrates the representation of the turbulent
mixed layer and the conditionally unstable cloud layer, which here is shown to suit the
3 km horizontal resolution grid used in NORA3 well.

The boundary layer moist mixing scheme is based on the “HArmonie with RAcmo
TUrbulence” (HARATU) turbulence scheme (Lenderink and Holtslag, 2004; van Mei-
jgaard et al., 2012), where the mixing length scale of the prognostic turbulent kinetic
energy is diagnostically calculated based on the vertically integrated stability. Gravity
wave drag is parameterized according to Catry et al. (2008).
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For details of the equations used in the dynamical kernel of HARMONIE-AROME,
see Appendix A.3 and a complete list of physical parameterizations is given in Ap-
pendix A.4. The model cycle proceeds following Termonia et al. (2018). First an
inverse fast bi-Fourier transformation of the prognostic variables to grid point space is
performed. Physical contributions are calculated in grid point space, and the tenden-
cies of the variables are calculated. Explicit grid-point dynamics of the nonlinear terms
are computed and added to the total tendencies of the variables. The spatially interpo-
lated tendencies are then added to the model state. After the lateral boundary coupling,
a fast bi-Fourier transformation takes the variables back to spectral space. Finally, the
semi-implicit Helmholtz equation is solved in spectral space.

HAROMNIE-AROME performs well with high-resolution nonhydrostatic dynam-
ics and the convection permitting of large scale convection, treating the five hydromete-
ors (rain, snow, graupel, cloud droplets and ice crystals) as prognostic variables (Müller
et al., 2017b). In particular, as shown by Haakenstad and Breivik (2022), precipitation
is greatly improved in complex terrain.

2.1.3 The wave model WAM
WAM Cycle 4 (Günther et al., 1992; Komen et al., 1994; Wamdi-Group, 1988) was
implemented on the same grid as the atmosphere model, nested inside a 50 km resolu-
tion WAM model covering most of the North Atlantic. A nesting procedure allowing
arbitrary model orientation was used (Breivik et al., 2009). The model runs with 15◦

directional bins and 25 logarithmically spaced frequency bins from 0.0420 to 0.4137
Hz. For the NORA3 wave hindcast (Breivik et al., 2022), a recently developed ver-
sion of WAM, Cycle 4.7, was utilized. The model employs a modified version of the
wave physics proposed by Ardhuin et al. (2010) together with a modified Charnock pa-
rameter to reduce wave growth in strong winds and an obstruction scheme to handle
fine-scale coastal features.

2.2 Scientific achievements

The hindcasts presented here are to our knowledge the only archives that comprehen-
sively cover the atmospheric and wave conditions in the Norwegian Sea, the Barents
Sea and the North Sea as well as the Norwegian mainland and Svalbard at very high
resolution.

Scarcity of long reliable time series prevents assessment of the long-term probabil-
ity of weather windows or threshold levels of wind and waves required in fine resolution
both in space and time. A convection-permitting (CP) non-hydrostatic (NH) numerical
weather prediction (NWP) model on 3 km resolution is a huge step forward in terms of
model performance in complex topography, both for the coastline and in mountainous
areas, compared to the coarser hydrostatic 10 km model. The high resolution CP-NH
models are particularly useful for convection, nonlinear mountain wave modelling and
flow patterns in complex terrain, but it turns out that the CP-NH model used here, does
also improve the wind speed in synoptic wind storms, both over land and over sea.

The two hindcasts produced in the PhD project are called NORA10EI (Haakenstad
et al., 2020) and NORA3 (Breivik et al., 2022; Haakenstad and Breivik, 2022; Haak-
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enstad et al., 2021). The first hindcast was generated using a hydrostatic NWP model
with parameterized convection (NORA10EI). The second hindcast was produced using
a non-hydrostatic NWP model where large-scale convection is permitted (NORA3).

The motivation to run NORA10EI was to investigate whether the gradually improv-
ing quality of the ECMWF analyses induces an artificial trend in the NORA10 hindcast.
We therefore ran a hindcast with boundary and initial conditions that have errors that
are statistically as stationary as we could get (by using the reanalysis ERA-Interim, Dee
et al. 2011). The setup is otherwise identical to NORA10. This allowed us to evaluate
the effect of the changing forcing on the resulting wind and wave fields of NORA10.
We found that there is a very high degree of stationarity in the NORA10 error statistics,
and that the changing forcing does not affect the model performance significantly.

The results in this study reveal that NORA10EI performs well in terms of wind
in marine areas, and that it is not strictly necessary to go to higher resolution than
10 km to realistically model the mean marine wind conditions. However, by solving
the non-hydrostatic equations, and including the hydrometeors as prognostic variables,
also the feedback of small scale processes on the air flow are included in a consistent
manner, (although this benefit is of course limited by the spatial resolution, which is
still relatively coarse related to small scale features).

Close to the coast, the use of a model with higher resolution and a non-hydrostatic
convection-permitting scheme yields great improvement in the wind field. The same
is seen in mountainous regions. Also in large scale extremes do we find that the wind
speed distribution in NORA3, both in the marine and terrestrial domain, compare better
than the coarser hydrostatic NORA10EI integration. Mesoscale extremes such as po-
lar lows are also better captured by NORA3 with more realistic and detailed structures.
Finally, there is an exceptional improvement in the performance of daily precipitation
by NORA3 compared to the hydrostatic runs in the whole terrestrial domain (Haaken-
stad and Breivik, 2022). The 2 m temperature is also improved in the CP-NH model.
(The NORA10EI and NORA3 data are archived on MET Norway’s publicly accessible
Thredds server: htpps://thredds.met.no.)

2.3 Future perspectives and conclusions

We see great improvement in wind, precipitation and also temperature in the upgrade
from a 10 km hindcast to a 3 km hindcast using the CP-NH HARMONIE-AROME
model. These climatological fields can be used in dimensioning offshore and onshore
installations, and in climate studies. However, it is always important to compare the
model results to observations, since the results will have discrepancies related to in-
evitable model shortcomings (de Rooy et al., 2022) and the difficulties of precisely
capturing the initial or boundary conditions (Degrauwe et al., 2012). The wave model
WAM Cy 4.7, when run with the new reduction of the high-wind drag, also shows
very good performance when forced with the winds from NORA3. The improvement
is particularly pronounced in the coastal zone, where the higher-resolution winds to-
gether with the more detailed coastline allows much more detailed modelling of the
wave field (Breivik et al., 2022).

Some configurations will demand a grid of even finer resolution than NORA3 to
realistically model the salient features of, e.g., the wind field in steep coastal terrain
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(Christakos et al., 2020). Running the HARMONIE-AROME model on higher reso-
lution than 3 km has not been affordable in this project. With the stochastic behavior
of the weather and wave field, showing great year-to-year differences, especially in the
extremes, it was never an option to run only a few years with a higher resolution.

If affordable, the HARMONIE-AROME model could be run on even higher resolu-
tion, (recommended with the use of the “Horizontal Explicit Vertical Implicit” (HEVI)
or split-explicit scheme (Lock et al., 2014)). This could further improve modelling of
local topographic effects. This has however not been feasible in this study, but could
be possible in the future. (A 1.3 km resolution model setup for France is described by
Brousseau et al. (2016), and in the Year of Polar Prediction (YOPP) project, a five days
simulation was performed on 500 m horizontal resolution for the Svalbard Archipelago
(Valkonen et al., 2020) with promising results).

Large eddy simulation (LES) models (Maronga et al., 2020) are also an alternative
on metre scales, but with the present state-of-the-art these models and their slightly
coarser relatives, the computational fluid dynamics models (see, e.g., OpenFOAM,
Jasak et al. 2007), can only be run for small domains and short sequences with very
limited atmospheric physics. As such, they are useful in combination with atmospheric
models, but in the foreseeable future cannot be expected to replace them.

It would also be of interest to run with data assimilation, e.g., a three- or four-
dimensional variational scheme (3D-VAR or 4D-VAR, see, e.g., Daley 1991; Kalnay
2003b). Using a 4D-VAR scheme, the integration would have been continuously cor-
rected throughout the assimilation window. This could reduce differences in perfor-
mance between forecast steps (Rabier et al., 2000). However, the implementation of
4D-VAR will require considerable technical development (Rabier et al., 2000). In the
CARRA project, the HARMONIE-AROME model was used with a 3D-VAR scheme
running three-hourly update sequences to produce a reanalysis covering an Arctic do-
main with 2.5 km resolution (Køltzow et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2020). However, the
reanalysis was running without accounting for model, initial and lateral boundary con-
dition errors. A common way to include this is to run an ensemble in which for example
different parameterization schemes are used and/or small perturbations are added to the
initial or boundary conditions (Frogner et al., 2019). However, in an ensemble proce-
dure it is necessary to have knowledge about the different errors affecting the forecasts,
which is challenging. This subject is touched upon by Frogner et al. (2019b) but is here
left for future studies.

Finallly, the next obvious step for regional atmosphere-wave hindcasts is to couple
the two models. This may have beneficial effects on both the wind field and the wave
field. This has been done for a long time in the global forecast model of ECMWF
(Janssen, 2004). Whether the impact will be important on a resolution of 3 km is an
open question, but experiments are ongoing (Thomas et al., 2021) at MET Norway
where coupled atmosphere-wave forecasts are carried out experimentally. The results
will give an indication of whether this approach is viable and affordable.



Chapter 3

Introduction to the papers

Paper I: NORA10EI: A revised regional atmosphere-wave hindcast for the North
Sea, the Norwegian Sea and the Barents Sea

H. Haakenstad, Ø. Breivik, M. Reistad and O. J. Aarnes (2020), International Journal
of Climatology, 40(10)

Paper I investigates the outcome of different boundary forcings in the dynamical down-
scaling with the hydrostatic numerical weather prediction model HIRLAM (Unden
et al., 2002) and the wave model WAM (Günther et al., 1992; Komen et al., 1994).
A 38-year hindcast, called the revised NORwegian hindcast Archive (NORA10EI), has
been produced with forcing of the atmosphere and wave model from ERA-Interim (Dee
et al., 2011). This hindcast has been compared with its predecessor, the NORwegian
hindcast Archive (NORA10, see Reistad et al. 2011). Both have a horizontal resolution
of approximately 10 km and the same domain covering the North Sea the Norwegian
Sea and the Barents Sea (see the red domain in Fig. 1.1). NORA10 is a long hind-
cast, extending back in time to September 1957 and is still regularly updated. This
more than 60-year-long hindcast has been forced with different forcing products, first
ERA-40 (Uppala et al., 2005) until August 2002. From September 2002, ECMWF op-
erational analyses were used because ERA-40 stopped in August 2002. The ECMWF
operational analyses used after the ERA-40 period are neither fixed to one model con-
figuration nor one fixed resolution, but rather consist of the daily analyses and forecasts
archived over a number of different model updates. These updates involve improve-
ments in data assimilation, dynamics and physics. This makes it important to assess
the trend of the hindcast, and in particular whether these model updates to the host
analysis have induced a spurious, unphysical trend. NORA10EI therefore has the ex-
act same setup as NORA10, but instead uses ERA-Interim as its host reanalysis. This
allows an evaluation of the stationarity of the NORA10 statistics. The results show
only very small differences in the statistics and trends of the mean and upper per-
centiles of the 10-m wind speed of NORA10 compared with NORA10EI. NORA10EI
performs slightly better than NORA10 in the ERA-40 period, since ERA-Interim out-
performs ERA-40. By the same token, the operational ECMWF analyses outperform
ERA-Interim and NORA10 thus performs slightly better than NORA10EI after 2006.
The years 2002–2006 represent a transitional period where NORA10EI and NORA10
perform very similarly. In this period, NORA10 is forced with operational analyses of
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high resolution, but with a model configuration which shows not the same performance
as the model configuration of ERA-Interim, which is the operational cycle of 2006.
However, despite the abrupt changes in forcing of NORA10 after August 2002, we do
not see any statistically significant changes in the mean or in the upper percentiles of
the 10-m wind speed of NORA10. In addition to the appraisal of NORA10’s wind and
wave performance, we also looked at trends in 10-m wind speed in four different do-
mains; the southern (1) and northern (2) part of the North Sea, the main part of the Nor-
wegian Sea (2) and the northern part (4) of the Norwegian Sea. While the reanalyses
are affected by updates in the observation network (Aarnes et al., 2015), the hindcasts
are in fact more robust because the impact of the assimilation scheme is dampened
as the reanalyses provide only boundary and initial conditions for the high-resolution
forecast, and the high-resolution forecasts are running without its own assimilation (see
Fig. 2 and Table 5 in this paper). The results from the trend analysis do not show any
significant trend in 10-m wind speed in NORA10EI, although the results indicate a
weak negative trend in the mean and the 95 percentile in all the four domains, and also
in the 99 percentile, except for the North Sea, domain 1 and 2, which shows a weak
positive trend in the 99 percentile. (In the analysis, we used measurements from off-
shore installations. The handling of the measurements is described in Appendix A.5.)

Paper II: NORA3: A non-hydrostatic high-resolution hindcast of the North Sea,
the Norwegian Sea, and the Barents Sea

H. Haakenstad, Ø. Breivik, B. R. Furevik, M. Reistad, P. Bohlinger and O. J. Aarnes
(2021), Journal of Applied Meteorology and Climatology, 60(10)

Paper II investigates the 10-m wind speed performance of the non-hydrostatic convection-
permitting hindcast, NORA3. The hindcast represents a major upgrade compared to
NORA10 as it uses the version of the non-hydrostatic numerical prediction model
HARMONIE-AROME (Bengtsson et al., 2017; Seity et al., 2011) in operational use
at MET Norway at the time when production started in the beginning of 2018. A rela-
tively detailed description of the model configuration is given in the paper. In addition
to a much finer grid with a horizontal resolution of 3 km, the model is also quite a
lot more advanced than HIRLAM. It calculates the fully compressible Euler equations,
using twelve prognostic three-dimensional variables where two of these variables are
non-hydrostatic and related to pressure and vertical momentum. Five are hydromete-
ors, thus permitting convection. Its higher horizontal and vertical resolution and the
shorter time step required alone make it almost 90 times as computationally demand-
ing as NORA10. Added to this is the increased complexity of the physics. In total,
HARMONIE-AROME-model is about 125 times more costly to run. The boundary
and initial conditions are taken from ECMWF’s most recent reanalysis, ERA5 (Hers-
bach et al., 2020). The validation of NORA3 is presented in the form of a general
evaluation against reference and maritime stations with time series of mean error, mean
absolute error and the activity ratio (the ratio between the standard deviation of the
hindcast wind speed and the observations). After that a categorical validation in the
form of the equitable threat score (ETS) score is presented for maritime, coastal, moun-
tain and Arctic stations. The categorical validation is followed by a spatial comparison
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between NORA3 and ERA5 and a look at the percentile performance. After that fol-
lows a study of the ability to capture and model polar lows, where one case is described
in detail. The last section summarises the major wind storms in the hindcast period. In
view of the far more realistic topography in NORA3, and the inherent potential for a
much more realistic description of the three dimensional air flow in complex terrain, it
is not surprising that NORA3 shows great improvement in mountainous areas and in the
coastal zone, compared to ERA5 and NORA10. For maritime stations, NORA3 also
performs very well. However, ERA5 displays higher correlation and lower mean abso-
lute errors, despite a substantial negative bias, a trait also found in the earlier ECMWF
reanalyses ERA-40 and ERA-Interim (Haakenstad et al., 2020). The activity ratio is
greatly improved in NORA3 compared to ERA5. This applies to all station classes, in-
cluding the maritime stations. This means that NORA3 has the wind speed variability
which best matches the observed variance. NORA3 also reproduces polar lows with
much more detailed structures compared with NORA10 and ERA5. In the case pre-
sented in the paper, both NORA3 and ERA5 show a low-pressure track which roughly
follows the observations. However, ERA5 shows too weak maximum winds without
the same sharp structures found in NORA3. NORA3 also captures the characteristical
small convective cells in the wake of the polar low, in good qualitative agreement with
the satellite image found in the STARS database (Furevik et al., 2015). These small
convective cells are absent in ERA5 and NORA10, highlighting the added value of a
convection-permitting model. (The influence of explicit deep convection is also pointed
out by Hallerstig et al. (2021), where they found a more realistic convective cell repre-
sentation compared with the parameterized deep convection case running ECMWF-IFS
experimentally on 5 km resolution). The extra-tropical wind storms described in Sec-
tion 3-d-2 shows that NORA3 also captures the maximum wind speed of wind storms
better than NORA10 and ERA5. (Also in this analysis, measurements from offshore
installations were used. For a closer look at the method, see Appendix A.5.

Paper III: NORA3 Part II: Precipitation and temperature statistics in complex
terrain modeled with a non-hydrostatic model

H. Haakenstad and Ø. Breivik (2022), Submitted to Journal of Applied Meteorology
and Climatology

Paper III investigates the 2-m temperature and the daily precipitation performance of
the NORA3 hindcast. The atmospheric three-dimensional state is archived with three-
hourly resolution, whereas several surface and two-dimensional variables are archived
with hourly resolution (in addition to wind at selected levels meant for studies of wind
power generation, see Solbrekke et al. 2021). In addition, all the wave parameters from
WAM are archived at hourly resolution. It is of interest to see how the 2-m temperature
and the daily precipitation performs and compares to the reanalysis, ERA5. In a pe-
riod with rapid climate change, precipitation extremes are a major concern (IPCC-AR5
et al., 2014). Given NORA3’s convection-permitting non-hydrostatic scheme and the
use of the most recent ECMWF reanalysis for boundary and initial conditions, we ex-
pected to see an improvement in the performance of these variables, including a better
representation of their extreme values. In the study we used daily precipitation from
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NORA3 calculated as aggregated hourly values (taken at lead times 4 to 9 hours of the
four daily forecast cycles starting at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC). Boundary and initial con-
ditions were taken from lead times 7 to 18 hours from the two daily cycles of ERA5
(initialized at 06 and 18 UTC). The study shows much improved performance in daily
precipitation and also in 2-m temperature of NORA3, compared to ERA5. The ex-
tremes of daily precipitation show very little bias up to the 99.9 percentile. In sum, the
findings from the second paper and this paper, that NORA3 performs better than ERA5
in terms of 2-m temperature, daily precipitation and 10-m wind speed, demonstrates
that NORA3 is well suited for studies of extreme events where complex coastlines and
steep topography affect the passage of extratropical cyclones. By permitting deep con-
vection, a more representative water cycle is achieved. The non-hydrostatic scheme
also yields more realistic vertical accelerations, whereas the higher resolution and the
more complex surface scheme (SURFEX, see Masson et al. 2013) generates more real-
istic flux exchange between the surface and the atmosphere. This all adds up to a more
realistic climatology of wind, precipitation and temperature well suited for mesoscale
analyses.

The main findings of the paper are that in terms of temperature, NORA3 and ERA5
in general show good agreement with observations, but an underestimation of the 2-m
temperature is clear in both archives. The underestimation is greater in ERA5 than in
NORA3, and both data sets show the strongest underestimation in spring. The ETS
shows that NORA3 performs well for all temperatures above −10◦C, but is outper-
formed by ERA5 for very low temperatures (below −15◦C, typically below the first
percentile). NORA3 has by far the best performance for the 99 percentile. NORA3
performs very well in terms of daily precipitation and has the highest correlation to the
observed daily precipitation. NORA3 also shows the best scores of the 99 percentile,
the 75 percentile, and the root mean square error for daily precipitation. It also has the
best monthly mean value throughout the year, and the best ETS score over all precipi-
tation categories.

Paper IV: NORA3: A high-resolution wave hindcast for the North Sea, the Norwe-
gian Sea and the Barents Sea with a modified Charnock coefficient for high wind
situations

Ø. Breivik, A. Currasco, H. Haakenstad, M. Reistad, P. Bohlinger, O. J. Aarnes, B. R.
Furevik, J.-R. Bidlot, J. Staneva, A. Behrens and H. Günther (2022), Journal of Geo-
physical Research: Oceans, 127(3), DOI: 10.1029/2021JC018196

Due to the high sensitivity of wave growth in strong winds, Paper IV investigated a new
modification of the Charnock parameter and with it a new approach to the determina-
tion of the roughness length over ocean waves. Charnock (Charnock, 1955) assumed a
relationship between the wind stress and the roughness length itself

z0 = αu2
∗/g. (3.1)

Here, α is a non-dimensional parameter, traditionally assumed constant, but here al-
lowed to vary with the wind speed. In this study, a hindcast of the wave climate for the
Norwegian Sea, the North Sea and the Arctic Ocean is presented, covering the years
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1998 to 2020. The archive has been produced by running a third generation spectral
wave model, WAM Cycle 4.7 (ECMWF, 2020; Janssen, 2004; Komen et al., 1994;
Wamdi-Group, 1988). Lower resolution wind fields from ERA5 have been used as
forcing in the outer part of the domain, while high resolution winds from NORA3 have
been used in the inner domain. Linear interpolation is performed in a limited transi-
tion zone inside the smaller area to achieve dynamical consistency in the wind forcing
field. The growth of waves under extreme winds have been a topic of considerable in-
terest over the past two decades (Donelan et al., 2004; Holthuijsen et al., 2012; Powell
et al., 2003; Zweers et al., 2010). There is increasing evidence of a saturation and per-
haps even a reduction of the drag under hurricane-strength winds. When waves are
young and growing, the drag becomes large and in a stand-alone wave model, lacking
the feedback with the atmospheric model which could have lowered the wind speed,
the high drag can cause unrealistic wave growth. The problem is also present in cou-
pled models of the atmosphere and the oceanic wave field, as excessive drag can lower
the wind speed too much, yielding unrealistically weak wind fields in hurricane con-
ditions. It was found by Li et al. (2021) that the implementation by ECMWF (2020)
of a reduction of the Charnock parameter at high wind speeds gave wave growth in a
coupled simulation that was in good agreement with observations in tropical cyclone
LingLing. The new drag parameterization yields a significant bias reduction in strong
winds in a two-year (2011–2012) twin experiment against a control run with the nor-
mal Charnock parameterization. The 23-year (uncoupled) wave hindcast (1998–2020)
also shows very good performance compared against satellite and buoy measurements.
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Abstract

NORA10EI, a new atmosphere and wave hindcast for the Norwegian Sea, the

North Sea and the Barents Sea is presented. The hindcast uses ERA-Interim as

initial and boundary conditions and covers the period 1979–2017. The earlier

NORA10 hindcast used ERA-40 as initial and boundary conditions before

September 2002 and operational analyses from the European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in the continuation. This change

in initial and boundary conditions may lead to non-stationarities in bias and

random errors, and it is a question of some concern whether this also leads to

spurious trends. We investigate this by comparing the two hindcasts. We find

only minor differences in the statistics of means and upper percentiles, but

somewhat larger differences in the extremes (100-year return values) of signifi-

cant wave height and 10-m winds. Generally, NORA10EI outperforms

NORA10 in the ERA-40 period (before September 2002) since ERA-Interim

outperforms ERA-40. Conversely, NORA10 outperforms NORA10EI after

2006, since the operational ECMWF analyses here outperform ERA-Interim.

Years 2002–2006 is a transition period with minor differences between the

NORA10 and NORA10EI where the resolution of ERA-Interim is lower than

that of the ECMWF analyses, but its physics are from a more recent model

(2006). An important finding is that the regional hindcasts appear quite insen-

sitive to changes in the host reanalysis with no statistically significant differ-

ences in mean and upper percentile trends of wind speed and wave height. A

comparison of four polar low cases confirms that using ERA-Interim as host

reanalysis yields a slightly better representation of evolution and intensity of

polar lows than NORA10 in the ERA-40 period and the opposite after 2006.

KEYWORD S

North Sea, Norwegian Sea, regional hindcast, trend analysis, wave modelling

1 | INTRODUCTION

Regional downscaling of global reanalyses of the atmo-

sphere and the wave field, known as hindcasts (a model

run without data assimilation but constrained by a

reanalysis on the boundaries and as initial conditions),

are a cheap and useful supplement to regional reanalyses

as they are affordable on much higher lateral resolution
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without the need for an expensive data assimilation system.

Several high-quality regional hindcasts have been gener-

ated in recent years (e.g., the studies by Gaslikova and

Weisse, 2006; Weisse and Günther, 2007 and Weisse and

von Storch, 2010 for the North Sea and the NORA10

hindcast by Reistad et al., 2011 to be investigated here). As

waves are entirely forced by the wind, these studies per-

form well without assimilation of wave observations. Wave

hindcasts are useful since the regional wave climate

requires relatively high resolution to resolve topographical

features that modify the wind field and obstruct the wave

field. A number of regional (e.g., Bromirski et al., 2013;

Izaguirre et al., 2013; Appendini et al., 2014; Semedo et al.,

2015), basin-scale (Wang et al., 2012) and global (Semedo

et al., 2011; Aarnes et al., 2015; Meucci et al., 2019) studies

on wave climate variability and trends from hindcasts and

reanalyses have recently been presented. Common to all of

them is that they take their boundary conditions from

global reanalyses.

The first global reanalyses were the ERA-15

reanalysis (Gibson et al., 1997) developed at the

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) and the 40-year reanalysis (since extended)

developed at the National Centers for Environmental

Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCEP/NCAR) (Kalnay et al., 1996). These were followed

a few years later by the first coupled atmosphere-wave

reanalysis, ERA-40 (Uppala et al., 2005), developed at

ECMWF.

After ERA-40 came a series of global atmospheric

reanalyses, most notably the Japanese Reanalysis (JRA-

25, Onogi et al., 2007), the Climate and Forecast

Reanalysis (CFSR, Saha et al., 2010), the Modern Era

Reanalysis (MERRA, Rienecker et al., 2011), ERA-

Interim (Dee et al., 2011), and the updated version of

CFSR (CFSv2, Saha et al., 2014). Recently, century-long

reanalyses have been produced at lower resolution, nota-

bly the 20th-century reanalysis, covering the period from

1871 to present (Compo et al., 2011) and ERA20C, cover-

ing the period 1900–2010 (Hersbach et al., 2015; Poli

et al., 2016). The latter was recently accompanied by

CERA20C, a coupled atmosphere–ocean low-resolution

reanalysis (Buizza et al., 2018; Laloyaux, 2018).

ERA-Interim is continually updated but is not

extended back beyond 1979. Compared with ERA-40,

ERA-Interim has an improved hydrological cycle and

better stratospheric circulation. Furthermore, in situ obser-

vations and satellite data are handled by four-dimensional

variational data assimilation whereas ERA-40 employed a

three-dimensional (3D) variational assimilation scheme

(Dee et al., 2011). Although now being replaced by the

new modern-era reanalysis ERA-5 (Hersbach and Dee,

2016), ERA-Interim is still used extensively.

NORA10 (Reistad et al., 2011) is a regional atmo-

sphere and wave hindcast which employs ERA-40 on the

boundaries and as initial conditions for the atmosphere,

and spectra from a coarser wave model forced with ERA-

40 winds for the wave field. NORA10 originally covered

the same period as ERA-40, September 1957 to

September 2002, but has since been extended to present

time using operational analyses as boundary and initial

conditions (Aarnes et al., 2012). (This extension is

referred to as the second period of NORA10). Although

of high quality, this inconsistency in the boundary forc-

ing has led to concerns about the stationarity of the statis-

tical properties of the hindcast archive since model

upgrades have inevitably led to improvements and thus a

reduction of bias and random error in the boundary and

initial conditions. The question of whether the intensity

of storm systems has been affected by these gradual

changes to the forcing is of particular interest. This would

show up as spurious trends which could also be inter-

preted as a climate change signal and compromises

extreme value estimation (Aarnes et al., 2015). This ques-

tion of how sensitive a regional hindcast is to its host

analysis is of wider scientific interest, as reanalyses are

often found to yield spurious trends due to increasing

amounts of observations (of improving quality), see

Aarnes et al. (2015) and Meucci et al. (2019).

In order to explore the stationarity issue, we have

applied ERA-Interim on the boundaries of the NORA10

model domain and run the atmospheric model for the

period 1979–2017. ERA-Interim was the best reanalysis

available at the start of the NORA10EI production, and it

is comparable in quality to the ECMWF analyses used for

the early second period of the NORA10 hindcast.

The same wave model as was used for NORA10 was

employed to produce wave fields for the period, where an

outer wave model forced by ERA-Interim winds provided

spectral wave boundary conditions to the inner model.

With other things kept constant, we will thus investigate

whether the change from ERA-40 to ECMWF analyses

on the boundaries has led to spurious trends in mean and

upper percentiles of the wind and wave field of NORA10.

This paper is organized as follows. A description of

the new NORA10EI hindcast is presented in Section 2. A

presentation of the general performance of NORA10EI

follows in Section 3. Section 4 investigates median and

upper percentiles of the wind speed at offshore wind-

measuring stations. Section 5 assesses the performance of

the wave model fields against offshore wave-measuring

stations. The trends in wind speed are investigated in

Section 6 and spatial wind patterns are presented in

Section 7. A comparison of extreme value estimates from

NORA10 and NORA10EI is presented in Section 8. The

total impact of the transition to operational analyses on
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NORA10 is discussed in Section 9 and the conclusions are

summarized in Section 10. A short description of the usage

of the offshore observations related to Section 4 is given in

Appendix A1. Four polar low cases are presented in

Appendix A2 (Figures A1–A8) where the relative merit of

NORA10 v NORA10EI is considered, and the method used

in trend analysis in Section 6 is presented in Appendix A3.

2 | MODEL SETUP

This hindcast study has deliberately been set up on the

same model domain and with a configuration which

closely matches that of NORA10. This is because we aim

to investigate the sensitivity of a regional hindcast to host

analysis forcing, and to what extent NORA10 is affected

by the change in forcing data in 2002 where the transi-

tion from ERA-40 to ECMWF analyses takes place. The

only exception to this is that the wind input to the wave

model is hourly instead of 3 hr. This is not expected to

have a major impact on the performance, except to give a

slightly better representation of the upper percentiles.

The NORA10 atmosphere and wave hindcast (Reistad

et al., 2011) was based on an atmospheric downscaling of

the global ERA-40 reanalysis (Uppala et al., 2005). The

wave model was set up in a nested configuration where

ERA-40 10-m winds were used to force a 50-km resolution

wave model covering the North Atlantic which provided

boundary conditions for a 10-km wave model (see Breivik

et al., 2009 for details on the nesting scheme).

The NORA10EI atmospheric downscaling uses ERA-

Interim as boundary and initial conditions but is other-

wise, identical to NORA10. The HIgh-Resolution Lim-

ited Area Model (HIRLAM, see Unden et al., 2002) is

run in four 9-hr forecast sequences every day. HIRLAM

is initialized by a blending of the ERA-Interim

reanalysis and the previous HIRLAM forecast, valid at

the start time of the forecast. This allows small scale

structures to develop freely in the forecast while the

large-scale structures are being controlled by the large-

scale forcing Yang (2005).

The model domain is a rotated spherical grid with the

south pole positioned at 22
�

S, 40
�

W (see Figure 1). The

domain is 248 × 400 grid points with 0.1
�

resolution. The

vertical is resolved by 40 hybrid levels with variable spac-

ing. Near the surface, the vertical coordinate closely fol-

lows the terrain and it gradually transforms with height

toward a pressure coordinate at the top of the domain.

The model equations are solved by a semi-implicit, semi-

Lagrangian two-time level integration scheme and the

time step is 240 s (Unden et al., 2002). Sequences of 10-m

wind fields from +3 to +8 hr lead time exhibit the lowest

biases and random errors and were therefore chosen for

the wave model forcing as well as the model-observation

comparison presented in the following sections.

No changes were made to the wave model physics or

the spectral or spatial resolution. The WAM Cycle 4 model

physics is described by Günther et al. (1992); Komen et al.

(1994). The ice coverage was updated every 10 days based

on the ice concentration in the ERA-Interim reanalysis.

FIGURE 1 Overview of the

model domain with offshore and

coastal stations. The domains used

for trend analysis are coloured. The

domains are numbered 1–4 from

south to north
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The model grid orientation and resolution are identical

to the atmospheric grid. The two-dimensional spectrum

is discretized with 24 directional bins (15
�

resolution) and

25 logarithmically spaced frequency bins, ranging from

0.042 to 0.41 Hz in 10% increments.

3 | GENERAL PERFORMANCE OF
NORA10EI

NORA10EI is compared against NORA10, the combined

ERA-40 reanalysis/ECMWF analysis (hereafter referred

to as EC), ERA-Interim and the more recent reanalysis

ERA-5. Norwegian observations, retrieved from the cli-

mate database operated by the Norwegian Meteorological

Institute, form the basis for the validation.1 The observa-

tion locations are indicated in Figure 1, where the sta-

tions 1–8 are offshore and stations 9–21 are onshore. The

offshore stations provide discontinuous measurements

over the period investigated, 1979–2017, and will not be

used in the performance appraisal. All the onshore sta-

tions have reliable and relatively continuous measure-

ment series over this period where the requirement has

been at least 60% coverage every month. Observations

have been despiked by removing observations deviating

by more than 20 m�s−1 from the hindcasts or the

reanalyses. All onshore stations are used in the assess-

ment of the general performance of NORA10EI together

with the two arctic stations, Jan Mayen and Hopen,

which also meet the requirements.

The validation is based on a total of 753,403 wind

measurements. Figure 2 compares the Weibull distribu-

tion (Zong, 2006) of these wind measurements against

the Weibull distribution of the two hindcasts,

NORA10EI, NORA10, and the three reanalyses, EC,

ERA-Interim and ERA-5. All three reanalyses exhibit sig-

nificant overestimation of the frequency of wind speed in

the interval 3–10 m�s−1 and an underestimation of wind

speed above 11 m�s−1. The two hindcasts show the same

pattern, but with less deviation from the observations.

Most significant improvements from the reanalyses are

seen for wind speeds between 4 and 5 m�s−1 and for wind

speeds higher than 11 m�s−1.

Figure 3 shows the general performance of the two

hindcasts, NORA10EI and NORA10 together with the

reanalyses EC, ERA-Interim and ERA-5, expressed by

mean error (bias), root mean square error (RMSE) and

the correlation with observations (panels a, b, and c,

respectively).

The time series of the mean error (Figure 3a) shows

that both the hindcasts and the host reanalyses primar-

ily underestimate the wind speed, except for EC in the

period 2006–2011. The hindcasts show shorter periods

with weak positive mean errors, however, the negative

mean errors dominate the time series. The underestima-

tion in wind speed is considerably smaller for

NORA10EI and NORA10 than for EC and ERA-5, but

very close to ERA-Interim up to 2002. From 2007 and

forwards, NORA10 is the best performing of the

hindcasts and the reanalyses, if we ignore the EC for the

years 2012 and 2013. The performances of NORA10 and

NORA10EI are also more stable, with smaller changes

in mean error from year to year compared with the

reanalyses. (The range interval in mean error is less

than 0.4 m�s−1 for the hindcasts, equal to 0.4 m�s−1 for

ERA-5, 0.5 m�s−1 for ERA-Interim and 1.2 m�s−1 for

the EC.)

Before 2002, the underestimation is greatest in EC

and smallest in NORA10EI. The transition from ERA-40

to ECMWF analysis in 2002 is clearly visible by the

abrupt change from a strong underestimation of the wind

speed before 2002 to a weak overestimation in the years

2006–2011.

This change in mean error in the EC time series has

only a small impact on the NORA10 mean error, but the

impact of changing the forcing of NORA10 is sufficient to

cause a shift in the performance level. While NORA10EI

outperforms NORA10 before 2002, NORA10 marginally

outperforms NORA10EI in the second period of NORA10

(the mean error is reported for the period 2002–2017 in

Table 1).

Weibull distribution of 10 m wind speed
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FIGURE 2 Weibull distribution plot of 10 m wind speed for

onshore measuring stations
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The RMSE time series (Figure 3b) shows that

NORA10EI has the lowest RMSE in the period

1979–2002. The RMSE is almost the same for the two

hindcast in the period 2004 to 2006, while NORA10 out-

performs NORA10EI after 2006.

The decrease in RMSE over time for the host analyses

(EC analysis and ERA-Interim, respectively) is almost uni-

formly in the period up to 2000, ignoring the first 5 years.

This trend is also found in the hindcasts and in ERA-5,

however, the decrease is considerably weaker. From 2003

to 2005, the RMSE of ERA-Interim and the EC operational

analyses are almost identical, while the EC operational

analysis outperforms ERA-Interim from 2006 (the RMSE

is reported for the period 2002–2017 in Table 2).

The time series of the correlation between the

hindcasts and the observations and between the

(a)
Mean Error of 10 m Wind Speed
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FIGURE 3 General model wind speed performance expressed by mean error (a), root mean square error (b) and the correlation to the

observations (c). EC (light grey) represents ERA-40 up to September 2002 and ECMWF analyses thereafter
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reanalyses and the observations (Figure 3c) show that

ERA-5 yields the highest correlation overall. However,

ERA-5 is biased low in wind speed. NORA10EI is as

expected surpassed by NORA10 in the last part of the

period. EC outperforms ERA-Interim from 2006, as must

be expected as it is built on the operational model version

of the ECMWF Integrated Forecast System (IFS) that

became operational in December 2006 (Cy31r2). Note,

however, that EC analysis is very close in performance to

ERA-Interim even in the period 2003–2006, as its resolu-

tion is about 40 km in 2002 and thus much higher than

the resolution of ERA-Interim (79 km).

Figure 3 and Tables 1–3 demonstrate the effect of

increased resolution and improved model physics in the

host analysis. In September 2002, the resolution of the

host analysis to NORA10 was changed from approxi-

mately 125 km to about 40 km with the transition from

ERA-40 to operational ECMWF analyses. The transition

TABLE 1 Mean error from 2002 to

2017 for the models NORA10EI,

NORA10, ERA-40/EC, ERA-interim

and ERA-5

Year NORA10EI NORA10 ERA-40/EC ERA-interim ERA-5

2002 −0.26 −0.28 −0.66 −0.35 −0.39

2003 −0.30 −0.28 −0.45 −0.38 −0.48

2004 −0.17 −0.19 −0.23 −0.19 −0.30

2005 0.01 0.05 −0.20 −0.14 −0.17

2006 −0.12 −0.10 0.01 −0.20 −0.24

2007 −0.15 −0.12 0.15 −0.28 −0.28

2008 −0.15 −0.12 0.17 −0.26 −0.31

2009 −0.15 −0.12 0.14 −0.25 −0.24

2010 −0.05 −0.02 0.14 −0.19 −0.13

2011 −0.06 −0.02 0.08 −0.15 −0.18

2012 −0.09 −0.04 −0.01 −0.20 −0.22

2013 −0.15 −0.13 −0.08 −0.25 −0.27

2014 −0.11 −0.07 −0.13 −0.20 −0.24

2015 −0.17 −0.14 −0.33 −0.23 −0.35

2016 −0.08 −0.05 −0.24 −0.16 −0.21

2017 −0.16 −0.13 −0.38 −0.45 −0.33

TABLE 2 Root mean square error

from 2002 to 2017 for the models

NORA10EI, NORA10, ERA-40/EC,

ERA-interim and ERA-5

Year NORA10EI NORA10 ERA-40/EC ERA-interim ERA-5

2002 1.62 1.64 1.97 1.77 1.73

2003 1.65 1.69 1.84 1.85 1.79

2004 1.60 1.59 1.76 1.77 1.69

2005 1.62 1.64 1.84 1.85 1.73

2006 1.67 1.67 1.78 1.91 1.78

2007 1.66 1.65 1.73 1.88 1.72

2008 1.68 1.65 1.71 1.87 1.74

2009 1.70 1.68 1.77 1.93 1.76

2010 1.75 1.72 1.80 2.02 1.84

2011 1.73 1.70 1.75 1.97 1.81

2012 1.69 1.65 1.70 1.93 1.76

2013 1.69 1.66 1.70 1.92 1.80

2014 1.72 1.67 1.71 1.96 1.83

2015 1.73 1.66 1.76 1.98 1.85

2016 1.67 1.60 1.65 1.90 1.74

2017 1.71 1.63 1.74 1.97 1.79
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also led to a cycle update from ERA-40's Cy23r4 to the

operational Cy25r1.2 Additional changes to the horizon-

tal resolution of EC occurred in 2006, 2010 and 2016,

when the resolution of ECMWF-IFS was refined to

25, 16 and 9 km. Increases in the vertical resolution took

place in in 2006 and 2013 to respectively 91 and

137 levels). Four polar low cases have been examined in

Appendix A2 (see Figures A1–A8). Although the two

hindcasts (NORA10 and NORA10EI) give quite similar

results, the lows are somewhat better represented by

NORA10EI in the period up to September 2002 (ERA-40

boundary conditions for NORA10), and conversely that

NORA10 captures the polar lows better in the period

after August 2002.

4 | MEDIAN AND UPPER-
PERCENTILE OFFSHORE WIND

Figure 4 shows the 50th (median), 95th and 99th percen-

tiles of observed and modelled 10 m wind speed at off-

shore stations (stations 1–8 in Figure 1).

The offshore wind stations are very scarce in the early

period, with just Ekofisk in operation between period

1980 and 1989. Gullfaks-C started reporting in October

1989, followed by Sleipner and Draugen in 1994 and

Heidrun in 1995. Norne and Troll-A started reporting in

1998 and Heimdal in 2005. Offshore stations typically

observe winds at heights between 30 and 130 m. The

observations are here reduced to 10 m height by using

the NORSOK profile defined in Appendix A1.

The median observed wind speed (Figure 4a)

ranges from 7.5 to 9.1 m�s−1. The first two decades

show higher median wind speeds relative to the last

part of the period. The median percentile wind speed

of NORA10EI ranges from 7.3 to 9.0 m�s−1.

NORA10EI does also show the highest values in the

first 20 years (1979–1998), and somewhat lower

values during the last part of the period. This is in

agreement with the observations. NORA10 shows

slightly higher median wind speeds (ranging from

7.4 to 9.2 m�s−1), however, both NORA10EI and

NORA10 match the observations well.

EC exhibits a lower range (6.7–8.4 m�s−1) for the

median wind speed. The trend is also opposite to what is

observed with the highest values in the last decade of the

period, caused by the change from ERA-40 to operational

EC analyses in 2002. ERA-Interim has somewhat higher

values than EC (ranging from 6.9 to 8.8 m�s−1) and is

closer to the observations. The ERA-Interim trends are

also similar to the observations, that is, the highest values

during the first two decades and somewhat weaker winds

during the last part of the period. ERA-5 displays a rela-

tively similar range (7.0–8.6 m�s−1).

The 95th percentile observed wind speed varies

between 15.2 and 19.8 m�s−1. NORA10EI underestimates

the 95th percentile (with a range 14.4–17.3 m�s−1). The

underestimation is quite strong in the beginning of the

period but is strongly reduced from 1998, probably caused

by increased confidence in the measuring data with the

take in of NORNE and TROLL-A. NORA10 exhibits a

slightly smaller range in 95th percentiles than NORA10EI,

TABLE 3 Correlation coefficient

from 2002 to 2017 for the models

NORA10EI, NORA10, ERA-40/EC,

ERA-interim and ERA-5

Year NORA10EI NORA10 ERA-40/EC ERA-interim ERA-5

2002 0.70 0.71 0.65 0.68 0.74

2003 0.70 0.71 0.73 0.71 0.77

2004 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.72 0.77

2005 0.77 0.77 0.74 0.75 0.79

2006 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.75 0.79

2007 0.78 0.79 0.79 0.75 0.80

2008 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.75 0.80

2009 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.73 0.79

2010 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.72 0.78

2011 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.74 0.79

2012 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.74 0.79

2013 0.77 0.78 0.80 0.74 0.79

2014 0.75 0.77 0.78 0.72 0.77

2015 0.78 0.80 0.81 0.75 0.80

2016 0.76 0.78 0.79 0.73 0.79

2017 0.77 0.79 0.80 0.75 0.80
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but the differences are very small. Among the reanalyses,

ERA-Interim performs the best in terms of 95th percentile

wind speed, closely followed by ERA-5.

The 99th percentile observed wind speed ranges from

18.5 to 24.9 m�s−1. NORA10EI and NORA10 both fit the

99th percentile observations in the last part of the period,

but underestimate in the first part of the period. The

range of NORA10EI is 17.1–20.5 m�s−1 and NORA10 dis-

plays almost exactly the same range. It is however a

question of how credible the observed percentiles in the

beginning of the period are, as there are very few obser-

vations in the first two decades (see Figure 5).

A general observation from inspection of Figure 3 is

that the NORA10 mean error (panel a) and RMSE (panel

b) exhibit a weak, decreasing trend, with NORA10 out-

performing NORA10EI after 2006. This suggests a small

spurious trend in wind speed for NORA10, but, as can be

seen from Figure 4, the effect is rather weak.
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FIGURE 4 Offshore stations, 50th (a), 95th (b) and 99th (c) percentiles of 10-m wind speed (m�s−1)
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Figure 6 shows the quantile-quantile (QQ) comparison

of 10-m wind speed and the associated scatter plot based

on the eight maritime stations 1–8 in Figure 1. It is clear

that the wind speed distributions of NORA10EI and

NORA10 are very similar and very close to the observed

distribution with NORA10EI showing a slightly better

match against the highest observed wind speeds. The

slightly lower RMSE of NORA10EI is evident in the

slightly smaller spread seen in Figure 6b), but the qua-

ntiles very nearly coincide.

5 | OFFSHORE WAVE
MEASUREMENTS

The wave model fields have been compared against wave

observations of significant wave height, Hs, from a number

of offshore platforms in Tables 4 and 5. The performance

of NORA10EI is generally slightly better than for NORA10

before 2002, and slightly poorer after 2006, in agreement

with the results presented above for the 10-m wind speed.

This is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. The differences are

small, and the comparison with observations in generally

good. There are no big differences between the two, but

NORA10 (red) tends to yield slightly higher Hs after 2006.

This tendency is particularly evident in Figure 8 (Draugen

field, location 6 in Figure 1), where the 99th percentile

(panel b) deviates by as much as 5% toward the end of the

period. Ekofisk in the central North Sea (location 1 in

Figure 1) exhibits a similar, but weaker, pattern

(Figure 7b). The main reason is the small increase in mean

wind speed due to higher resolution in EC analyses com-

pared to the early period which is forced with ERA-40, as

seen in the trend analysis (Section 6).
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TABLE 4 Observed and modelled significant wave height at offshore stations in the Barents Sea and the eastern Norwegian Sea

Location N Mean SD MAD RMSD Corr. P90 P95 P99 P99.9

Barents Sea

1978–1998

Obs. 58,637 2.31 1.32 4.1 4.9 6.7 9.2

NORA10 2.33 1.36 0.34 0.49 0.935 4.2 5.0 6.9 9.3

NORA10EI 2.35 1.37 0.34 0.47 0.939 4.2 5.0 7.0 9.3

Barents Sea

2007–2015

Obs. 36,003 2.36 1.33 4.1 5.0 6.9 9.1

NORA10 2.38 1.32 0.32 0.44 0.944 4.2 5.0 6.9 8.9

NORA10EI 2.33 1.31 0.34 0.47 0.937 4.1 4.9 6.8 8.7

Barents Sea

2007–2015

Obs. 1-hr 108,064 2.36 1.33 4.1 5.0 6.9 9.1

NORA10EI 1-hr 2.34 1.31 0.34 0.47 0.937 4.1 4.9 6.8 8.8

Haltenbanken

1980–1988

Obs. 12,195 2.68 1.60 4.9 5.9 8.0 10.5

NORA10 2.57 1.59 0.34 0.47 0.959 4.8 5.8 7.8 10.3

NORA10EI 2.60 1.61 0.33 0.46 0.960 4.8 5.9 7.9 10.3

Heidrun

1996–2005

Obs. 24,814 2.63 1.50 4.7 5.5 7.4 9.5

NORA10 2.72 1.61 0.47 0.65 0.917 4.9 5.9 8.1 10.3

NORA10EI 2.75 1.65 0.48 0.66 0.929 4.9 6.0 8.3 10.7

Heidrun

2006–2017

Obs. 34,170 2.59 1.52 4.7 5.5 7.2 9.8

NORA10 2.78 1.62 0.45 0.62 0.932 5.0 5.9 8.1 11.1

NORA10EI 2.75 1.62 0.46 0.63 0.928 4.9 5.9 8.0 11.1

Draugen

1995–2005

Obs. 24,104 2.61 1.65 4.9 5.9 7.8 9.6

NORA10 2.66 1.61 0.41 0.56 0.941 4.8 5.9 8.1 10.2

NORA10EI 2.70 1.63 0.42 0.57 0.940 4.9 6.0 8.2 10.7

Draugen

2006–2017

Obs. 30,912 2.69 1.61 4.9 5.9 7.6 9.9

NORA10 2.81 1.62 0.40 0.54 0.946 5.0 6.0 8.1 10.8

NORA10EI 2.79 1.62 0.42 0.57 0.941 5.0 6.0 8.0 10.7

TABLE 5 Observed and modelled significant wave height at Norwegian offshore stations in the North Sea

Location N Mean SD MAD RMSD Corr. P90 P95 P99 P99.9

Gullfaks

1990–2005

Obs. 38,911 2.69 1.53 4.8 5.7 7.3 9.8

NORA10 2.76 1.58 0.35 0.49 0.952 4.9 5.9 7.7 10.2

NORA10EI 2.79 1.60 0.35 0.50 0.953 5.0 6.0 7.8 10.4

Gullfaks

2006–2017

Obs. 30,549 2.79 1.57 4.9 5.8 7.6 9.7

NORA10 2.84 1.60 0.35 0.47 0.956 5.0 5.9 8.0 10.8

NORA10EI 2.81 1.59 0.35 0.48 0.954 4.9 5.9 8.0 10.8

Ekofisk

1980–2005

Obs. 67,527 2.07 1.26 3.8 4.5 6.1 8.5

NORA10 2.07 1.30 0.27 0.41 0.949 3.9 4.6 6.2 8.5

NORA10EI 2.11 1.32 0.28 0.42 0.948 3.9 4.7 6.3 8.7

Ekofisk

2006–2017

Obs. 29,396 1.98 1.27 3.6 4.4 6.1 8.3

NORA10 2.09 1.31 0.26 0.37 0.962 3.9 4.7 6.4 9.1

NORA10EI 2.07 1.31 0.26 0.38 0.958 3.8 4.7 6.4 9.1
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6 | TRENDS IN MARINE WIND
CLIMATE

It is generally difficult to estimate trends from reanalyses

as updates to the observation network can lead to spuri-

ous trends, even with no changes to the model setup or

to the assimilation scheme. ERA-Interim is no exception,

as Aarnes et al. (2015) demonstrated. It is however clear

that the trends found in the downscaled hindcast are

somewhat more robust than those of the reanalysis itself.

This is because the impact of the assimilation scheme is

significantly weakened when the reanalysis is employed

as a host analysis providing boundary and initial condi-

tions for short-range forecasts with no assimilation. We

do not see strong evidence of spurious trends throughout

the model period, but the mean error is slightly more sta-

tionary for NORA10EI than for NORA10 (see upper

panel, Figure 3, where the wind speed bias for all quality-

controlled stations is shown). The RMSE (panel b) is also

more stationary for NORA10EI than NORA10, and the

correlation (panel c) is significantly higher near the

beginning of the period for NORA10EI compared to

NORA10. These differences are however small and in the

open ocean even smaller (see Figure 4).

Figure 9 shows the median and the 95th and 99th

percentiles 10-m wind speed from NORA10EI at four off-

shore domains (shown in Figure 1) with trends calculated

using Sen's slope (see Appendix A3).

Figure 9 shows that Domain 1 has typically the highest

median wind speed, but among the lowest 99th percentile

wind speeds. Domain 4 has typically the lowest values of

both median and upper percentiles. Domain 2 has the stron-

gest wind speeds with 19.6 m�s−1 in mean of the 99th per-

centile wind speed compared to 19.3 m�s−1 for Domain 3.

The trend of the median and the 95th percentile wind

speed is negative for all domains (see Table 6,

NORA10EI). The values range between −0.008 (Domain

3) to −0.067 m�s−1 decade−1 (Domain 2) for the 50th per-

centile and − 0.029 (Domain 1) to −0.087 m�s−1 decade−1

(Domain 4) for the 95th percentile.
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FIGURE 7 (a) Time series of the annual mean significant

wave height and the mean absolute error at Ekofisk in the Central

North Sea (location 1 in Figure 1). (b) Time series of the 90th, 95th

and 99th percentiles of significant wave height
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The 99th percentile shows a decreasing trend for

Domains 3 and 4 and an increasing trend for Domains

1 and 2. The signs of the trends are also in agreement with

Figures 10b and 11b, which are discussed in Section 7. The

decreasing trends of the 99th percentile are −0.067 m�s−1

decade−1 for Domain 3 and − 0.128 m�s−1 decade−1 for

Domain 4. The increasing trends of the 99th percentile are

+0.020 m�s−1 decade−1 for Domain 1 and + 0.075 m�s−1

decade−1 for Domain 2. Both the decreasing trends and

the increasing trends are small and none of the

NORA10EI trends are statistically significant at 95% confi-

dence level.

Table 6 summarizes the trends for NORA10, ERA-

Interim and ERA-40/EC. While a weak negative trend

dominates in NORA10EI, NORA10 shows a balance

between weak positive and weak negative trends.
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Trends of the 50th percentile wind speed at four offshore domains
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offshore domains shown in Figure 1
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Unsurprisingly, the transition from ERA-40 to EC ana-

lyses shows a relatively strong positive trend for all the

domains and for all the three percentiles investigated,

except for the 99th percentile trend for Domain 1. Finally,

ERA-Interim shows uniformly negative trends.

The slightly stronger positive trends (and weaker

negative trends) in NORA10 compared to NORA10EI

are mainly caused by the change in boundary condi-

tions from ERA-40 to ECMWF operational analyses in

September 2002. Note that these trends are all weak

and in fact not statistically significant. Interestingly,

the relatively minor differences seen between NORA10

and NORA10EI demonstrate that the hindcasts are

quite insensitive to resolution changes in the host anal-

ysis. This is also in accordance with Davis (2014) who

showed that little error can be clearly ascribed to the

lateral boundary conditions with a proper choice of

domain.

7 | SPATIAL WIND PATTERNS

Figure 10 shows the mean wind speed in the two periods

related to the two different forcing periods of NORA10,

1979–2002 and 2002–2017. The general picture shows

decreasing wind speed from west to east between Iceland

and Great Britain, and from north to south in the North

sea and from south to north in the Norwegian Sea and

the Greenland Sea. This pattern reflects the synoptic-

scale picture with frequent low-pressure systems moving

eastward over the Atlantic and weakening as the systems

approach land and when they travel northward into the

Barents Sea. This pattern is clearly visible in both periods.

The mean wind speed ranges from 4 to 10 m�s−1 over the

ocean. Figure 10b) shows the difference between the two

periods for NORA10EI and for NORA10. Except for the

Arctic region, NORA10EI exhibits only minor differences

between the two periods. NORA10 shows weakly

TABLE 6 A 10-m wind speed trend estimates based on Sen's slope and the statistically significant threshold

Domain

Trend in 50th percentile

wind speed

Trend in 95th percentile

wind speed

Trend in 99th percentile

wind speed

(m s−1 decade−1) (m s−1 decade−1) (m s−1 decade−1)

With significance

threshold (%)

With significance

threshold (%)

With significance

threshold (%)

NORA10EI

Domain 1 −0.032 43.6 −0.029 70.6 +0.020 88.0

Domain 2 −0.067 25.8 −0.101 29.1 +0.075 49.7

Domain 3 −0.008 92.0 −0.058 61.5 −0.067 54.6

Domain 4 −0.044 18.3 −0.087 32.7 −0.128 15.9

NORA10

Domain 1 +0.029 43.9 −0.015 84.7 +0.076 49.8

Domain 2 −0.004 96.1 +0.112 24.6 −0.008 92.3

Domain 3 +0.018 71.7 −0.017 92.3 +0.026 82.8

Domain 4 +0.019 54.5 −0.035 54.5 +0.051 59.5

ERA-interim

Domain 1 −0.018 54.5 −0.123 14.0 −0.059 59.5

Domain 2 −0.068 17.5 −0.132 8.2 −0.101 27.6

Domain 3 −0.044 56.1 −0.077 45.3 −0.095 32.1

Domain 4 −0.043 18.3 −0.055 38.4 −0.094 29.8

ERA40/EC

Domain 1 +0.270 0.0 +0.033 62.8 −0.044 73.5

Domain 2 +0.354 0.0 +0.331 0.0 +0.395 0.0

Domain 3 +0.343 0.0 +0.401 0.0 +0.380 0.5

Domain 4 +0.256 0.0 +0.302 0.0 +0.299 0.0

Note: Note that the combined trend estimates for ERA-40 and ECMWF analyses are included here for reference as they represent that boundary forcing for

NORA10. Significance threshold values are given as italic.
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increasing wind speed in large parts of the domain. Com-

mon to the two hindcasts is an increase in wind speed

south and south-east of Iceland, and in the Greenland

Sea. The difference in wind speed between the two

periods also agrees quite well with the trend analysis per-

formed in Section 6. Because of the lack of reliable long-

term measurements for the Arctic, we will not focus on

the Arctic area here. However, due to receding sea ice

cover, we expect considerable changes in wind speed and

waves in this area (Aarnes et al., 2017; Waseda et al.,

2018; Morim et al., 2019). Figure 10c) shows the differ-

ence between NORA10EI and NORA10 in the first and

the second period. In the first period, the wind speed is

stronger in NORA10EI in the southern part of the
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domain, and weaker in the northern part of the domain.

In the second period, the two models are more equal and

the differences are mostly limited to different inflow at

the boundaries. NORA10 shows stronger inflow between

65
�

and 80
�

N, but NORA10EI still has stronger wind

speed over the sea ice north of 80
�

N.

Figure 11 shows the 99th percentile wind speed. It

is clear that the upper percentiles exhibit the same

spatial pattern as the mean values in Figure 10, but

with values ranging from 13 to above 20 m�s−1 over

the ocean. Figure 11b) shows the difference between

the two periods for NORA10EI and for NORA10.
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While NORA10 showed an increase in mean wind

speed over large parts of the ocean, which was not vis-

ible in NORA10EI, NORA10EI shows an increase up

to 0.5 m�s−1 offshore from western Norway.

NORA10EI also shows an increase in wind speed over

the northern part of Great Britain and a strong

increase north of Svalbard. NORA10 shows the same

pattern, however, with even stronger increase in wind

speed in the southern part of the domain. Figure 11c)

shows the difference between the 99th percentile of

NORA10EI and NORA10 in the first and the second

period. NORA10EI has higher 99th percentile wind

speeds in the southern domain in the first period and

weaker wind speeds than NORA10 in the second

period, as can be expected based on the differences

between their host analyses.

8 | EXTREME VALUE ESTIMATES
OF WIND SPEED AND SIGNIFICANT
WAVE HEIGHT

The comparison of trends in mean and upper percentile

wind speed and significant wave height suggest that the

differences are small, and that the impact of the transi-

tion in boundary forcing used in NORA10 has had negli-

gible impact on the overall statistics. As a further test of

this, we compare the return value estimates from annual

maxima of wind speed and significant wave height in

NORA10 and NORA10EI.

The procedure follows that outlined by Aarnes et al.

(2012) where a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribu-

tion is fitted to annual (block) maxima (see Coles, 2001,

pp 45–51). The GEV distribution is an asymptotic limit

FIGURE 12 Map of 100 year return values of 10 m wind speed (upper panels) and significant wave height (lower panels). The

NORA10 return value estimates are shown on the left (a) and (c) for the period 1979–2017. The corresponding estimates for NORA10EI are

found on the right (b) and (d). The NORA10EI estimates are higher than the NORA10 estimates, particularly in wind speed (up to 5 m�s−1

difference), and considerably less in significant wave height
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for a distribution of blocked maxima Mn = max{X1,

X2, …, Xn}. Following Coles (2001), the cumulative dis-

tribution function (CDF) of the block maxima formed

from a random sequence of independent variables can

be written

G zð Þ=exp − 1+ξ
z−μn
σn

� �� �

−1=ξ
( )

, ð1Þ

where σn is the scale parameter, μn is known as the loca-

tion parameter, and ξ is the so-called shape parameter.

The GEV distribution contains as special cases the

Fréchet (ξ > 0), Gumbel (ξ = 0) and reversed Weibull

(ξ < 0) distributions. In the following analysis, we use the

Gumbel distribution, fitted using a maximum likelihood

method (Coles, 2001). This has the desired effect of creat-

ing smoother spatial return value estimates than the full

GEV, making it easier to compare the two datasets.

Figure 12 contrasts the 100-year return value estimates

for U10 and Hs. For consistency, the NORA10 estimates

(a) and (c) are based on the same period as NORA10EI

(b) and (d), that is, 1979–2017. It is clear that NORA10EI

yield somewhat higher return values than NORA10, both

for U10 and Hs, especially in the region south of Iceland

and north-west of Scotland. Here, the 100-year return

value for wind speed increase from 35 to 40 m�s−1 between

the Faroe islands and Scotland. This gives a slight increase

in 100-year return estimates of the significant wave height

from 22 to 24 m in the same region. Although these

changes are not dramatic, it shows that using EC analysis

to force NORA10 has not led to particularly high return

estimates, rather the opposite. It is however important to

note that the return values are based on just 29 years,

which is considered a short period for extreme value anal-

ysis, and represents a much smaller data set than other

recent extreme value estimates of wind speed and signifi-

cant wave height (Breivik et al., 2013, 2014; Meucci et al.,

2018). This means that the impact of individual storms

becomes large (Aarnes et al., 2012).

9 | DISCUSSION

This study was motivated by the question of non-

stationarity in NORA10 at the changeover from using

ERA-40 to using ECMWF analyses as initial and boundary

conditions. The results show that the stationarity issue is

of negligible importance, although we do see a decreasing

bias and RMSE and increasing correlation with wind

observations in the second part of NORA10 (Figure 3).

The maps in Figure 10 reveal a larger negative wind

speed bias in NORA10 compared with NORA10EI in the

first period (1979–2002) in the North Sea and the Norwe-

gian Sea, but a better match in the second period

(2003–2017). This explains the weak positive trends in

NORA10 which are not reproduced by NORA10EI. How-

ever, over most parts of the oceans, the two hindcasts

show a large degree of similarity despite differences in

boundary and initial conditions. Since the two hindcasts

employ the same numerical weather prediction model at

the identical horizontal and vertical resolutions, the only

differences stem from the boundary and surface forcing.

The weak trends in wind speed in NORA10EI are in

agreement with other studies for northwestern Europe

and the North-eastern Atlantic (Ciavola et al., 2011; Cus-

ack, 2013; Feser et al., 2015; Minola et al., 2016).

10 | CONCLUSIONS AND
FURTHER WORK

The NORA10EI hindcast is generally found to be in close

agreement with NORA10. This study, and the generation

of the NORA10EI hindcast, was in part motivated by a

need to test the impact of an abrupt change in the forcing

fields in the NORA10 hindcast as it is extensively used for

extreme value analysis and climatological studies of wind

and wave height in the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea and

the Barents Sea (Aarnes et al., 2012; Furevik and

Haakenstad, 2012; Bruserud and Haver, 2016), but more

generally to look for the impact of host analysis on

regional hindcasts. We find a slight reduction in the mean

wind speed trend compared with NORA10, and as

expected the bias and RMSE are more stationary. This

does not appear to have a major impact on the upper per-

centiles, although, and the two hindcasts are in close

agreement with each other for the offshore locations

analysed. The representation of polar lows was qualita-

tively found to be slightly better in NORA10EI in the

period before September 2002 (the host reanalysis ERA-

Interim is superior to ERA-40). The difference is again

small, and it is clear that a better host model and higher

resolution of the hindcast itself is required before a proper

representation of polar lows can be expected. Improved

reanalyses are now available, in particular the new ERA-5

(Hersbach and Dee, 2016), and work is now underway to

assess the required resolution for the next generation

hindcast archive. The AROME atmospheric model (Seity

et al., 2011) is one candidate to be tested with non-

hydrostatic physics and a resolution of the order of 3 km.
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APPENDIX

Offshore observations

Among the observation locations indicated in Figure 1,

the stations 1–8 are offshore stations. Offshore stations

typically observe winds at heights between 30 and

130 m. This adds uncertainty to the comparison to mod-

elled 10-m wind speed. Observations in the North Sea

and the Norwegian Sea are usually reduced to 10 m

height along a power-law profile (Furevik and

Haakenstad, 2012),

U zð Þ=U10
z

zr

� �α

, ðA1Þ

where U10 is the wind speed at the reference height

zr = 10 m, and z is the observation height. It is customary

to assume α = 0.13, but it typically varies between 0.08

and 0.14 (Hsu et al., 1994), and α = 0.08 is normally a

better fit over the ocean (Furevik and Haakenstad,

2012). We have instead chosen the NORSOK profile

(NORSOK, 2007),

U zð Þ=U10 1+Cln
z

zr

� �

ðA2Þ

where C = 5.73 × 10−2(1+0.15U10)
1/2, as it was found by

Furevik and Haakenstad (2012) to give a better match

than the power law profile (A1). It is however more

expensive as it involves a third-order polynomial which

requires an iterative root-finding procedure for the reduc-

tion to 10 m height.

Polar lows

It is of interest to qualitatively explore the development of

polar lows in the two data sets to further assess the impact

of changing the boundary conditions from ERA-40 to

ERA-Interim. Polar lows are short-lived (less than 48 hr)

meso-scale cyclones that are hard for numerical weather

prediction models to capture (Rasmussen and Turner,

2003). It is known that NORA10 tends to underestimate

the intensity of polar lows in the ERA-40 period (up to

September 2002), and the lows typically do not continue to

develop from one cycle to another (Haakenstad et al.,

2012). We will therefore first investigate if NORA10EI has

an improved representation of polar lows compared to

NORA10 forced by ERA-40 (before September 2002), and

if the opposite is the case after August 2002.

Here, we have chosen to study four polar lows which

evolve differently in NORA10 and NORA10EI. Two of

the polar lows occur in the Barents Sea and two in the

Norwegian Sea.

ERA-40 period: Polar low case 1 (January 12, 2002)

Figure A1 shows the track of the January 12, 2002

Barents Sea polar low and the NOAA image of the cloud

signature. The polar low was first observed in position

74
�

N and 28
�

E. It moved south–east and dissolved after

15 hr hitting Novaya Zemlya. Figure A2 shows the evolu-

tion of the mean sea level pressure field in NORA10 and

in NORA10EI and near-surface wind speed exceeding

14 m�s−1 from NORA10EI. The polar low is well

FIGURE A1 Track and NOAA-image of polar low January

12, 2002. Source: STARS database
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represented in NORA10EI. The cyclone has a mean sea

level pressure of 980 hPa in the first-time step which

decreases to 976 hPa after 13 hr. The maximum wind

speed increases from 18 m�s−1 in the first-time step to

24 m�s−1 after 13 hr. NORA10 does not produce a cyclone

until 5 hr later than observed and has a minimum mean

FIGURE A2 Polar low case January 12, 2002. Mean sea level pressure from NORA10EI (black) and NORA10 (red) and wind speed

exceeding 14 m�s−1 from NORA10EI (blue)
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sea level pressure of 982 hPa. Maximum wind speed in

NORA10 is 16 m�s−1. The conclusion from this polar low

is that NORA10EI reproduces the polar low very well,

while NORA10 shows a too late and too weak evolution.

ERA-40 period: Polar low case 2 (March 9, 2002)

Figure A3 shows the track of the March 9, 2002 Jan

Mayen polar low and the NOAA-image of the cloud sig-

nature. The cloud image shows a characteristic comma-

shaped pattern which suggests a typical wave cyclone

near occlusion (Douglas et al., 1995). The polar low was

first observed just south of Jan Mayen with the vortex

position 70
�

N and 5
�

W at 11 UTC, 9 March 2002. The

polar low moved southward to the final observed posi-

tion 65.5
�

N and 1.5
�

W 22 hr later. Figure A4 shows the

evolution of the mean sea level pressure field in

NORA10 and in NORA10EI together with the near-

surface wind speed exceeding 14 m�s−1 from NORA10EI.

The polar low occurs in the rear of a synoptic scale

cyclone hitting Trøndelag at the time step when the

polar low was first observed. The polar low is not a fully

developed vortex in neither NORA10 nor NORA10EI in

the first-time step, but shows up in NORA10EI as a

cyclone 6 hr later than first observed and last for the rest

of the observed period. NORA10 shows a polar low 8 hr

later than first observed and this polar low does only last

for 3 hr. According to these two situations, NORA10EI

shows an improved representation of the polar lows

compared to NORA10.

After ERA-40: Polar low case 3 (January 7, 2009)

The third polar low investigated, occurred in the Barents

Sea 7 January 2009 and lasted for 7 hr. SAR winds of

above 25 m�s−1 were observed in the Barents Sea and part

of the coast of Finnmark. At Banak airport located shel-

tered in the innermost part of the Porsanger fjord, wind

speed of 13 m�s−1 and wind gust of 17 m�s−1 were

observed. Figure A5 shows the track of the polar low and

the NOAA image of the cloud signature. Figure A6 shows

the evolution of the mean sea level pressure field in

NORA10 and in NORA10EI and near-surface wind speed

exceeding 14 m�s−1 from NORA10. The location of the

polar low is the same in NORA10 and NORA10EI. The

location fits quite well with the observed polar low, but

is somewhat too far east of the observed one. The polar

low is fully developed in NORA10 at 04:00 UTC and in

NORA10EI 1 hr later. NORA10 shows a maximum

wind speed of 26 m�s−1 which last for the whole period

of the polar low. This wind speed values fits the SAR

observations. NORA10EI shows somewhat lower wind

speed and reaches 26 m�s−1 at just one-time step

(2009-01-07 08:00).

After ERA-40: Polar low case 3 (7 January 2009)

The fourth polar low appeared in the Norwegian Sea at

18:00 UTC 26 February 2009 and lasted until 11:00 UTC

27 February. The Stars database3 describes the polar low

FIGURE A3 Track and NOAA-image of polar low March

9, 2002. Source: STARS database
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as a classic version formed off the coast of Troms with a

cold-air outbreak and a strong cold upper trough as pre-

cursors to the polar low. Southwest of the main low, a

secondary, less intense centre formed. An inversion layer

north east of the northern centre was broken by heating

from air above the sea surface, intensifying the polar low.

FIGURE A4 Polar low case March 9, 2002. Mean sea level pressure from NORA10EI (black) and NORA10 (red) and wind speed

exceeding 14 m s−1 from NORA10EI (blue)
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The low made landfall at the coast of the Nordland in

northern Norway with a maximum observed wind speed

of 23 m�s−1. Wind gusts up to 28 m�s−1 were observed.

Figure A7 shows the track of the polar low and the

NOAA-image of the cloud signature. Figure A8 shows

that a polar low off the coast of Troms in northern Nor-

way with a minimum mean sea level pressure of 989 hPa

is present in both NORA10 and NORA10EI. However,

the low is more extensive in NORA10 compared to

NORA10EI. NORA10 shows the overall deepest mean

sea level pressure throughout the lifetime of the low.

NORA10 wind speed reached 24 m�s−1 at 02:00 UTC

February 27, 2009, comparable, but slightly stronger than

the NORA10EI wind speed (23 m�s−1). The maximum

wind speeds in the models occur offshore and becomes

strongly weakened before landfall.

Although no firm conclusions can be drawn from

these four case studies, it seems clear that the polar lows

are better represented by NORA10EI in the period up to

September 2002 when ERA-40 was used as boundary con-

ditions for NORA10, and conversely that NORA10 cap-

tures the polar lows better in the period after August 2002.

Trend analysis

The non-parametric Mann–Kendall (Mann, 1945; Ken-

dall, 1975) and Sen's (Theil, 1950; Sen, 1968) method

were used in the trend analysis of the 50th, 95th and 99th

percentile wind speed in Section 6. The Mann–Kendall

trend test is a frequently used test for monotonic trend in

a time series based on Kendall rank correlation. The

Mann–Kendall test statistic or score S is calculated as

S=
X

n−1

i=1

X

n

j= i+1

sgn xj−xi
� �

ðA3Þ

where n is the length of the time series, x is the data

values in the time series, and sgn is the sign function;

sgn xj−xi
� �

=

+1, if xj−xi > 0

0, if xj−xi = 0

−1, if xj−xi < 0:

8

>

<

>

:

ðA4Þ

The variance is calculated as

var Sð Þ=
n n−1ð Þ 2n+5ð Þ−

Pm
i=1ti ti−1ð Þ 2ti+5ð Þ

18
ðA5Þ

where data having the same value in the sample, have

been tied up in groups. m is the number of tied groups

and ti is the number of ties of extent i. With the require-

ment of a sample size which is greater than 10, the stan-

dard normal test statistic Zs is computed as

Zs=

S−1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

var Sð Þ
p , if S> 0

0, if S = 0
S+1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

var Sð Þ
p , if S< 0:

8

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

:

ðA6Þ

FIGURE A5 Track and NOAA-image of polar low January

7, 2009. Source: STARS database
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If Zs is positive, the trend is increasing and opposite,

if Zs is negative the trend is decreasing. The trend test is

done at significance level α = 0.1. Sen's slope is used to

determine the strength of the trend, calculated as the

median of the slopes in the time series,

Qi = median
xj−xk

j−k

� �

: ðA7Þ

FIGURE A6 Polar low case January 7, 2009. Mean sea level pressure from NORA10EI (black) and NORA10 (red) and wind speed

exceeding 14 m s−1 from NORA10 (green)
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FIGURE A7 Track and NOAA-image of polar low February

26, 2009. Source: STARS database
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FIGURE A8 Polar low

case 26 and February 27, 2009.

Mean sea level pressure from

NORA10EI (black) and

NORA10 (red) and wind speed

exceeding 14 m s−1 from

NORA10 (green)
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ABSTRACT: The 3-km Norwegian Reanalysis (NORA3) is a 15-yr mesoscale-permitting atmospheric hindcast of the

North Sea, the Norwegian Sea, and the Barents Sea. With a horizontal resolution of 3 km, the nonhydrostatic numerical

weather prediction model HARMONIE–AROME runs explicitly resolved deep convection and yields hindcast fields that

realistically downscale the ERA5 reanalysis. The wind field is much improved relative to its host analysis, in particular in

mountainous areas and along the improved grid-resolving coastlines. NORA3 also performs much better than the earlier

hydrostatic 10-kmNorwegianHindcastArchive (NORA10) in complex terrain. NORA3 recreates the detailed structures of

mesoscale cyclones with sharp gradients in wind and with clear frontal structures, which are particularly important when

modeling polar lows. In extratropical windstorms, NORA3 exhibits significantly higher maximum wind speeds and com-

pares much better to observed maximum wind than do NORA10 and ERA5. The activity of the model is much more

realistic than that of NORA10 and ERA5, both over the ocean and in complex terrain.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: The 3-km Norwegian Reanalysis (NORA3) hindcast offers the first kilometer-scale

climatological description produced with nonhydrostatic model physics of the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea, and the

Barents Sea.With a horizontal resolution of 3 km, the nonhydrostatic numerical weather predictionmodel resolves deep

convection and yields hourly hindcast fields (2004–18) that realistically downscale the recent ERA5 reanalysis. The wind

field is greatly improved relative to its host analysis, in particular in mountainous areas and along the improved grid-

resolving coastlines. NORA3 also performs much better than the earlier hydrostatic 10-km Norwegian Hindcast

Archive (NORA10) in complex terrain. NORA3 is also better at reproducing the detailed structures of polar lows and

comes closer to the maximum wind observed in extratropical windstorms than do NORA10 and ERA5.

KEYWORDS:Arctic; NorthAtlanticOcean;Wind; Climatology; Storm environments; Nonhydrostatic models; Reanalysis

data; Coastal meteorology; Mountain meteorology; Orographic effects; Wind effects

1. Introduction

High-resolution atmospheric hindcast archives are essential

to assessing the detailed wind climate in the coastal zone and in

complex terrain. They also provide forcing for nearshore wave

hindcasts (Gaslikova and Weisse 2006; Breivik et al. 2009;

Christakos et al. 2020a,b). Although global atmospheric re-

analyses with sophisticated data assimilation systems yield the

best possible overall accounts of past synoptic weather situa-

tions, their resolution is too coarse to adequately resolve me-

soscale features. The latest reanalysis from the European

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF),

ERA5, has a horizontal resolution of 31 km (Hersbach et al.

2020) and a vertical resolution of 137 levels. Other recent re-

analyses, such as MERRA (Rienecker et al. 2011) and the

NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al.

2010) and its updated version 2, CFSRv2 (Saha et al. 2014), as

well as the older ECMWF analyses ERA-40 (Uppala et al.

2005) and ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011), have horizontal

resolutions ranging from about 50 km to 1.58. The resolution of

such global reanalyses is generally so coarse that winds in ex-

tratropical systems tend to be biased toward lower values

(Hodges et al. 2011). This makes them unsuitable for studies of

mesoscale phenomena, both marine and terrestrial [see Moore

et al. (2015) and Moore et al. (2016) for a detailed account of

the impact of resolution on the topographic flow in complex

terrain]. Mesoscale polar lows (Rasmussen and Turner 2003;

Føre et al. 2011) are not even properly modeled at a resolution

of 10 km (Reistad et al. 2011; Haakenstad et al. 2020). It is also

evident that extremes will be biased toward lower values in

global reanalyses, whether these are related to synoptic or

mesoscale systems (Breivik et al. 2013, 2014; Breivik and

Aarnes 2017; Meucci et al. 2018; Takbash et al. 2019).

From a practical point of view, extreme value estimates and

other statistics of marine wind and wave climate are crucial for

the assessment of safe shipping (Bitner-Gregersen et al. 2018),

wind energy assessment (Furevik and Haakenstad 2012) and

construction of coastal and offshore structures (Donelan and

Magnusson 2017; Gramstad et al. 2018). It is therefore im-

portant that biases in the upper percentiles of hindcasts and
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reanalyses used for extreme value estimation are properly

accounted for.

Long-term historical archives of extremes are also important

for gauging changes in marine wind and wave climate, even if

trends are notoriously difficult to assess from reanalyses

(Aarnes et al. 2015; Meucci et al. 2020). While there is a

growing consensus that an increase in wind speed and wave

height is likely in the southern extratropics under a warmer

climate (Morim et al. 2019), it is still unclear how the wind

climate in the northern extratropics will change in the future

(Shimura et al. 2016; Aarnes et al. 2017; Bricheno and Wolf

2018; Catto et al. 2019; Morim et al. 2019).

The model performance in this hindcast study is measured

primarily in terms of surface wind speed. This has a practical

motivation, because the 10-mwind is the single most important

parameter for marine and coastal climate and is the only at-

mospheric variable to directly affect a wave model.

Covering the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea, and the

Barents Sea, the nonhydrostatic (NH) convection-permitting

numerical weather prediction (NWP) model, HIRLAM–

ALADIN Research on Mesoscale Operational NWP in

Euromed—Applications of Research to Operations at Mesoscale

(HARMONIE–AROME) has been set up on a 3-km horizontal

resolution grid with 65 vertical levels. ERA5 reanalysis fields

(Hersbach et al. 2020) provided the initial and boundary condi-

tions. In addition, a surface analysis was performed to refine the

initial conditions of each integration cycle. Utilizing a high-

resolution nonhydrostatic NWP model such as HARMONIE–

AROME allows modeling of atmospheric features having

comparable scales in the vertical and horizontal dimension.

Thunderstorms, squall lines, and orographically induced

gravity waves are examples of features requiring the full

nonhydrostatic equations to be modeled realistically.

This article is organized as follows: The HARMONIE–

AROME model setup and its ERA5 boundary conditions are

presented in section 2. Results from the 15-yr hindcast inte-

gration are presented and its performance in coastal, maritime,

and mountain regions assessed in section 3. Section 4 discusses

the findings and the applicability of the archive for estimates of

mean and extreme wind climatology.

2. Model setup

The nonhydrostatic convection-permitting numerical weather

prediction model HARMONIE–AROME, Cy 40h1.2, is used

in the downscaling of the ERA5 reanalyses. AROME takes

its adiabatic part from the nonhydrostatic ALADIN model

(Bubnová et al. 1995; ALADIN International Team 1997;

Bénard et al. 2010) and its physical parameterizations from

Meso-NH (Lafore et al. 1998). The AROME model has been

running operationally as the national short range model by

Météo-France since December 2008. The fundamentals of

AROME are described by Seity et al. (2011) and Brousseau

et al. (2016). The HARMONIE–AROME version is developed

and maintained as part of the shared ALADIN–HIRLAM

system (Bengtsson et al. 2017). The HARMONIE–AROME

became operational for the Nordic Meteorological Cooperation

on Operational Numerical Weather Prediction (MetCoOp)

domain in 2013 (Müller et al. 2017b) and an extended version

(AROME-Arctic) is also running operationally for the Arctic

domain (Müller et al. 2017a). The changes introduced in Cycle

40 relative to the earlier Cycle 38 are described by HIRLAM

Consortium (2016).

Here, we have set up a 3-km horizontal resolution domain

that covers the Norwegian Sea, the North Sea, the Barents Sea,

and the Baltic Sea (900 3 1500 grid points, see Fig. 1). The

model runs on a Lambert conformal conic grid with its central

meridian at 428W. The latitude of its projection origin and

standard parallel is 66.38N. The use of 3-km grid resolution is

coarser than the AROME-based operational models, which

typically run at 2.5-km-or-higher resolution. The 3-km

Norwegian Reanalysis (NORA3) grid could be on the limit

for which deep convection should be partly parameterized as a

subgrid process in addition to the permitted deep convection.

Too-low resolution could potentially cause unrealistic precip-

itation (Deng and Stauffer 2006). An upper resolution limit of

2.5 km has been recommended by several studies (Gerard et al.

2009; Malardel 2013; Yano et al. 2018). Here we have chosen

3 km as an affordable compromise that allows us to cover the

entire Norwegian Sea. Although this is slightly coarser than

what is commonly used, we find that the performance is com-

parable to that of the operational 2.5-km model domain (see

the appendix).

In NORA3, the HARMONIE–AROME runs have been

organized as a sequence of short prognostic runs (see appendix

Table A1 and Fig. A2). The nonhydrostatic fully compressible

Euler equations are discretized by a semi-Lagrangian (SL)

advection scheme without horizontal staggering. The stable

extrapolation two-time-level scheme (SETTLS; see Hortal

2002) is applied to ensure stable integration. In the first time

steps, a limit on the three-dimensional divergence is applied to

avoid problems when initializing from a lower-resolution host

model (Bengtsson et al. 2017).

a. The nonhydrostatic model formulation

The evolution equations use a terrain-following pressure-

based vertical s coordinate (Simmons and Burridge 1981;

Laprise 1992) on 65 levels (similar to the operational model;

Müller et al. 2017b) with the lowest level at 12m and the up-

permost level at 10 hPa. The time step is 60 s. The model

comprises 12 three-dimensional prognostic variables; five

hydrometeors (rain, snow, graupel, cloud droplets, and ice

crystals), horizontal wind, temperature, specific water vapor

content, and turbulent kinetic energy. In addition to these

10 prognostic variables are two nonhydrostatic variables

related to pressure and vertical momentum (see Bénard
et al. 2010).

b. Surface analysis

Surface fields are taken from the previous forecast of

NORA3 but adjusted to applicable observations through a

surface analysis that is a combination of Code d’Analyze

Nécessaire á ARPEGE pour ses Rejets et son Initialization

(CANARI; see Giard and Bazile 2000; Le Moigne et al. 2012;

Taillefer 2002) and Surface Externalisée (SURFEX; Masson

et al. 2013) (CANARI-OI-Main). In CANARI-OI-Main, the
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analysis increment is calculated using an optimum interpola-

tion method (Daley 1991). The method starts with a general

initialization and continues with a quality control that selects

pertinent observations before the analysis of the different fields

is performed. The formulation of the optimum interpolation is

x
a
5 x

g
1PHT(O1HPHT)21(Hx

g
2 y) . (1)

Here, x 2 Rn is the state vector of the atmosphere (all prog-

nostic variables in all grid points n), y 2 Rm is the observation

vector of length m, O 2 Rm3m is the variance–covariance ma-

trix of the observation errors (assumed to be diagonal), P 2
Rn3n is the variance–covariance matrix of the model errors

(first-guess errors), and H is the observation operator, which

here is supposed to be linear (Taillefer 2002). Subscripts ‘‘a’’

and ‘‘g’’ denote analysis and first guess, respectively. Soil

moisture and soil temperature are corrected in the Interactions

between Soil, Biosphere, andAtmosphere (ISBA) land surface

model running within the surface module (SURFEX; see be-

low) using the updated information from the screen-level ob-

servation output from CANARI.

c. Physical parameterizations

HARMONIE–AROME uses microphysics that is a three-

class ice parameterization of cloud ice, snow, and a combina-

tion of graupel and hail (ICE3; Pinty and Jabouille 1998;

Lascaux et al. 2006). The microphysics also comprises water

vapor, cloud liquid water, and rain. The microphysics runs

with the option ‘‘OCND2,’’ which improves clouds in cold

conditions (Müller et al. 2017b). Raindrop activation is pa-

rameterized by the Kogan autoconversion (Khairoutdinov and

Kogan 2000). Shallow convection is parameterized in the eddy

diffusivity mass flux (EDMF-M) scheme (Siebesma et al. 2003,

2007; de Rooy and Siebesma 2008, 2010). Turbulence is rep-

resented in the HARMONIE with RACMO Turbulence

(HARATU) parameterization (van Meijgaard et al. 2012;

Lenderink and Holtslag 2004). HARATU uses a prognostic

equation for the turbulent kinetic energy combined with a di-

agnostic length scale. HARATU distinguishes between stable

condition and near-neutral to convective conditions. For

radiation, the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM)

(Mlawer et al. 1997) is used for longwave radiation, while

shortwave runs the ECMWF operational shortwave (SW)

scheme (ECMWF 1989). Aerosols and ozone are based on

monthly climatologies.

d. Land and ocean surface processes

The land and ocean surface module used in HARMONIE–

AROME is the comprehensive SURFEXmodel (Masson et al.

2013), consisting of four differentmodels that represent nature,

lakes and rivers, urban regions, and sea as different tiles.

Exchanges of meteorological and radiative fields connect the

atmospheric model and the SURFEXmodel. Each surface grid

cell receives basic atmospheric fields, the air temperature,

specific humidity, the horizontal wind components, pressure,

total precipitation, and longwave radiation as well as the

shortwave direct and diffuse radiation. SURFEX then com-

putes the averaged fluxes for momentum and sensible and

FIG. 1. Map showing the NORA3 domain and location of observation stations. Blue dots indicate maritime stations, red open circles are

reference stations, green dots are coastal stations, yellow dots are mountain stations, and light-blue dots are Arctic stations.
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latent heat that serve as lower boundary conditions for the

atmospheric radiation and turbulent schemes (Le Moigne

et al. 2012).

The sea surface and the atmosphere are connected through

the Unified Multicampaigns Estimates (ECUME) scheme

(Weill et al. 2003; Belamari 2005; Belamari and Pirani 2007).

ECUME is a bulk parameterization scheme with neutral

transfer coefficients at 10m estimated from a multicampaign

calibration derived from the AUTOFLUX Linked Base for

Atmospheric Transfer at the Ocean Surface (ALBATROS)

database, which collected data from different flux measure-

ment campaigns (Weill et al. 2003). Sea surface roughness is

parameterized as (Smith 1988)

z
0
5

au2

*
g

1
bn

u*
, (2)

FIG. 2. Time series of NORA3 (blue), NORA10 (red), and ERA5 (green) (a) mean error,

(b) MAE, and (c) the AR. (d) The yearly number of observations used in the validation. All

statistics were computed for the period 2004–18.
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where a is the Charnock constant (here a is assumed to take

the value 0.011; see Charnock 1955). Furthermore, b is a nu-

merical constant, g is the gravitational acceleration, and n is the

kinematic viscosity coefficient. The ECUME scheme is sum-

marized in appendix Table A2.

Surface types are extracted from the ECOCLIMAP2 data-

base (Faroux et al. 2013). ECOCLIMAP2 is a 1-km-resolution

database based on satellite information. Surface topography is

defined by Global Multi-Resolution Terrain Elevation Data

2010 (GMTED2010; Danielson and Gesch 2011).

e. Forcing data

ERA5 (Hersbach et al. 2020) is the newest reanalysis from

ECMWF. It is produced as part of the Copernicus Climate

Change Service (C3S). ERA5 is based on the Integrated

Forecasting System (IFS) Cy41r2. The horizontal resolution of

TABLE 1. Reference stations’ 10-m wind speed statistics (2004–18). The best performance (in comparison with the observed 10-m wind

speed) is marked in boldface type.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Monthly mean values

Obs (m s21) 6.84 6.43 6.23 5.54 5.24 5.03 4.71 4.71 5.54 6.08 6.49 6.73

NORA3 (m s21) 6.76 6.38 6.13 5.40 5.03 4.82 4.53 4.56 5.38 5.92 6.36 6.67

ERA5 (m s21) 6.40 6.00 5.76 5.10 4.79 4.59 4.35 4.41 5.30 5.78 6.11 6.34

NORA10 (m s21) 7.07 6.60 6.24 5.44 5.02 4.82 4.56 4.67 5.65 6.31 6.72 7.00

Deviation from obs

NORA3 (%) 21.2 20.8 21.5 22.4 23.9 24.1 23.8 23.2 22.9 22.6 22.0 20.8

ERA5 (%) 26.4 26.8 27.5 28.0 28.5 28.7 27.7 26.5 24.4 24.9 25.7 25.7

NORA10 (%) 3.3 2.6 0.2 21.8 24.1 24.2 23.3 20.9 2.1 3.7 3.7 4.0

FIG. 3. Difference [(a) NORA32 NORA10; (b) NORA32 ERA5] of MAEs on reference stations (blue when

NORA3 has lower MAE). Also shown is a comparison of Pearson’s correlation coefficient (red when NORA3

scores higher): (c) NORA3 2 NORA10; (d) NORA3 2 ERA5. All statistics were computed for the period

2004–18.
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ERA5 is 31 km. ERA5 has been shown (Hersbach et al. 2020)

to provide considerably better wind, temperature, humidity,

and precipitation fields than the earlier, coarser (79 km), ERA-

Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011). Its performance over the

open ocean is generally considered to be very good (Rivas and

Stoffelen 2019). Renfrew et al. (2021) also note that ERA5

performs well in terms of wind and turbulent fluxes over the

open ocean but found that its performance in the marginal ice

zone is significantly poorer. They attributed the difference in

quality to excessively smooth sea ice distribution in the surface

boundary conditions.

Here we start each prognostic run from an initialized model

state built from an analyzed surface field and a simple upper-air

blending with ERA5 fields. Upper-air temperature, specific

humidity, and the zonal and meridional wind components are

taken from ERA5 and interpolated to the high-resolution grid.

The remaining upper-air prognostic variables are taken from

the first guess, that is, the last forecast valid at the start of the

new forecast (see Fig. A3). Observations used by the surface

analysis are all land and sea surface measurements retrieved

from ECMWF’s Meteorological Archival and Retrieval

System (MARS).

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for the maritime stations.
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3. Results

a. General performance of NORA3

The surfacewind speed ofNORA3 is comparedwith a range of

quality-assured offshore (maritime) and land-based observing

stations retrieved from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute

(https://www.met.no/en and https://frost.met.no/index.html).

A comparison with the earlier 10-km Norwegian

Hindcast Archive (NORA10; see Reistad et al. 2011;

Furevik and Haakenstad 2012) and the host analysis ERA5

TABLE 2. Maritime stations’ 10-m wind speed statistics (2004–18). The best performance (in comparison with the observed 10-m wind

speed) is marked in boldface type.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Monthly mean values

Obs (m s21) 10.82 9.81 8.98 7.81 7.28 6.66 6.80 7.08 8.56 9.50 9.98 10.24

NORA3 (m s21) 10.91 9.94 9.03 7.76 7.15 6.71 6.64 6.98 8.48 9.49 10.10 10.35

ERA5 (m s21) 10.31 9.45 8.59 7.42 6.88 6.41 6.38 6.69 8.11 9.04 9.61 9.81

NORA10 (m s21) 10.93 9.95 9.08 7.82 7.18 6.66 6.64 6.98 8.54 9.59 10.15 10.40

Deviation from obs

NORA3 (%) 0.8 1.3 0.5 20.7 21.8 0.9 22.3 21.3 20.9 20.1 1.3 1.1

ERA5 (%) 24.8 23.7 24.4 24.9 25.5 23.8 26.2 25.5 25.3 24.8 23.7 24.2

NORA10 (%) 0.95 1.4 1.1 0.1 21.4 0.1 22.3 21.3 20.3 1.0 1.7 1.6

FIG. 5. ETS for (a) maritime, (b) coastal, (c) mountain, and (d) Arctic stations. Statistics were computed for the

period 2004–18 for the three first categories and for 2010–18 for the Arctic stations. All panels include 95% con-

fidence limits based on a nonparametric bootstrap procedure.
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(Hersbach et al. 2020) is also performed. We have excluded

observations from locations where the model topography dif-

fers by more than 200m from the actual station height in either

of the three datasets. The observation stations that are used are

shown in Fig. 1.

Three statistical measures are used repeatedly in the fol-

lowing: (i) themean error (or bias), (ii) themean absolute error

(MAE; see Wilks 2006, 279–281), and (iii) the model activity

ratio (AR). The latter is the ratio of the modeled standard de-

viation (std) over the observed standard deviation of the 10-m

wind speed and is a convenient way to compare the variability of

observed and modeled quantities:

AR5
stdU

m

stdU
o

. (3)

In addition to the validation metrics listed above, we use

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Press et al. 2007, 745–747)

and the equitable threat score (ETS). The latter is otherwise

known as the Gilbert skill score (Gandin and Murphy 1992;

Wilks 2006). The ETS is a categorical score; that is, it

classifies a hit or miss, determined by a threshold value, in our

case the values of the wind speed. It is defined as

ETS5
a2 a

r

a1 b1 c2 a
r

, (4)

where a is the number of observed events that are correctly

forecast (hits), b is the number of forecast events for which the

event was not observed (false alarms), c is the number of events

observed but not forecast (misses), and d is the number of

events that were not observed and (correctly) not forecast

(correct negatives). The number of hits due to random fore-

casts is

a
r
5 (a1b)(a1 c)/n . (5)

Here, n5 a1 b1 c1 d is the total potential number of events,

whether or not they occurred (were observed). The ETS has a

range from21/3 to 1, where 1 is a perfect score and 0 denotes no

skill (Wilks 2006). The score is sensitive to the climatological

probabilities of the events, making it useful also in rare-event

situations.

1) VALIDATION AGAINST REFERENCE STATIONS

The reference validation uses hourly measurements from a

set of quality-assured stations shown in Fig. 1 (marked with red

open circles) and described in Table A3 denoted with category

reference station (RS). The reference stations are found in one

or more of the following databases: the Regional Basic

Synoptic Network (RBSN), Regional Basic Climatological

Network (RBCN), Reference Climatological Station (RCS),

and Global Climate Observing System Surface Network

(GSN). The stations consist mostly of land-based observations

from the Norwegian mainland and Spitsbergen as well as Bear

Island, Jan Mayen Island, and Hopen Island. The comparison

between the model results and the observations is handled by

bilinear interpolation of the model results to the observation

positions. Although the stations are quality assured, some

measurements can be spurious. Therefore, all observations

deviating by more than 20m s21 from the model results are

rejected from the validation.

The time series of 10-m wind speed bias, mean absolute

error, and activity ratio of all three datasets (NORA3,

NORA10, and ERA5) are shown for the period 2004–18 in

Fig. 2 (observation count is shown in Fig. 2d). There is a

marked reduction in the annual cycle of the mean wind error

(bias) in NORA3 (blue) when compared with NORA10 (red),

with considerably less overestimation of the wind speed during

fall [September– January (SON)] and winter [December–

February (DJF)] and less underestimation during spring

[March–May (MAM)] and summer [June–August (JJA)]

(see also Table 1 for monthly mean values).

A negative year-round bias in ERA5 (green) of about

20.38m s21 is found. The activity ratio of NORA3 is signifi-

cantly better than both NORA10 and ERA5. An overview of

the performance of NORA3 in terms of MAE and correlation

on the reference stations is given in Fig. 3. The MAE is mostly

lower than NORA10 (Fig. 3a). The improvement over ERA5

(Fig. 3b) is somewhat stronger, although in both cases there are

FIG. 6. The NORA3 10-m wind speed (m s21) (a) average and

(b) standard deviation for the period 2004–18.
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exceptions. The correlation (lower panels) is also generally

higher, and again the improvement over ERA5 (Fig. 3d) is

stronger than over NORA10 (Fig. 3c). This is unsurprising, as the

stations thatmake up the reference list are inmost cases located in

complex terrain, which is not well resolved by ERA5.

2) VALIDATION AGAINST MARITIME STATIONS

We have chosen a subset of offshore stations [see Fig. 1

(marked with blue dots) and the category maritime station

(MR) in Table A3] that have nearly continuous measurements

during the validation period, 2004–18, and where accurate in-

formation about the sensor height is available. The stations are

located in the North Sea and the Norwegian Sea between

56.548N and 64.358N (marked with dark blue dots in Fig. 1) and

cover a central part of the maritime NORA3 domain. The

stations measure wind speed at heights between 71 and 141m.

The wind observations are reduced to 10-m height following

the NORSOK wind profile (NORSOK 2007; Andersen and

Løvseth 2006; Haakenstad et al. 2020). NORSOK is in com-

mon use in the Norwegian offshore community and was chosen

based on a comparison of four different wind profiles (not

shown) using high-quality wind speed measurements at

different heights from the German FINO1 offshore platform,

located in the southern North Sea (at 54.0158N, 6.6048E). For
brevity, the 10-m values will hereinafter be referred to as the

observed values.

Figure 4a shows the monthly values of mean error in 10-m

wind speed for NORA3, ERA5 and NORA10 (observation

count is shown in Fig. 4d). NORA3 has a negligible long-term

average mean error. However, it varies from mainly negative

values in the start of the period to more positive values in the

end of the period 2004–18. For the period with the best ob-

servation coverage (2006–13), NORA3 has an average mean

FIG. 7. The difference in annual mean 10-m wind speed (m s21) for (a) NORA3 2 ERA5 and (b) NORA3 2
NORA10. Also shown is the difference in 10-m wind speed standard deviation (c) NORA3 2 ERA5 and

(d) NORA3 2 NORA10. All panels show statistics for the period 2004–18.

TABLE 3. Percentiles of 10-m wind speed for maritime stations

(2004–18). The best performance (in comparison with the observed

10-m wind speed) is marked in boldface type.

50 75 90 95 98 99 Max value

Obs 8.22 11.59 14.79 16.69 18.86 20.38 28.76

NORA3 8.24 11.48 14.53 16.35 18.51 20.01 28.80

ERA5 7.87 10.90 13.78 15.45 17.26 18.44 24.71

NORA10 8.24 11.47 14.60 16.48 18.56 19.98 27.48
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error of20.06m s21, as compared with20.04 and20.45m s21

for NORA10 and ERA5, respectively. In the same period, the

mean absolute error is 1.29m s21 for NORA3 and NORA10

and 1.26m s21 for ERA5 (see Fig. 4b). Figure 4c shows that

NORA3 has a slightly better activity ratio than NORA10 and

significantly better activity ratio than ERA5.

Table 2 summarizes the monthly mean values of the ob-

servations, NORA3, ERA5, and NORA10 and the relative

differences of the model values in comparison with the ob-

servations. The relative differences become more sensitive

during summertime and all the model values show a maximum

relative underestimation in July. ERA5 shows the greatest

underestimation of26.2%while the value is22.3% for NORA3

and NORA10. NORA3 shows a maximum overestimation of

1.3% in November and February, and ERA5 underestimates the

wind speed throughout the year.

3) CATEGORICAL VALIDATION

Figure 5 shows the ETS performance of NORA3, ERA5, and

NORA10 for four different station classes: maritime, coastal,

mountain, and Arctic stations. The stations are shown by, re-

spectively, blue, green, yellow, and turquoise dots in Fig. 1. (All of

the stations are also listed in Table A3.) For the Arctic stations,

the instruments were upgraded in the period 2010–15; therefore,

the years 2004–09 have been excluded from the Arctic ETS val-

idation. The other station categories operate with the period

2004–18.All ETS estimates are shownwith 90%confidence limits

taken from 1000 nonparametric bootstrap estimates of the ETS.

FIG. 8. Combined scatter and Q–Q plots of (a) NORA3, (b) ERA5, and (c) NORA10 vs maritime wind obser-

vations (period 2004–18).
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The best ETS is found formaritime stations with amaximum

score of 0.64 by ERA5 for the wind speed category 8m s21

(fresh breeze). NORA3 has an ETS of 0.61 for this threshold

but surpasses ERA5 for higher wind speed thresholds and has a

score of 0.63 for strong breeze, 10.8m s21, which is identical to

the NORA10 ETS. NORA10 and NORA3 have almost the

same performance up to gale force (17.2m s21). Above that,

NORA3 performs better. At the coastal stations (Fig. 5b),

NORA3 outperforms ERA5 andNORA10 for all categories of

wind speeds. At mountain stations (Fig. 5c), NORA3 far

FIG. 9. Time series of the 95th-percentile 10-m wind speed for (a) maritime, (b) coastal,

(c) mountain, and (d) Arctic stations. Observations are in black, NORA3 is in blue, ERA5 is in

green, and NORA10 is in red. The mean value of the 95th percentile for the whole time period

(2004–18) is shown at the lower left of the panels.
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outperforms both ERA5 and NORA10 for all thresholds of

wind speed above light breeze. NORA3, although better than

NORA10 and ERA5, has a lower ETS at themountain stations

when compared with the other station classes. This highlights

the difficulties of correctly modeling mountainous terrain. For

Arctic stations (Fig. 5d), NORA3 again clearly outperforms

ERA5 and NORA10 above 3.3m s21, but its performance is

weaker than for the maritime and coastal stations for the same

reasons as mentioned for the mountain stations.

b. Spatial comparison between NORA3 and ERA5

The activity (standard deviation of the wind speed) is shown

in Fig. 6b, and the difference in activity is shown in Fig. 7. As

can be seen, the activity of NORA3 is much higher than ERA5

FIG. 10. The 99th-percentile wind field difference (left) between NORA3 and ERA5 and

(right) between NORA3 and NORA10 for the period 2004–18 for (a),(b) DJF; (c),(d) MAM;

(e),(f) JJA; and (g),(h) SON.
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in mountainous regions. This can probably to a large degree be

explained by the more detailed topography of NORA3 and the

impact of nonhydrostatic vertical accelerations.

c. Wind speed, upper-percentile statistics

The median and upper percentiles of the wind speed at

offshore stations are summarized in Table 3. NORA3 has the

closest fit to themedian, the 75th-, and the 99th-percentile wind

speed (Fig. 8). NORA10 also shows very good performance,

with the best fit to the 90th–98th percentiles. The ERA5 wind

speed is again found to be biased low, but its root-mean-square

error (RMSE) is very low, and the correlation with the mari-

time observations is indeed slightly higher than for NORA3.

Figure 9 shows the time series of the 95th percentiles of 10-m

wind speed for NORA3, ERA5 and NORA10 at maritime

stations (Fig. 9a), coastal (Fig. 9b), mountain (Fig. 9c) as well as

the Arctic stations (Fig. 9d). NORA3 and NORA10 both

perform very well at the upper percentiles at maritime stations,

with no significant differences between them, while ERA5

underestimates the 95th percentile by 1.4m s21. NORA3

scores slightly better than NORA10 at the coastal stations

(Fig. 9b) but much better at the mountain stations (Fig. 9c).

The Arctic stations exhibit a shift in behavior after 2010 re-

sulting from an increase in observation stations (see Fig. A3).

After 2011, NORA3 shows very good agreement with the

observations.

Figure 10 shows the seasonal (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON)

difference in 99th-percentile 10-m wind speed between NORA3

and ERA5 (Figs. 10a,c,e,g), and between NORA3 and NORA10

(Figs. 10b,d,f,h). TheERA5wind speed is found to be consistently

weaker than NORA3 throughout the maritime domain, but dif-

ferences in mountainous terrain are much larger because of the

lower resolution of ERA5. The 99th percentile of ERA5 is typi-

cally 2ms21 lower than NORA3. NORA10 also displays a field

with weaker gradients than NORA3 and a broader low pressure

track across the area between Iceland and the British Isles. It is

also clear from comparing Figs. 10a,e,i that thewinter (DJF) fields

of NORA3 exhibit markedly stronger winds near the Norwegian

west coast.

d. Polar lows and windstorms

1) POLAR LOWS

Rojo et al. (2019) lists a number of polar low events over the

Nordic seas tracked using Advanced Very High Resolution

Radiometer (AVHRR) imagery. We have investigated all

polar lows listed by Rojo et al. (2019) that have a minimum

mean sea level pressure value below 980 hPa within the model

domain in the period 2004–18. We retrieved the maximum 10-m

wind speed within an area extending 0.68 north and south and

68 east and west around the observed polar low center from

NORA3, ERA5, and NORA10. Table 4 shows that NORA3

has a maximum wind speed value closest to the observed value

in 12 of 19 cases. NORA10 performs best in three of the cases,

and ERA5 has the most optimal value in four of the cases.

As an illustration of the differences between the two hindcast

archives and the ERA5 reanalysis, we have investigated a short-

lived but intense polar low that developed east ofBear Island. The

polar low was first detected at 0300 UTC 7 January 2009. The low

caused severe damage when making landfall in the northernmost

part of Finnmark (Magerøya and Honningsvåg). The polar low is

described as a multiple, baroclinic, convergence low with a re-

versed shear in the database for Surface Temperature and

Altimeter Synergy for Improved Forecasting of Polar Lows

(STARS, see https://projects.met.no/stars/; Furevik et al. 2015).

The low was also investigated by Haakenstad et al. (2020).

The initial situation (0300 UTC 7 January 2009) is shown in

Fig. 11. An upper-level low is situated ahead of the polar low,

TABLE 4. Polar lows where the identification number (ID), center position (CLON and CLAT) and wind speed observations are taken

from Rojo et al. (2019). The maximum 10-m wind speeds for the different polar low events are shown for NORA3, ERA5, and NORA10

in the last three columns. The best performance (in comparison with themaximum observed 10-mwind speed) is marked in boldface type.

No. ID Date CLON CLAT Obs Obs gust NORA3 ERA5 NORA10

1 78 0900 UTC 22 Dec 2006 12.0 72.1 25.3 32.1 20.4 17.5 20.6

2 79 0900 UTC 26 Dec 2006 22.0 72.8 25.8 33.2 19.2 16.1 17.8

3 82 0900 UTC 26 Jan 2007 14.5 69.5 26.8 — 28.5 20.4 25.6
4 104 1500 UTC 19 Nov 2008 15.0 69.9 29.0 — 20.0 18.0 17.0

5 105 0900 UTC 20 Nov 2008 7.5 68.0 32.6 38.9 28.2 24.6 27.1

6 108 0900 UTC 7 Jan 2009 33.0 72.5 25.8 33.7 25.5 20.3 24.5

7 122 2100 UTC 30 Jan 2010 4.0 60.5 20.0 — 20.9 17.5 18.9

8 149 0900 UTC 7 Feb 2011 1.0 66.0 21.6 — 19.2 15.1 15.6

9 151 0300 UTC 11 Mar 2011 0.0 68.2 24.7 — 21.1 19.5 18.6

10 160 0300 UTC 28 Nov 2011 11.5 67.0 30.0 37.9 24.2 18.6 22.2

11 161 1500 UTC 6 Dec 2011 3.0 59.8 26.3 35.8 21.4 17.1 18.7

12 162 1200 UTC 27 Dec 2011 7.0 71.3 21.6 31.6 32.8 23.3 26.8

13 173 0900 UTC 1 Feb 2013 10.5 66.5 21.1 — 21.5 19.0 19.3

14 196 0900 UTC 24 Nov 2013 21.5 71.7 21.6 — 24.3 18.3 22.6
15 198 0900 UTC 30 Nov 2013 45.0 71.8 21.0 — 24.6 20.3 24.5

16 219 1500 UTC 26 Dec 2015 29.0 71.7 31.1 37.4 30.9 23.2 29.0

17 227 0300 UTC 9 Dec 2016 31.5 70.8 30.0 37.9 26.9 22.6 26.7

18 230 0300 UTC 20 Jan 2017 36.0 76.5 24.7 36.8 30.7 24.1 27.5

19 240 1500 UTC 22 Nov 2017 212.5 57.5 22.6 — 29.9 21.0 26.0
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over Finnmark in northern Norway (see Fig. 11a), indicating a

reversed shear and a typical baroclinically driven initial con-

dition for the formation of the polar low (Reed and Duncan

1987). The ice edge stretches southward east of the Svalbard

Archipelago, and open water is present on the western side.

This shape of the sea ice edge favors the formation of a

downstream convergence zone conducive to mesoscale cy-

clone development (Sergeev et al. 2018). There is a large

temperature difference (49–51K) between the sea surface and

the 500-hPa surface [also documented in the STARS database

(Furevik et al. 2015)] and thus also a large atmospheric heat

potential. The difference is well above the commonly cited

threshold of 43K (Zahn and von Storch 2008), above which

there is thought to be a 25% chance of developing a polar low.

The temperature difference Tsea 2 T500 modeled by NORA3

mirrors closely the observed situation described in the STARS

database, and it is likely that the polar low was intensified by

convective and diabatic processes. Figure 11b shows NORA3’s

850-hPa equivalent potential temperature. A sharp gradient is

visible along the ice edge. A cold-air outbreak is evident from

the extended sea ice east of Svalbard with prevailing northerly

wind transporting stably stratified, dry cold air from the Arctic

over warmer water, creating a shallow, secondary baroclinic

layer. Figure 12 compares NORA3, ERA5, and NORA10

10-m wind speed (Fig. 12a) and MSLP fields (Fig. 12b) at the

mature stage (0900 UTC 7 January 2009). The maximum wind

speed value at 0900 UTC is 26m s21 in NORA3, 22m s21 in

ERA5, and 26m s21 in NORA10. The NORA3 maximum of

FIG. 11. TheNORA3atmospheric situation at 0300UTC7Jan2009.

(a) The difference between sea surface temperature and the tempera-

ture (K) at the 500-hPa level is indicated by orange colors, and the ice

edge is indicated in dark green. Blue contour lines show the height of

the 500-hPa level. (b) The equivalent potential temperature (K) at

850hPaand 10-mwind speed,where a large feather on the barb is 10 kt,

a small feather is 5 kt, and triangles indicate 50 kt (1 kt5 0.5m s21). In

(a) and (b), the start position and end position of the polar low are

shown by the circles, with the northernmost circle being the start po-

sition. (The positions are taken from the STARS database).

FIG. 12. Polar low at 0900 UTC 7 Jan 2009, showing 10-m wind

speed (shading) and MSLP (contours) from (a) NORA3,

(b) ERA5, and (c) NORA10.
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26m s21 occurs on the trailing arm in the position 728510N,

298020E and is far away from the coast, as opposed to

NORA10, which has the maximum wind speed in the location

where the polar low makes landfall. NORA3 has a maximum

of 23m s21 in the location of landfall on the western side of the

low. NORA3 also shows much more fine structure in the

wind field with small-scale convective cells and close simi-

larity to the satellite image [cf. with Fig. 7a of Furevik et al.

FIG. 13. Wind speed statistics from observations, NORA3, NORA10, and ERA5 for named windstorms during the

period 2008–18. The boxes show the 25th and 75th percentiles and the median. The whiskers show the maximum and

minimum values. Stations from counties affected by each windstorm are included (this list deviates from the list shown in

Fig. 1 and includes only quality-assured observation stations acquired by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute).
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(2015)]. Such convective cells are obviously not present in

the fields from NORA10 and ERA5 because they are the

result of the convection-permitting nonhydrostatic dynam-

ics of the HARMONIE–AROME model. The polar low

centers of NORA3 and ERA5 agree well with the tracked

polar low in the STARS database, whereas NORA10 puts

the center too far to the northeast.

2) WINDSTORMS

The maximum winds of NORA3, ERA5, and NORA10

during the 10 most important (named) windstorms to hit the

Norwegian mainland in the period 2009–18 have been in-

vestigated. All quality-assured observations from the data-

bases of the Norwegian Meteorological Institute (https://

www.met.no/en and https://frost.met.no/index.html) from the

affected counties have been compared with collocated wind

speeds from NORA3, ERA5, and NORA10. The results are

shown as boxplots in Fig. 13. The maximum wind speed (upper

whiskers; see also the statistics in the individual panels) is

consistently higher (and closer to the observed maximum) in

NORA3 than in ERA5. This is also the case with respect to

NORA10 except for one case,Knud (Fig. 13j), where NORA3

underestimates the maximum wind speed by 18%. We also

note that NORA3’s wind speed interquartile distance, a mea-

sure of the spread, is closer to the observed interquartile dis-

tance. This suggests that not only are the windstorm maxima

better modeled, but the spatial variability is also more realistic.

4. Discussion and concluding remarks

NORA3 represents the most detailed hindcast study per-

formed to date for the Norwegian Sea, the North Sea, and the

Barents Sea. We find a clear improvement when compared

with ERA5 in the representation of near-surface winds over

the open ocean (cf. Fig. 4), but an even greater improvement in

FIG. A1. A comparison between MEPS and NORA3 in terms of

mean error and root-mean-square error.

TABLE A1. Model configuration.

Domain The domain covers the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea, and the Barents Sea; the grid is a Lambert conformal conic

grid, with 900 longitudinal3 1500 latitudinal grid points; the central meridian5 42.08W, the central latitude5
66.38N, and the reference parallel 5 66.38N

Horizontal resolution 3 km

No. of vertical levels 65

Coupling model ERA5 (IFS Cycle 41r2, horizontal resolution 31 km, and 137 vertical levels)

Initialization method No initial digital filtering

Coupling frequency 6 hourly

Integration hours 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC

Forecast range 9 h

Surface analysis CANARI

Background OI-Main

Observations Land surface: synoptic (SYNOP) and METAR; Sea surface: ships (SHIP), drifting buoys (DRIBU), and buoys

(BUOYS) (retrieved from the MARS database)

Dynamics Nonhydrostatic, convection permitting; solves the fully compressible Euler equations

Discretization Two-time-level, semi-implicit, semi-Lagrangian discretization using SETTLS; A-grid; linear

Time step 60 s

Microphysics ICE3 (Pinty and Jabouille 1998; Lascaux et al. 2006) combinedwith theOCND2 scheme (Müller et al. 2017b) and
Kogan autoconversion (Khairoutdinov and Kogan 2000)

Surface SURFEX (Le Moigne et al. 2012; Masson et al. 2013)

Land surface model: ISBA-3L (Boone et al. 1999)

Inland water: prognostic variables are kept constant, and the roughness length is defined by the Charnock

relation z0 5 0:015u2

*/g

Sea surface: ECUME (see Table A3)

Sea ice: SICE (Batrak et al. 2018)

Urban areas: Town energy budget scheme

Convection EDMF-M (Siebesma et al. 2003; Soares et al. 2004; Siebesma et al. 2007; de Rooy and Siebesma 2010)

Turbulence HARATU (van Meijgaard et al. 2012; Lenderink and Holtslag 2004)

Radiation Longwave: RRTM (Mlawer et al. 1997)

Shortwave: ECMWF operational SW scheme (ECMWF 1989)

Aerosols and ozone Monthly climatologies

Physiography ECOCLIMAP, version 2

Computing platform The Nebula cluster of the National Supercomputer Centre, located in Linköping
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mountainous and coastal terrain (see Fig. 5). NORA3’s activity

ratio is considerably better than both NORA10 and ERA5.

Although NORA10 has only marginally lower mean absolute

error for maritime stations and ERA5 in fact exhibits slightly

higher correlation than NORA3, the fact that the activity ratio

is better in NORA3 means that the wind climate is more re-

alistically modeled by the nonhydrostatic model, even over the

open ocean (see Fig. 4). This is also the case for spatial varia-

tions, which is seen in the wind field of the polar low.Over land,

this becomes much more evident (Fig. 2), and the large annual

variations in bias seen in NORA10 are absent. The mean ab-

solute error is also much smaller, and the activity ratio remains

closer to unity than for both NORA10 and ERA5.

In the Arctic, NORA3 also shows an improvement of upper-

percentile wind speed relative to ERA5 and also to NORA10

(Fig. 5). Müller et al. (2017a) showed that AROME-Arctic

adds value to the representation of the surface parameters

relative to ECMWF’s forecast and reanalysis model systems, a

finding that is in agreement with our results. The study by

Køltzow et al. (2019) also found the operational AROME-

Arctic model to have good performance around Svalbard.

Further work will also look at the performance of the model

setup in terms of extreme rainfall in the steep topography over

Svalbard and the Norwegian mainland.

The NORA3 hindcast archive will be used as forcing for

high-resolution coastal wave hindcast integrations as well as

for extreme value analyses of wind climate. It has thus been

important to assess its ability to represent the surface wind field

across a range of statistics, from its correlation, bias, and ac-

tivity to its representation of upper-percentile wind speed and

from open ocean conditions to complex coastal terrain. Its

performance is generally good, and the improvement over the

host analysis is naturally particularly strong in the coastal zone

and in mountainous terrain. However, it is clear that there are

limits to the performance that can be achieved with stand-alone

atmospheric hindcast integrations. A natural extension of such a

modeling effort would be to conduct a full three-dimensional or

four-dimensional variational data assimilation to achieve a com-

plete reanalysis on a similar resolution.This is, however, very costly

[cf. the ongoing effort to create the Copernicus Arctic Regional

Reanalysis (CARRA) funded by the Copernicus Climate Change

Service]. Another possible extension is to incorporate a wave

model into a coupled atmosphere–wavehindcast to account for the

feedback between the sea surface roughness controlled by the

wave field (Janssen 1989, 1991). This feedback has been shown to

be important on larger scales (Janssen et al. 2004), but on the

spatial and temporal scales considered here, its impact on the cli-

matology is not expected to be big. It would, however, be a natural

next step to attempt a coupled atmosphere–wave hindcast inte-

gration on a similar spatial scale (2–4km).

The hindcast has been shown to represent the upper per-

centiles of wind speed much better than the host analysis

ERA5, and also better than the older hindcast NORA10. This

suggests that the new hindcast should be suitable for extreme

value analyses. Topographic effects are much better resolved

than in the coarser (hydrostatic) NORA10 hindcast and the

TABLE A2. The ECUME (Le Moigne et al. 2012) scheme.

Roughness length z0 5 (au2

*/g)1 (bn/u*) (Smith 1988), where a 5 0.011 and b 5 0.11

Stability functions Modified Businger functions cm and ch that depend on the Monin–Obukhov parameter z 5 z/L

Stable cases (z $ 0): cm 5 ch 5 2Gz, where G 5 7

Unstable cases (z , 0): cm 5 (1 2 f )cmK 1 fcmC and ch 5 (1 2 f )chK 1 fchC, where f 5 z2/(1 1 z2),

cmK 5 2 ln
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FIG. A2. The NORA3 hindcast production cycle. Four consec-

utive and partly overlapping 9-hourly forecast cycles with

HARMONIE–AROME are shown. Each cycle starts with a sur-

face analysis and upper-air blending of ERA5 fields. A 9-h forecast

is then run, of which time steps at 4–9 h are concatenated onto the

previous cycle to form a continuous hindcast archive.
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TABLE A3. Station list (ID 5 identifier; WIGOS is the WMO Integrated Global Observing System). Abbreviations are as follows:

Categories (Cat): maritime stations (MR), reference stations (RS), coastal stations (CS), mountain stations (MO), and Arctic stations

(AS). Station holder (Stn holder): The Norwegian Meteorological Institute (MET), ConocoPhillips (CP), High Mountain Research

Station (HMRS),AVINOR (a state-owned limited company that operatesmost of the civil airports inNorway), StiftungAlfred-Wegener-

Institut Für Polar- und Meeresforschung (AWI), University of Oslo (UiO), and Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate

(NVE). Name: airport (AP) and lighthouse (LH).

ID Name Height (m) Stn holder WIGOS ID WMO ID Lon Lat Cat

SN87110 Andøya 10 MET; AVINOR 0-20000-0-01010 1010 16.131 69.307 RS; CS

SN23550 Beitostølen II 965 MET 0-20000-0-01365 1365 8.923 61.251 MO

SN50540 Bergen-Florida 12 MET 0-20000-0-01317 1317 5.333 60.383 RS

SN99710 Bjørnøya 16 MET 0-20000-0-01028 1028 18.998 74.504 RS; AS

SN82290 Bodø VI 11 MET; AVINOR 0-20000-0-01152 1152 14.364 67.267 RS

SN71990 Buholmråsa LH 18 MET 0-20000-0-01259 1259 10.455 64.4013 CS

SN76925 Draugen 76 OKEA AS 0-578-0-76925 1202 7.779 64.352 MR

SN76920 Ekofisk 114 CP 0-20000-0-01400 1400 3.224 56.543 MR

SN25830 Finsevatn 1210 HMRS; MET 0-20000-0-01350 1350 7.527 60.594 MO

SN94500 Fruholmen LH 13 MET 0-20000-0-01055 1055 23.982 71.094 RS

SN27500 Færder LH 6 MET 0-20000-0-01482 1482 10.524 59.027 RS; CS

SN4780 Gardermoen 202 AVINOR 0-20000-0-01384 1384 11.080 60.207 RS

SN31970 Gaustatoppen 1804 MET 0-20000-0-01461 1461 8.656 59.850 MO

SN76923 Gullfaks C 141 EQUINOR ASA 0-20000-0-01300 1300 2.269 61.204 MR

SN71850 Halten LH 16 MET 0-20000-0-01240 1240 9.405 64.173 CS

SN76932 Heimdal 71 EQUINOR ASA 0-578-0-76932 1404 2.227 59.574 MR

SN99720 Hopen 6 MET 0-20000-0-01062 1062 25.013 76.510 RS; AS

SN32890 Høydalsmo II 560 MET 0-20000-0-01447 1447 8.199 59.497 RS

SN99790 Isfjord Radio 7 MET 0-744-0-99790 1013 13.619 78.063 AS

SN99950 Jan Mayen 10 MET 0-20000-0-01001 1001 28.669 70.939 RS; AS

SN97251 Karasjok-Mar. 131 MET 0-20000-0-01065 1065 25.502 69.464 RS

SN99935 Karl XII-Øya 5 MET 0-20000-0-01009 1009 25.005 80.652 AS

SN93700 Kautokeino 307 MET 0-20000-0-01047 1047 23.034 68.997 RS

SN99370 Kirkenes AP 89 AVINOR 0-20000-0-01089 1089 29.898 69.726 CS

SN39040 Kjevik 12 MET 0-20000-0-01452 1452 8.077 58.200 CS

SN99740 Kongsøya 20 MET; UiO 0-20000-0-01016 1016 28.888 78.907 AS

SN13160 Kvitfjell 1030 MET 0-20000-0-01375 1375 10.128 61.465 MO

SN99938 Kvitøya 10 MET 0-20000-0-01011 1011 31.459 80.104 AS

SN42160 Lista LH 14 MET 0-20000-0-01427 1427 6.568 58.109 RS; CS

SN98400 Makkaur LH 9 MET 0-20000-0-01092 1092 30.07 70.706 CS

SN61410 Mannen 1294 NVE 0-20000-0-01220 1220 7.770 62.460 MO

SN53530 Midtstova 1162 BANE NOR 0-20000-0-01346 1346 7.276 60.656 MO

SN80610 Myken 17 MET 0-20000-0-01115 1115 12.486 66.763 RS; CS

SN31620 Møsstrand II 977 MET 0-20000-0-01450 1450 8.179 59.840 MO

SN39100 Oksøy LH 9 MET 0-20000-0-01448 1448 8.053 58.073 RS; CS

SN62480 Ona II 20 MET 0-20000-0-01212 1212 6.538 62.859 RS; CS

SN18700 Oslo-Blindern 94 MET 0-20000-0-01492 1492 10.720 59.942 RS

SN76750 Sandnessjøen LH 17 AVINOR 0-20000-0-01116 1116 12.478 65.964 CS

SN75550 Sklinna LH 23 MET 0-20000-0-01102 1102 10.997 65.202 RS; CS

SN85380 Skrova LH 14 MET 0-20000-0-01160 1160 14.649 68.154 RS; CS

SN76926 Sleipner A 135 EQUINOR ASA 0-578-0-76926 1402 1.909 58.371 MR

SN96400 Slettnes LH 8 MET 0-20000-0-01078 1078 28.217 71.089 RS; CS

SN44560 Sola 7 AVINOR; MET 0-20000-0-01415 1415 5.637 58.884 RS; CS

SN17000 Strømtangen LH 10 MET.NO 0-20000-0-01495 1495 10.829 59.151 CS

SN65940 Sula 5 MET.NO 0-20000-0-01228 1228 8.467 63.847 CS

SN99840 Svalbard AP 28 AVINOR; MET 0-20000-0-01008 1008 15.502 78.245 RS; AS

SN59800 Svinøy LH 38 MET 0-20000-0-01205 1205 5.268 62.329 RS; CS

SN85450 Svolvær AP 9 AVINOR 0-20000-0-01161 1161 14.669 68.245 CS

SN99752 Sørkappøya 10 MET.NO 0-20000-0-01020 1020 16.543 76.473 AS

SN36200 Torungen LH 12 MET 0-20000-0-01465 1465 8.789 58.399 RS; CS

SN76931 Troll A 92 EQUINOR ASA 0-20000-0-01309 1309 3.719 60.644 MR

SN90450 Tromsø 100 MET 0-20000-0-01026 1026 18.937 69.654 RS

SN47300 Utsira LH 55 MET 0-20000-0-01403 1403 4.872 59.307 RS
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host analysis, ERA5. This is particularly important in fjord

systems, where the wind field is dominated by local effects

(Christakos et al. 2020a,b).
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APPENDIX

Details of the Model Performance, Model Configuration,
and Observation Network

a. A comparison of NORA3 and the short-range ensemble
forecast system for the Nordic countries

To investigate how the performance of NORA3 is affected

by the choice of 3-km resolution, we have compared the

NORA3 10-m wind speed at the reference stations on the

Norwegian mainland in 2018 with the operational short-range

ensemble prediction system (MEPS) forecasts (Müller et al.

2017b).MEPS runs the 2.5-kmHARMONIE–AROMEmodel

with full 3DVAR assimilation. The assimilation will favor the

operational forecasts, and deviations from the MEPS results

must be expected. The comparison (Fig. A1) has been per-

formed by using the 10-m wind speed at 6-h lead time for both

models. It is clear from Fig. A1 that the differences are mar-

ginal, both in terms of mean error and RMSE.

b. Model configuration

The model setup is outlined in Table A1, and the sequence

of 9-hourly forecast cycles is shown in Fig A2. The ECUME

scheme is outlined in Table A2.

c. Observing stations

All observing stations are listed in Table A3. The annual

number of coastal, mountain, and Arctic observations are

shown in Fig. A3. The reasonwhy there are so few observations

in 2004 for all station categories is that only observations with

the strictest quality (Kielland 2005) have been used in the

validation, and before 2005 there were only a few observations

that fulfilled this requirement.
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1. Introduction
Third generation spectral wave models (Booij et al., 1999; ECMWF, 2020; Hasselmann et al., 1988; Janssen, 2004; 
Komen et al., 1994; Tolman, 1991; Wavewatch III Development Group, 2019) balance the energy and momentum 
flux from the wind field against the dissipation due to wave breaking (Janssen, 2004) as well as the nonlinear 
transfer of energy within the wave spectrum. Modern wave models tend to perform well in terms of integrated 
wave parameters such as significant wave height, mean wave period and mean wave direction as long as the qual-
ity of the wind field is high (see, e.g., Hersbach et al., 2020). It is however not clear whether wave models also 
perform well under very strong winds (Du et al., 2017; Jensen et al., 2006), and it is known that the wind input 

Abstract As atmospheric models move to higher resolution and resolve smaller scales, the maximum 
modeled wind speed also tends to increase. Wave models tuned to coarser wind fields tend to overestimate 
the wave growth under strong winds. A recently developed semiempirical parameterization of the Charnock 
parameter, which controls the roughness length over surface waves, substantially reduces the aerodynamic drag 
of waves in high winds (above a threshold of 30 m s −1). Here, we apply the formulation in a recent version of 
the wave model WAM (Cycle 4.7), which uses a modified version of the physics parameterizations by Ardhuin 
et al. (2010, https://doi.org/10.1175/2010jpo4324.1) as well as subgrid obstructions for better performance 
around complex topography. The new Charnock formulation is tested with wind forcing from NORA3, a 
recently completed nonhydrostatic atmospheric downscaling of the global reanalysis ERA5 for the North Sea, 
the Norwegian Sea and the Barents Sea. Such high-resolution atmospheric model integrations tend to have 
stronger (and more realistic) upper-percentile winds than what is typically found in coarser atmospheric models. 
A 2-year comparison (2011–2012) of a control run against the run with the modified Charnock parameter 
shows a dramatic reduction of the wave height bias in high-wind cases. The added computational cost of the 
new physics and the reduction of the Charnock parameter compared to the earlier WAM physics is modest 
(14%). A longer (1998–2020) hindcast integration with the new Charnock parameter is found to compare well 
against in situ and altimeter wave measurements both for intermediate and high sea states.

Plain Language Summary Wave models are sensitive to strong winds, and as the atmospheric 
models have increased in resolution, the strength of the winds has also increased as small-scale features of 
synoptic storms become more realistically modeled. Here, we investigate the behavior of a bespoke version of 
the wave model WAM, where we have modified how waves grow in strong winds. More specifically, we have 
modified the so-called Charnock parameter, which determines how rough the sea surface gets as the wind picks 
up. By making the sea surface smoother under strong winds, we reduce the growth of the waves under hurricane 
conditions in a manner which appears to be in line with recent studies of the behavior of the sea surface in very 
strong winds. The results match our observations very well over a wide range of conditions throughout the 
model domain and show a clear improvement over a control experiment with the same wave model without a 
modified Charnock parameter. Finally, a detailed wave hindcast, or sea state archive, for the Norwegian Sea, 
North Sea and the Arctic Ocean covering the period 1998–2020 is presented where this modified Charnock 
parameter is employed. The results compare well against observations.
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source term based on conservation of momentum in the boundary layer first proposed by Janssen (1989) tends to 
overestimate the drag at high winds (Du et al., 2017; Jensen et al., 2006).

The growth of waves under extratropical wind storms and tropical cyclones has been the topic of several studies in 
the past two decades (S. S. Chen et al., 2013; Donelan et al., 2004; Powell et al., 2003; Zweers et al., 2010). Wave 
growth is controlled by the aerodynamic roughness of the surface, that is, the drag that is felt by the wind. There 
is increasing evidence from theoretical (Makin, 2005), laboratory (Curcic & Haus, 2020; Donelan et al., 2004) 
and field studies (Donelan, 2018; Holthuijsen et al., 2012; Powell et al., 2003) that the roughness (and thus the 
drag) starts to level off or even drop (Powell et al., 2003) at very high wind speeds. The exact threshold where 
the drag will start to level off remains unclear, with Curcic and Haus (2020), in a recent revisit of the drag satu-
ration rate measured by Donelan et al. (2004), suggesting that it may start as low as around 20 m s −1 (see also Bi 
et al., 2015). Other studies (see the overview in Figure 6 by Holthuijsen et al., 2012) report a leveling off from 
around 30 m s −1 (Zweers et al., 2010).

As the resolution of atmospheric models continues to increase and the models increasingly include nonhydro-
static physics, the intensity of the strongest wind storms modeled also increases. This does not mean that the 
winds are overestimated, merely that high-resolution nonhydrostatic atmosphere models capture small-scale 
features that cannot be resolved by coarser models (Haakenstad et al., 2021). Since wave models have hitherto not 
realistically modeled the reduction in drag under the strongest winds (Du et al., 2017), this tendency for coarser, 
hydrostatic atmospheric models to produce too weak winds may have been partly compensated by the wind input 
source term in the wave model. Thus, how wave models parameterize wave growth under high winds becomes 
increasingly important as forecast systems, both coupled and uncoupled, move toward higher resolution. That is 
the topic of this paper.

There are several semiempirical approaches to reducing the momentum flux to the wave field under strong winds. 
A parameterization for the direct reduction of the drag coefficient was proposed by Holthuijsen et al. (2012). As 
summarized by Du et al. (2017), other approaches include capping the limit on the ratio between the wind speed 
and the friction velocity (Jensen et al., 2006) and setting a limit on the roughness length (Ardhuin et al., 2010). 
A spectral sheltering to reduce the high-frequency wave growth in the presence of longer waves was formulated 
by Banner and Morison  (2010), following work by G. Chen and Belcher  (2000). The impact of limiting the 
maximum steepness of short waves was reported by Magnusson et al. (2019). In addition, the Charnock param-
eter itself (Charnock, 1955; Janssen, 1989) can be modified for strong winds, thus directly controlling the wave 
growth by limiting the surface roughness. This is an approach somewhat similar to the cap on the roughness 
length introduced by Ardhuin et al. (2010). This modification of the Charnock parameter is specifically investi-
gated in this paper.

This article is laid out as follows. We first present in Section 2 the relevant details of the wind input source term 
as implemented in the WAM Cycle 4.7 wave model, a recent version of the open-source WAM model (Günther 
et al., 1992; Hasselmann et al., 1988; Komen et al., 1994). In Section 3, we present a recently proposed semiem-
pirical reduction of the Charnock parameter at high winds (ECMWF, 2020; Li et al., 2021). Section 4 presents 
a comparison of two wave model runs, one with a reduced Charnock parameter at high winds and a control run 
with no reduction, covering a 2-year period. Section 5 presents a 23-year (uncoupled) wave hindcast where we 
have applied the new Charnock parameter to a WAM domain forced with high-resolution winds (3 km) from the 
recent NORA3 atmospheric hindcast (Haakenstad et al., 2021), hereafter referred to as the NORA3 wave hindcast 
or simply NORA3 WAM. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize our findings and draw some conclusions regard-
ing the usefulness of implementing a reduced-drag parameterization for high-resolution forecast and hindcast 
systems, both coupled and uncoupled.

2. The Wind Input Source Term in WAM Cycle 4.7
The WAM wave model (Günther et al., 1992; Hasselmann et al., 1988; Komen et al., 1994) has in recent years 
undergone major code restructuring as it has been made openly accessible through the EU project MyWave 
(Behrens et al., 2013). WAM Cycle 4.7 contains model physics that is similar to what is described by Ardhuin 
et al. (2010) and often referred to as “Source term package 4” (ST4), but with some differences indicated below. 
The implementation of the source terms is taken from a recent version of the wave model component (ECWAM 
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Cycle 47R1, see ECMWF, 2020) of the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) operated by the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).

The air-side stress, τa [Pa], is supported almost entirely by the roughness of the oceanic wave field itself (Jans-
sen, 1989, 1991). There must thus exist a relationship between the wind stress and the roughness length z0 of a 
water surface with waves, as Charnock (1955) showed,

𝑧𝑧0 = 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼
2
∗∕𝑔𝑔𝑔 (1)

Here, α is a dimensionless coefficient known as the Charnock parameter and g = 9.81 m s −2 is the gravitational 
acceleration. The friction velocity u* relates to the air-side stress τa as

𝑢𝑢∗ ≡

√

𝜏𝜏a∕𝜌𝜌a (2)

with ρa, the atmospheric density, assumed here to be constantly 1.225 kg m −3. The dimensionless drag coefficient 
Cd is a bulk parameter as it relates an atmospheric state variable (the wind speed) at a specific height (z = 10 m) 
to a momentum flux,

𝜏𝜏a = 𝜌𝜌a𝑢𝑢
2
∗ = 𝜌𝜌a𝐶𝐶d𝑈𝑈

2
10
. (3)

The drag coefficient has been the subject of many studies over the years, and we refer the reader to Edson 
et al. (2013) for a thorough overview of the drag coefficient parameterizations currently in use. The drag is related 
to the roughness length, Equation 1, through the logarithmic wind profile, which itself can be derived from a 
dimensional argument that in a constant-flux layer near the surface (see, for example, Stull, 1988) there is no diver-
gence of momentum and hence no change in wind speed with time. The wind profile must thus be logarithmic,

𝑈𝑈 (𝑧𝑧) =
𝑢𝑢∗

𝜅𝜅
ln ((𝑧𝑧 + 𝑧𝑧0) ∕𝑧𝑧0) , 𝑧𝑧 𝑧 𝑧𝑧0. (4)

Here, κ ≈ 0.4 is von Kármán's constant. This eventually leads to the relation between the drag coefficient and the 
roughness length,

𝐶𝐶d =
𝜅𝜅
2

ln2 ((𝑧𝑧 + 𝑧𝑧0) ∕𝑧𝑧0)
. (5)

We will now start with the observation, made by Janssen (1989, 1991), that the Charnock parameter α in Equa-
tion 1 is not a constant, but is in fact a function of the sea state,

� = �̂
√

1 − �in∕�a
. (6)

Here, τin is the momentum flux to the wave field and is directly related to wave growth and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 is a parameter which, 
as was noted already by Janssen (1989), is controlled by the shortest gravity-capillary waves. It is commonly 
taken to be a constant and henceforth referred to as the minimum Charnock parameter since it represents the 
lowest value that α can attain. Due to Cycle 47R1 of the ECWMF WAM model (ECWAM, see ECMWF, 2020), 
it has been kept at 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴0 = 0.0065 .

It is clear that when waves absorb a sizable amount of the momentum (when they grow quickly), the denominator 
in Equation 6 becomes small, making the Charnock parameter large. This means that in strong winds, where 
waves are young and growing, the drag will become large. This has dramatic consequences for the wave growth 
in standalone wave models with no feedback to the atmospheric model, but also for coupled systems, such as 
the IFS, where too much drag lowers the near-surface wind speed excessively in storm conditions (J.-R. Bidlot 
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021; Pineau-Guillou et al., 2020).

The wave growth is controlled by the wind input term Sin. The form used here is based on the formulation 
presented as Equation 19 by Ardhuin et al. (2010). We repeat it here for convenience,

𝑆𝑆in =
𝜌𝜌a𝛽𝛽max

𝜌𝜌w𝜅𝜅
2
e𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍4

[

𝑢𝑢∗

𝑐𝑐

]2

max(cos(𝜃𝜃 − 𝜙𝜙), 0)𝑝𝑝𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 (𝑘𝑘, 𝜃𝜃). (7)
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Here, F (k, θ) [m 3 rad −1] is the wave variance density in wavenumber (k)-direction (θ) space, ϕ is the wind direc-
tion, βmax is a constant nondimensional growth parameter and

𝑍𝑍 = ln (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘1) + 𝜅𝜅∕
[

cos(𝜃𝜃 − 𝜙𝜙) (𝑢𝑢∗∕𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘𝛼𝛼)
]

 (8)

is an effective wave age with c being the phase speed, σ being the intrinsic circular frequency [rad s −1] and zα 
being a dimensionless wave age tuning parameter that shifts the growth curve. The directional spread is controlled 
by the power p, a tunable constant which is commonly (and here) set to 2. Higher powers give a more narrowly 
directed wind input.

It is important to note that Ardhuin et al. (2010) already introduced a cap on the surface roughness in the form

𝑧𝑧0 = min
(

𝛼𝛼0𝑢𝑢
2
∗∕𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝑧𝑧0𝑔max

)

 (9)

which in turn is used to calculate

𝑧𝑧1 =
𝑧𝑧0

√

1 − 𝜏𝜏in∕𝜏𝜏
. (10)

Ardhuin et  al.  (2010) mention that imposing z0,max  =  0.0015 corresponds to capping the drag coefficient at 
CD = 2.5 × 10 −3. It is thus clear that adjusting βmax and z0,max allows some freedom in tuning a wave model to 
an atmospheric model, but they will not allow a reduction of the roughness length above a certain wind speed 
threshold. It is also important to note that z0,max is not always active (i.e., it is set to 1). This is the case for the 
TEST471 tuning, considered the best option for global wind fields (see Table 2.6 by Wavewatch III Development 
Group, 2019). We have not used the z0,max parameter in our WAM implementation.

A further tuning parameter introduced by Ardhuin et  al.  (2010) is a wavenumber-dependent sheltering effect 
where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
∗ in Equation 7 is replaced by

(

𝑢𝑢
′
∗
2
)

𝑖𝑖

= 𝑢𝑢
2
∗(cos𝜙𝜙𝜙 sin𝜙𝜙) − 𝜏𝜏shelter

𝜌𝜌w

𝜌𝜌a

𝑔𝑔
∫

2𝜋𝜋

0
∫

𝑘𝑘

0

𝑘𝑘
′

𝜔𝜔
𝑆𝑆in(cos 𝜃𝜃𝜙 sin 𝜃𝜃) d𝑘𝑘

′ d𝜃𝜃𝜃 (11)

Here, ω = 2πf [rad s −1] is the circular frequency (identical to the intrinsic frequency σ in the absence of currents) 
and ρw is the density of sea water, assumed here to be constantly 1,000 kg m −3. Note also that the equation is 
applied in the vector form with ϕ being the wind direction and subscript i indicating x and y components. This 
sheltering effect also yields somewhat weaker growth in high-wind situations. The sheltering coefficient can vary 
between 0 and 1. Here we use a rather modest sheltering with τshelter = 0.25.

ECWAM Cycle 47R1 and WAM Cycle 4.7 also impose a maximum steepness for the high-frequency part of the 
spectrum (ECMWF, 2020; Magnusson et al., 2019) by demanding the spectrum be limited to

𝐹𝐹 (𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓) = min (𝐹𝐹 𝑓 𝐹𝐹max) . (12)

Here,

𝐹𝐹max =
𝛼𝛼max

𝜋𝜋
𝑔𝑔
2(2𝜋𝜋)−4𝑓𝑓−5 (13)

is the Phillips spectrum (Phillips,  1958) with an omnidirectional normalizing constant (2π) −4 and the linear 
frequency f = ω/2π. This maximum steepness is a plausible limiting mechanism for the roughness length in high-
wind situations as short waves should start to break as they get steeper than what the Phillips spectrum dictates. 
We have set αmax = 0.031 in accordance with ECWAM (ECMWF, 2020).

3. A Semiempirical Reduction of the Charnock Parameter in High-Wind Regimes
The drag coefficient (for wind at z = 10 m) can be seen from Equation 5 to be related to the roughness length of 
the sea surface as

𝑧𝑧0 = (10 + 𝑧𝑧0) exp
(

−𝜅𝜅∕
√

𝐶𝐶d

)

≈ 10exp
(

−𝜅𝜅∕
√

𝐶𝐶d

)

. (14)
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Since the wave growth depends on the momentum flux, it is closely linked 
to the drag coefficient, see Equation 3. For varying wave ages c/u*, the ratio 
τin/τa in Equation 6 will also vary. The roughness is controlled by both long 
and short waves. The roughness of long waves is controlled by the denomi-
nator in Equation 6. A young sea will tend to have high ratios since the wave 
growth is rapid. This in turn leads to a small denominator in Equation 6 and 
high Charnock values. This is the impact of the long (resolved) waves on the 
surface roughness. As mentioned before, it is clear that the wave growth will 
be stronger for a young wind sea than for an older wind sea, and for really 
strong winds, approaching 30 m s −1, the sea state is always young as such 
strong winds are rarely sustained over long periods (Li et al., 2021). If the 
roughness does indeed go down for very high winds, it seems reasonable to 
attempt to adjust 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 since, as Janssen (1989) pointed out, this parameter repre-
sents the roughness due to the shortest (unresolved) waves of the f −5 Phillips 
tail, as shown in Equation 13. In essence, this will allow us to control the 
roughness of the shortest waves for different wind regimes.

Li et  al.  (2021), employing the recent implementation from ECWAM 
(ECMWF, 2020), tested the following minimum Charnock parameterization 
for typhoon Lingling in a coupled atmosphere-wave model run,

�̂�𝛼 = �̂�𝛼− + 0.5 (�̂�𝛼0 − �̂�𝛼−)
(

1 − tanh
[

(𝑈𝑈10 − 𝑈𝑈th) ∕𝜎𝜎𝑈𝑈

])

. (15)

Here, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴0 = 0.0065 and corresponds to the previously constant 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 in Equation 6 while 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴− = 0.0001 is the value that 
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 asymptotes toward at very high wind speeds. We employ the same parameterization with some minor adjust-

ments. The optimum threshold wind speed Uth and the transition range σU over which the transition should take 
place are not well known. At one extreme Bi et al. (2015) found that the drag coefficient starts to level off between 
18 and 27 m s −1, while Zweers et al. (2010) found the drag coefficient to peak around 27 m s −1. Others have 
reported even higher wind speeds for the leveling off (Holthuijsen et al., 2012; Makin, 2005; Powell et al., 2003). 
After having tested a range of thresholds between 28 and 33 m s −1 (not shown), we chose Uth = 30 m s −1, whereas 
Li et al. (2021) chose Uth = 28 m s −1. We set the transition range σU = 1 m s −1 in accordance with ECMWF (2020) 
and Li et al. (2021). The minimum Charnock parameter now takes the functional form shown in Figure 1.

4. The Impact of a Modified Charnock Parameter on the Sea State in High-Wind 
Situations
A modified wave model WAM Cycle 4.7 with source terms based on the physics described by Ardhuin 
et al. (2010) (see Section 2) was set up on a 3-km resolution pan-Arctic domain (see Figure 2). In a subregion 
that covers the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea and the Barents Sea, high-resolution (3 km) surface winds from the 
NORA3 atmospheric hindcast were used as forcing (Haakenstad et al., 2021). Lower resolution (approx. 31 km) 
surface winds from ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020), the latest ECMWF reanalysis, were used in the outer part of 
the domain, interpolated to a 3-km grid. A linear interpolation was made over a transition zone of 20 grid points 
inside the boundaries of the smaller domain. The NORA3 high resolution fields were produced by downscal-
ing ERA5 using the nonhydrostatic convection-permitting atmospheric model, HARMONIE-AROME Cy40h1.2 
(see Bengtsson et al., 2017; Seity et al., 2011). NORA3 includes a surface analysis scheme and is reinitialized 
from ERA5 every 6 hours (see Haakenstad et al., 2021), making the two wind fields dynamically consistent.

The WAM model was set up with 30 frequencies logarithmically spanning the range 0.0345–0.5476 Hz and 24 
directional bins. WAM was forced with hourly 10 m neutral winds calculated from the NORA3 hindcast and 
ERA5 as described above, daily ice concentration fields from the ARC-MFC physical reanalysis system of the 
Copernicus Marine Service (CMEMS), and wave spectra from ERA5 at the boundaries. The model was run in a 
shallow-water mode, that is, with the full linear dispersion relation, but without depth refraction and bottom-in-
duced breaking. We set βmax = 1.28 after having tested a range from 1.25 to 1.42 (not shown).

Two wave model runs covering the period 2011–2012 were carried out. The reference run without modifications 
to the Charnock parameter is denoted CTRL and ALT is the run with a reduced minimum Charnock parameter 

Figure 1. The tan h formulation, see Equation 15, of the high-wind reduction 
of the minimum Charnock parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 plotted for a threshold wind speed 
Uth = 30.0 m s −1 and a transition range σU = 1.0 m s −1 drag coefficient.
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above 30 m s −1. We have compared the two wave model runs against buoy and platform measurements in loca-
tions indicated in Figure 2. See Table 1 for an overview of the parameter settings used in the CTRL run. In the 
ALT run, the settings are the same, except for the introduction of the reduced minimum Charnock parameter 
following Equation 15.

To investigate the impact of the reduction of the Charnock parameter, we have compared the drag coefficient and 
the sea surface roughness in two locations over the period 2011–2012 (Figure 3). The first location is in the region 
between the Faroe Islands and Scotland (60.51°N, 006.02°W, and marked as “+” just west of K7 in Figure 2). This 
is an area dominated by synoptic low pressures advancing from the North Atlantic. The fetch in the south-west-
erly direction is very long. The second location is a grid point near Ekofisk in the central North Sea (56.48°N, 
003.19°E, see Figure 2), where the fetch is shorter, except in northerly wind. The impact on the drag coefficient, 
Equation 5, is complex, as it depends on the wave-induced momentum flux τin, see Equation 6, and the full history 

of the wind forcing. Although Equation 15 modifies the Charnock parame-
ter significantly only for winds approaching the threshold (here 30 m s −1,  
see Figure 1), the modeled sea state is also affected at weaker winds. This 
is because, as the wind is decaying, the sea state, and the roughness length, 
remain high. Thus, the “memory” of waves having already seen higher winds 
is visible below the threshold. This is also referred to as “old sea” (Hell 
et  al.,  2021). It is thus clear that if stronger winds have been encountered 
at some point “up-wave”, the effect will also be seen at winds well below 
the threshold. In fact, the reduction in the drag coefficient (Figure 3, Panel 
a) in the ALT run starts to taper off already at 25 m s −1 at the Ekofisk loca-
tion in the central North Sea (compare the red and the blue curves), whereas 
in the Faroe-Scotland region the divergence appears at slightly higher wind 
speeds. This is probably because sea states in the North Sea area are generally 

Figure 2. Outline of the WAM model domain with the NORA3 subdomain outlined (black box). The average significant 
wave height over the period 1998–2020 is shown together with the in situ wave measurement locations. The two locations 
used for the computation of the drag coefficient and roughness length in Figure 3 are indicated with “x” and “+” for Ekofisk 
and Faroe-Scotland, respectively.

Parameter Value

Minimum Charnock parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 0.0065

Normalized wind input parameter βmax 1.28

Wave age tuning parameter zα 0.008

Sheltering coefficient τshelter 0.25

Maximum spectral steepness parameter αmax 0.031

Note. The ALT run has identical settings plus a modification of the minimum 
Charnock parameter.

Table 1 
Summary of WAM Settings Used in the CTRL Run
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Figure 3. Drag coefficient CD (panel a), roughness length z0 [m] (panel b) and Charnock parameter (panel c) binned at 1 m 
s −1 resolution and averaged over 2011–2012 for the ALT and CTRL runs. Two locations, the Faroe-Scotland channel and 
Ekofisk in the central North Sea are shown (locations indicated in Figure 2). Vertical bars represent the standard deviation in 
each bin.
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Figure 4. Aggregate scatter density histograms and quantiles (red line) of all in situ observations in the nine observation 
locations in Figure 2 (x-axis) versus NORA3 (y-axis) are shown. Panel (a) Comparison of U10 [m s −1] wind speed (referred 
to as FF in the meteorological convention). Panel (b) Significant wave height of CTRL run and Hs [m] against observations 
in locations shown in Figure 2, 2011–2012. Panel (c) Same as panel b for ALT run. The number of data points (entries), 
correlation (cor), bias and regression slope (blue line) are provided in the legend. Quantiles are shown in red. There is a 
marked reduction in the bias for wave heights above 12 m.
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younger than in the North Atlantic (also evident from the fact that the drag 
coefficient is on average lower in the Faroe-Scotland region for high winds). 
The surface roughness length, z0 (panel b), undergoes a similar flattening and 
subsequent decrease above wind speeds of 25 m s −1. The drag (and the Char-
nock parameter, panel c) of the CTRL run is quite high (but more or less in 
line with what is found by Li et al., 2021 for their coupled model) and higher 
than what is found for coupled systems such as the ECMWF CY41R1 (see, 
e.g., Figure 9 by Pineau-Guillou et al., 2018). The drag in the CTRL run is 
also higher than what is typically found in measurement campaigns (Donelan 
et al., 2004; Edson et al., 2013; Holthuijsen et al., 2012).

The wind speed in situ measurements (locations shown in Figure  2) are 
reduced to 10-m height and compared to the NORA3 hindcast in the upper 
panel of Figure  4 together with a quantile-quantile comparison. The two 
wave model runs are presented in the lower panels. It is evident that the wave 
growth in the CTRL run (with no modification of the Charnock parame-
ter, see panel b) becomes excessive above 10-m significant wave height. In 
contrast, the ALT run exhibits a much smaller bias above 10-m significant 
wave height. It is also clear that the wave field, even for nearly unbiased 
winds (see the wind comparison for locations K7, Forties, Magnus, and Gull-
faks in Figure A1, Appendix A), is improved in the ALT run (see Figure A2). 
It is particularly interesting to note that there is a small improvement in the 

Forties location, even though the wind speed rarely exceeds 25 m s −1. This must again be related to the memory 
effect of a sea state that has seen stronger winds, although here presumably in the upwind (“up-wave”) fetch of 
the Forties location.

5. NORA3: A 23-Year Hindcast Archive
A 23-year wave hindcast covering the period 1998–2020 with settings identical to the ALT run (2011–2012) 
presented in Section 4 is presented here (see Appendix D for a list of output parameters and locations of 2-D 
spectra). The inner domain is the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea and the Barents Sea. The resolution, as described 
above, is 3 km, which coincides with the spatial resolution of the NORA3 atmospheric hindcast (Haakenstad 
et al., 2021). The outer part of the domain (forced with ERA5 winds) covers the same domain as the Arctic 
operational wave forecast model of the Copernicus Marine Service (CMEMS). Boundary spectra are taken from 
ERA5. Our investigation of the model performance is confined to the inner domain.

Figure  5 presents the 99th percentile significant wave height for the entire period (1998–2020). The mean 
(Figure 2) and upper percentiles in the open ocean are very similar (see Appendix C) but a little weaker than 
those of the coarser (10 km resolution) NORA10 archive (Reistad et al., 2011). Only in the central North Sea do 
we see systematic differences in the upper percentiles due to the fact that NORA10 is run in deep-water mode 
(i.e., no depth-dependent dispersion and refraction). Differences in resolution naturally lead to quite substantial 
differences in nearshore regions with complex topography where NORA3 is able to resolve more of the coastline 
and islands and is also able to account for subgrid obstructions (see Appendix B).

Figure 6 compares the wind speed observations from selected offshore locations against NORA3. Pineau-Guillou 
et al. (2018) found that Jason-2 altimeter measurements of wind speed were biased high compared to buoy meas-
urements in the North Sea and the Norwegian Sea (see their Figure 4), but tended to yield similar winds to the 
platform measurements in the North Sea. Our comparison of Sentinel-3A/B, Jason-3 and HaiYang-2B altimeter 
wind measurements against NORA3 (Figure 7b) suggest on the other hand that the strongest satellite winds are 
biased a little low compared to the in situ (buoys and platforms) measurements (Figure 6).

Haakenstad et al. (2021) showed that the 10-m wind at offshore platforms in the North Sea and the Norwegian 
Sea were in very close agreement with NORA3, and in fact were biased slightly high compared to NORA3 (see 
their Figure 9). This was confirmed in the study by Solbrekke et al. (2021), who investigated the performance of 
NORA3 against the FINO-1 wind mast and a number of offshore platforms in the North Sea and the Norwegian 

Figure 5. NORA3 WAM 99 percentile statistics (1998–2020) of Hs [m].
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Sea. The differences between NORA3 and in situ measurements appear to be a little larger in the North Atlantic 
(see K5 and K7), where we see a slight overestimation of the wind speed above 20 m s −1 for NORA3. We thus 
cannot rule out that there is a small tendency for a positive upper-percentile bias in the wind speed even if it is not 
evident in most of the in situ measurements.

The significant wave height corresponds well to in situ and altimeter measurements all the way up to 14 m (see 
Figures 7a and 8). The exceptions are Draugen, Gullfaks and Heidrun, which are known to have radar instruments 
that are biased low at high wave heights (see the comparison against the NORA10EI hindcast by Haakenstad 
et al., 2020). The significant wave period (zero-crossing period), Ts, shown in Figure 9, shows generally good 
agreement, with correlations in the range 0.82–0.91, but with a small negative bias. This bias is to be expected, 
since wave buoys have a cutoff frequency of about 0.5 Hz, whereas ECWAM and WAM Cycle 4.7 add an f −5 
spectral tail (ECMWF, 2020). The performance is good throughout the range of wave periods, but certain extreme 
swell periods are not well captured in the North Atlantic (see location K7).

Figure 6. Scatter density histograms and quantiles (red line) of in situ U10 [m s −1] observations (x-axis) versus NORA3 (y-axis). Station and validation period is 
presented in the title, while the number of corresponding data (entries), correlation (cor), bias and regression slope (blue line) are provided in the legend. Quantiles are 
shown in red.
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6. Discussion and Concluding Remarks
The wave model WAM Cycle 4.7 has been used to produce a 23-year hindcast forced with wind fields blended 
from ERA5 and NORA3. The results show good performance in terms of Hs when the minimum Charnock 
parameter is reduced above 30 m s −1. Its performance is comparable to, or better, than that of the earlier hindcasts, 
NORA10 and NORA10EI (Haakenstad et al., 2020; Reistad et al., 2011).

Accounting for the smoothing of the sea surface by a reduced Charnock parameter is physically motivated but 
strongly parameterized. Implementation details will therefore naturally differ depending on the models used 
and on the degree of coupling between the models. When applied to the uncoupled NORA3 wave hindcast, the 
approach yielded results in good agreement with available observations, with only a small upper-percentile bias 
in the wave heights (Figure 7, top panel, Figure 8). For coupled systems, the impact may be even greater, as the 
near-surface winds respond to a smoother surface by speeding up. This is indeed partly the motivation for the 
introduction of the modified Charnock parameter in the ECWAM component of ECMWF's IFS (ECMWF, 2020).

There is virtually no added computational cost associated with the reduction of the Charnock parameter. WAM 
Cycle 4.7 has also been found to perform well compared against the earlier WAM Cycle 4.5, which used the 
older WAM physics (J. Bidlot et al., 2007). The added cost of introducing the new wave model physics based on 

Figure 7. Panel (a) Scatter density histograms and quantiles (red line) of altimeter measurements (x axis) of significant 
wave height Hs [m] (Sentinel-3A/B, Jason-3, CFOSAT and HaiYang-2B) versus NORA3 WAM (y axis). Panel (b) Altimeter 
10-m wind speed (same satellites as panel a, but without CFOSAT) versus NORA3. All measurements are colocated with 
model values within the NORA3 WAM subdomain during 2020. The colocation method is described in detail by Bohlinger 
et al. (2019). The applied temporal and spatial constraints for the colocation are 30 min and 6 km, respectively. Note that the 
frequency color scale is logarithmic with outliers plotted as black dots. Quantiles (up to the 99th percentile) are shown in red.
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Ardhuin et al. (2010) is also modest (of the order of 14%, and as source terms are local in physical space, this ratio 
changes only if the number of frequency and direction bins is changed). Our implementation does not include the 
cumulative breaking term in the whitecap dissipation presented by Ardhuin et al. (2010) as it has been found to 
be very expensive yet having only marginal impact on the sea state (ECMWF, 2020). The implementation, even 
though we have only tested a standalone wave model here, is efficient enough to be well suited for inclusion in a 
coupled forecast system, as was shown by Li et al. (2021) for WAM Cycle 4.7 as well as in the ECMWF ECWAM 
model (ECMWF, 2020), from which WAM Cycle 4.7 has taken its new model physics.

As (nonhydrostatic) atmospheric models move toward higher horizontal resolution, the upper percentiles of the 
wind distribution become stronger but not necessarily too strong. Traditionally, wave models have been tuned to 
lower winds and their validity must be reconsidered at very high winds. Controlling the wave growth at hurri-
cane-strength winds thus serves the dual purpose of tuning the wave model to stronger winds in a way consistent 
with observations, and controlling for possible high-wind biases in the atmospheric model. The results appear 
satisfactory, with small upper-percentile biases against in situ and satellite altimeter wave height measurements 

Figure 8. Scatter density histograms and quantiles (red line) of in situ Hs [m] observations (x-axis) versus NORA3 WAM (y-axis). Station and validation period is 
presented in the title, while the number of corresponding data (entries), correlation (cor), bias and regression slope (blue line) are provided in the legend. Quantiles are 
shown in red up to the maximum value.
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(Figures A2 and 7a). It is also possible that even when assuming perfect tuning of the wave model, the weak 
winds typically present in coarser atmospheric models have failed to reveal the deficiencies in the physics since 
so few high-wind cases have previously appeared. It is quite reasonable to think that too strong wave growth 
has compensated for weak winds in coarser atmospheric models. The CTRL experiment (Section 4, see also 
Figure A2) shows that the impact of the (nearly unbiased) winds in NORA3 is significant as Hs exceeds 10 m 
and starts to become really excessive near 15 m. It is also clear that the response of an uncoupled system such as 
NORA3 will be different from that of coupled atmosphere-wave models (ECMWF, 2020; Li et al., 2021) where 
the wind field will adjust to the sea surface roughness and where the Charnock parameter is exchanged, yielding 
identical roughness for the atmosphere and the wave model (van Nieuwkoop et al., 2015).

The current high-resolution hindcast also addresses another challenge for high-resolution basin-scale wave 
models, namely to realistically represent coastal features and open-ocean conditions at the same time. These two 
regimes are very different (Cavaleri et al., 2018) with strong gradients in winds (Christakos et al., 2021) adding to 
the complexity in nearshore regions. In our implementation in WAM, we try to reconcile these competing needs 
by pragmatically employing a simple formulation for the reduction of the minimum Charnock parameter, Equa-

Figure 9. Scatter density histograms and quantiles (red line) of in situ observations of the zero-crossing wave period Tz[s] (x-axis) versus NORA3 WAM (y-axis). 
Station and validation period is presented in the title, while the number of corresponding data (entries), correlation (cor), bias and regression slope (blue line) are 
provided in the legend. Quantiles are shown in red up to the maximum value.
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tion 15, and by introducing subgrid obstructions for complex coastlines (see Appendix B). It is however clear 
that more work is needed to further explore the nonlinear processes of short gravity-capillary waves on the wave 
growth in strong winds (Janssen & Bidlot, 2021), and the simple reduction of the minimum Charnock parameter 
is clearly a simplification of the response of the sea surface to hurricane strength winds.

We have shown that including the saturation of the drag can be used to achieve accurate results with low cost in 
an uncoupled model. It is however clear that further studies into the air-sea momentum balance will require the 
use of two-way (atmosphere-wave) or even three-way (atmosphere-wave-ocean) coupled models.

Appendix A: Comparison of CTRL and ALT Hindcast Performance at Selected 
Offshore and Open Ocean Buoy Locations (2011–2012)
The 10-m wind speed measurements for all nine locations shown in Figure 2 are compared to the NORA3 wind 
speed in Figure A1. The NORA3 performance is generally found to be good, which is in accordance with what 
is found by Haakenstad et al. (2021) and Solbrekke et al. (2021), but the uppermost percentiles of K5 and K7 

Figure A1. Comparison of U10 [m s −1], observations (x-axis) versus NORA3 (y-axis), 2011–2012. Quantiles are shown in red up to the maximum value.
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Figure A2. Comparison of Hs [m], observations (x-axis) versus model (y-axis); CTRL (columns 1 and 3) and ALT (columns 2 and 4), 2011–2012. Quantiles are shown 
in red up to the maximum value.
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in the North Atlantic are biased a little high. The performance of the CTRL and ALT integrations in terms of 
significant wave height (2011–2012) is shown in Figure A2. Their aggregate performance is shown in Figure 4. 
It is clear that in most locations the upper percentiles in ALT compare better with observations than the reference 
run (CTRL) with no reduction in the drag coefficient. The exception is Clipper which, located close to the east 
coast of England in the shallow southern North Sea, rarely exceeds a wave height of 5 m.

Appendix B: Subgrid Obstructions
The Norwegian coastline is extremely complex (Adams, 1979, pp 199–200), and many of its islands, fjords and 
promontories are not captured even at 3-km resolution. Interpolating from a more detailed topographic database 
can also introduce spurious features in the grid, such as the closing of narrow inlets or the appearance of unre-
alistically large islands. We therefore implemented a subgrid scheme to increase the usefulness of the hindcast 
for coastal applications. This scheme (Tuomi et al., 2014) uses information from a high-resolution topography 
to reduce the energy that propagates through partially land-covered grid points. The depth data for the 3-km 
grid were calculated as the mean of 25 grid points from a 600 m resolution bathymetric grid calculated from the 

Figure B1. WAM with and without subgrid obstructions. Panel (a) Comparison against buoy D in Breisundet. Panel (b) Buoy B further into the fjord shows a larger 
damping with the subgrid obstructions than the outer buoy. Panel (c) Buoy D, close-up of the storm event on 26 November 2016. The NORA3 WAM run with subgrid 
obstructions is shown in black and the run without obstructions in red, and the observations in blue. Panel (d) Map of the Breisundet-Sulafjord area with buoys B and D 
marked on top of the bathymetry [m]. An inset shows Sulafjord's location on the Norwegian coast.
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EMODNET topographic database (EMODnet Bathymetry Consortium, 2018). The land-sea mask, using a 50% 
threshold for land, was then constructed by the method Tuomi et al. (2014) developed for the Finnish Archipelago 
Sea. The method is designed to better account for small islands that are spread out over several coarser grid points 
and therefore may not be detected by simply applying a threshold to each grid point individually. We chose a rela-
tively high threshold because a lower one (e.g., 30%) can close some of the narrow passages in the fjords. Depths 
less than 10 m were set as land in the final coarse grid. The method also determined compatible obstruction grids 
for the coarse sea-points. Finally, adding the subgrid obstructions to the model run is a standard part in WAM 
Cycle 4.7, where they are accounted for in the transport equation following Tolman (2003).

Nearshore observations are scarce along the coast of Norway with the notable exception of the wave measure-
ment program operated by the Norwegian Public Roads Administration for the E39 fjord crossing project along 
the western coast of Norway. The results from two buoys in the Breisundet and Sulafjord area near Ålesund are 
shown in Figure B1 for a period covering October and November 2016. See Christakos et al. (2020, 2021) for a 
detailed account of the observation campaign. Although the differences are mostly modest, it is clear that there is 
a reduction in the wave height of 10–20 cm in the ALT (hindcast) run with obstructions (black curve, see Panels 
a, b, and c), compared with the run without obstructions but with all other settings equal to the ALT run (red 
curve) on the Breisundet buoy (marked “D” in Panel d). This has a beneficial impact on the model bias. Panel b 
shows that buoy “B” located further into the fjord exhibits greater damping in the run with obstructions (up to 
1 m difference), but the outer buoy (Panels a and c) also experiences some damping due to subgrid obstructions 
at the mouth of the fjord system.

Appendix C: Comparison Against NORA10 Hs

The earlier NORA10 hindcast archive (Aarnes et al., 2012; Reistad et al., 2011) covers approximately the same 
geographical area as the inner domain of NORA3. Due to its extensive use in extreme value analysis (Aarnes 
et al., 2012; Breivik et al., 2013; Vanem, 2014) and more generally for mapping the wave climatology of the 
region (Bruserud & Haver, 2016; Semedo et al., 2015), it is of interest to compare the two hindcast archives for 
the same period (1998–2020). NORA3 has a slightly weaker annual mean Hs (see Figure C1, panel a), but the 
differences in the open ocean are of the order of 20 cm. The 99th percentile shows larger differences, as must be 
expected, but again the differences are small, with most open-ocean regions exhibiting differences of the order of 
±0.25 m. In the North Sea NORA3 is about 0.6 m lower than NORA10 at the 99th percentile but with very small 
differences for the annual mean (Panel a). This is partly due to the lack of shallow-water physics in NORA10, 
which causes the model to overestimate the highest waves in shallow areas. The effect is particularly evident in 
the shallowest areas in the German Bight. Another effect is the coarser resolution of NORA10, which leads to 
differences in the shadow between islands. This is particularly evident off the tip of Cornwall and along the west 
coast of Scotland. Differences in ice extent is the cause of the large differences north of Svalbard and east of 
Novaya Zemlya.
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Figure C1. Difference between NORA3 and NORA10 Hs for the period 1998–2020. Panel (a) Difference in annual average 
Hs (NORA3-NORA10). Panel (b) Difference in 99th percentile Hs. Note the difference in the color scale.

Appendix D: List of Output Parameters in the NORA3 WAM Wave Hindcast
Table D1 shows a truncated output of the contents of the NetCDF files with integrated output parameters from 
the NORA3 WAM hindcast. All parameters are stored with hourly resolution. In addition, the 2-D spectra from 
selected grid points at about 0.25° resolution are archived every hour, with higher spatial resolution along the 
coast of Norway (see Figure D1).
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Table D1 
List of Integrated Output Parameters From NORA3 WAM
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Data Availability Statement
The NORA3 wave hindcast is archived and openly available on the THREDDS server of the Norwegian Mete-
orological Institute: https://thredds.met.no/thredds/projects/windsurfer.html. The atmospheric hindcast (Haaken-
stad et al., 2021) is also openly available and archived here: https://thredds.met.no/thredds/catalog/nora3/catalog.
html. The latest version (Cycle 6) of the open-source WAM model (including the subgrid option, but without the 
reduced high-wind drag option) can be found here: https://github.com/mywave/WAM.
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Appendix

A.1 Technical details of the supercomputer Nebula

Compute nodes 136 (124 thin, 12 fat)
Total number of cores 4,352
Estimated max. power ca 55 kW
Fast network Intel OmniPath 100 Gbit/s with

48-port leaf and spine switches
Global storage IBM Spectrum Scale GPFS-based storage appliance
Server model Intel HNS2600BPB with

Intel H2204XXLRE 2U/4-node chassis
CPUs 2x Intel Xeon Gold model 6130 at

2.1 GHz (16 cores each)
L2/L3 cache 1 MiB/core L2 cache,

44 MiB per socket L3 cache
Memory (thin) 96 GiB DDR4 2666 Mhz dual rank memory
Memory (fat) 384 GiB DDR4 2666 Mhz dual rank memory
Disk (thin) 240 GiB SSD (Intel DC S4500)
Diskt (fat) 960 GiB SSD (Intel DC S4500)

Table A.1: System details of the supercomputer nebula. nsc. liu. se . (https: // www. nsc. liu.
se/ systems/ nebula/ )

Details about the supercomputer Nebula are given in A.1. The supercomputer, elvis,
is retired and information about the computer is not posted here.
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A.2 Calculation of vertical velocity in the hydrostatic model
HIRLAM

The vertical velocity (ṡ) is in HIRLAM calculated diagnostically with the method by
McDonald and Haugen (1993), Gustafsson and McDonald (1996), and Unden et al.
(2002)

(ṡ)n+1/2
k+1/2 =−Bk+1/2

(
∂ ln ps

∂ t

)n+1/2

− 1
ps

[
k

∑
j=1

∇H · [(vH) j∆p j]

]n+1/2

(A.1)

where (
∂ ln ps

∂ t

)n+1/2

=− 1
ps

N

∑
j=1

∇H · [(vH) j∆p j] (A.2)

where ps is surface pressure, B is from Eq. (2.1). The total number of levels in
the vertical is N, and k = 1,2, . . .N. The vertical velocity is defined on half levels
(k+1/2), and the vertical velocity is needed at times n+1/2. (The terms on the right
hand side of Eq. (A.2) are extrapolated to the time n+ 1/2 using the extrapolation
f n+1/2 = (1/2)(3 f n − f n−1).)

A.3 The fully compressible Euler equations and other rele-
vant information

The atmospheric flow can be described by the physical laws of conservation of mo-
mentum, mass and energy (Stull, 1988). The technique of solving the evolution equa-
tions in numerical weather prediction models has progressed through a long series of
pioneering works, starting with the first endeavor by Richardson (1922), “Weather pre-
diction by numerical process”, to the complex calculation of convection-permitting
non-hydrostatic models in the recent decades. In the beginning of the 1980s, Robert
(1981, 1982) suggested the semi-Lagrangian (SL) method for handling advection to-
gether with a semi-implicit (SI) method for solving the gravitational oscillation. The
semi-Lagrangian method allows computational stability for much longer time steps
with much higher Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) values than what the Euler method
can handle. Among the first to implement the SI-SL method in limited area mod-
els were McDonald and Haugen (1992), using a two-time-level σ -coordinate scheme,
and later with a hybrid vertical coordinate (McDonald and Haugen, 1993). Tanguay
et al. (1990) transferred the SI-SL methodology for the hydrostatic primitive equations
to the non-hydrostatic case, and Laprise (1992) introduced the hybrid pressure-terrain
coordinate in the fully compressible Euler equations (EE). This is among several other
pioneering work that make up the framework for the equations cast in the HARMONIE-
AROME model, which was first taken from the ALADIN-NH dynamical core Bubnová
et al. (1995), and later revised by Bénard et al. (2010).

The semi-Lagrangian method can be presented as (Hortal, 2002)

dX
dt

=
∂X
∂ t

+A(X) = L+N (A.3)
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where X is a random prognostic variable, and ∂X/∂ t is the local derivative and A is
the advection of X . The right hand side is divided into a linearized part, L, and the
remainder, N, which denotes nonlinear terms (Caya and Laprise, 1999).

The HARMONIE-AROME model uses the two-time-level scheme, called Stable
Extrapolation Two-Time Level Scheme (SETTLS) (Hortal, 2002) to discretize the SL
equations. The SETTLS method solves the evolution equation by expanding a Taylor
series around the departure point (D) of the semi-Lagrangian trajectory (Hortal, 2002),

Rt+∆t
A ≈ Rt

D +∆t ·Vt
D +

∆t
2

2
·
[

dV
dt

]
average

. (A.4)

Here, R is the position vector of an air parcel and V is the velocity of that air parcel. D
denotes the departure point at the present time step, t, for the air parcel that will arrive
at grid point A at time t +∆t. With this method, the trajectory is allowed to follow
a curved line. Further, no extrapolation of the wind in the first-order term (∆t ·Vt

D)
is needed, while the second-order term ∆t

2
2 · [dV

dt ]average is achieved through stable time
extrapolation from the previous time step (Hortal, 2002);[

dV
dt

]
average

≈
[

dV
dt

]t−∆t
2
≈

Vt
A −Vt−∆t

D
∆t

. (A.5)

The fully compressible Euler Equation (EE) system is expressed in Bénard et al. (2010)
and used by the HARMONIE-AROME model. It operates with the hybrid (terrain,
pressure) coordinate, η which is derived from the hydrostatic-pressure (Laprise, 1992).

π(x,y,η , t) = A(η)+B(η)πs(x,y, t) (A.6)

where πs is the surface hydrostatic pressure and η varies between 0 and 1.
With the non-hydrostatic variables q̂,d defined in 2.2 and 2.3, the EE system is as

follows.

1. The conservation of horizontal momentum (Bénard et al., 2010)

dV
dt

+
RT
p

∇p+
1
m

∂ p
∂η

∇φ = Fv (A.7)

where V is the horizontal wind vector and Fv represents the contribution from
external forces, m = ∂π/∂η , R is the thermodynamic constant for moist air, T is
temperature and p is actual pressure. φ is defined as φ = φs +

∫ 1
η

mRT
p .

2. The conservation of vertical momentum (Bénard et al., 2010)

dd
dt

+g2 p
mRaT

∂

∂η

(
1
m

∂ (p−π)

∂η

)
−g

p
mRaT

∂V
∂η

·∇w−d(∇ ·V−D3)

=−g
p

mRaT
∂Fw

∂η

(A.8)
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where D3 is

D3 = ∇ ·V+
1
m

p
RT

∇φ · ∂V
∂η

+
Ra

R
d.

In addition to this prognostic equation for vertical momentum, a prognostic equa-
tion for the vertical velocity, w, is also used to overcome the explicit handling of
the non-linear terms. Transformation between the two variables is taken place at
the start and the end of the explicit computations (Bénard et al., 2010).

3. The conservation of heat (the thermodynamic energy equation) (Bénard et al.,
2010)

dT
dt

+
RT
cv

D3 =
Q
cv
, (A.9)

where Q represents heat sources and cv is the constant-volume specific heat ca-
pacity for moist air.

4. The prognostic equation for the non-hydrostatic deviation from hydrostatic pres-
sure (Bénard et al., 2010)

dq̂
dt

+
cp

cv
D3 +

π̇

π
=

Q
cvT

, (A.10)

where cp is the constant-pressure specific heat capacity for moist air.

5. The continuity equation (Bénard et al., 2010)

∂πs

∂ t
+

∫ 1

0
∇ · (mV)dη = 0. (A.11)

Integrating the continuity equation in the vertical through the depth of the atmo-
sphere gives the equation for the surface hydrostatic pressure tendency (Bénard
et al., 2010),

∂πs

∂ t
+∇ ·

∫ 1

0
mVdη = 0. (A.12)

In the same way, integrating from the top to the current level gives the pseudo-
vertical advection velocity in η coordinates (Bénard et al., 2010),

mη̇ = B(η)
∫ 1

0
∇ · (mV)dη −

∫
η

0
∇ · (mV)dη . (A.13)

Solving the equation system with respect to d gives the following structure equation
(Bénard et al., 2010),[

− 1
c2
∗

∂ 4

∂ t4 +
∂ 2

∂ t2

(
∇

2 +
Λ∗

rsH2
∗

)
+

N2
∗

rs
∇

2
]

d = 0, (A.14)

where c2
∗ = (cpa/cva)RaT ∗, rs = (T ∗

e /T ∗), H∗ = (RaT ∗/g), N2
∗ = g2/(cpaT ∗). The op-

erator Λ∗ is a spatial linear operator defined by Λ∗X = ∂ ∗(∂ ∗ + 1)X and T ∗,T ∗
e are
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semi-implicit-reference temperatures and cp, cpa are constant-pressure specific heat ca-
pacity of moist and dry air cv, cva are constant-volume specific heat capacity of moist
and dry air.

In addition to the prognostic equations mention above, HARMONIE-AROME
also operates with prognostic equations for the hydrometeors following the semi-
Lagrangian scheme for horizontal advection and Bouteloup et al. (2011) for vertical
advection and sedimentation.

The boundary relaxation scheme follows Radnoti (1995) and Termonia et al. (2018).
The boundary relaxation model state, X, is (Termonia et al., 2018)

X = αbXG +(1−αb)(1−
∆t
2

Λ)XH, (A.15)

where XG is the model state after interpolated tendencies have been added, XH is the
host model fields, Λ is the linear operator for the semi-implicit scheme, and αb is given
by (Termonia et al., 2018)

αb(zn) = 1− (r+1)zr
n + rzr+1

n . (A.16)

Here, zn is the normalized distance from the boundary of the center zone to the border of
the intermediate zone, r is used to tune αb, and is set to 2.16 for wind and temperature,
and to 5.52 for water vapor.

A.4 HARMONIE-AROME configuration in NORA3

Host model ERA5
Physiography ECOCLIMAP, v.2
Orography GMTED2010
Microphysics ICE3

OCND2
Kogan autoconversion

Turbulence HARATU
Radiation Longwave, RRTM

ECMWF operational SW scheme
Convection EDMF-M
Surface modeling SURFEX
Number of patches 1
ISBA-Scheme 3-Layer ISBA
Grid type Linear
Surface Boundary Layer No multilayer scheme

Table A.2: The configuration of HARMONIE-AROME in NORA3.
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The configuration of HARMONIE-AROME in NORA3 is provided in Table A.2
and is as follows. NORA3 uses the ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) reanalysis as its
host model. The ECOCLIMAP, v.2 (Faroux et al., 2013) physiography is used, and
GMTED2010 orography. The schemes ICE3 (Lascaux et al., 2006; Pinty and Jabouille,
1998), OCND2 (Müller et al., 2017b) and Kogan autoconversion (Khairoutdinov and
Kogan, 2000) is used in the microphysics.

The cloud microphysics uses a Kessler scheme for warm processes and the three-
class ice scheme (ICE3) for cold processes (Pinty and Jabouille, 1998). Vapor, cloud
water, rain, cloud ice, snow and graupel are prognostic variables. The OCND2-
modifications to the scheme involves separating the liquid-phase processes which are
fast processes form the far slower ice-phase processes. It also involves a reduction of
the speed of the sublimation of ice particles, and it also consider the less optical thick-
ness ice phase clouds compared to the water and mixed-phase clouds (Müller et al.,
2017b).

The HARATU (Lenderink and Holtslag, 2004; van Meijgaard et al., 2012) turbu-
lence parameterization is used. Regarding radiation, the RRTM (Mlawer et al., 1997)
scheme is used for longwave radiation and ECMWF operational short wave (ECMWF,
1989) is used. The convection scheme is the EDMF-M scheme (de Rooy and Siebesma,
2010; Neggers et al., 2009; Siebesma et al., 2003, 2007; Soares et al., 2004). The sur-
face model is the SURFEX (Masson et al., 2013).

A.5 The choice of the NORSOK wind profile

In the first, second and fourth paper, we used measurements from offshore installations.
Since offshore measurements are performed at different sensor heights, it is necessary
to reduce the measurements to 10 m before they are used for validation. Sensor heights
are typically between 30 and 150 m above sea level, where the wind profile is less af-
fected by surface friction, but more influenced by baroclinicity, stability and inversion
capping when approaching the boundary layer height (Gryning et al., 2007). In the the
Frost database (https://frost.met.no), the wind speed has been reduced to 10 m
with a standard procedure using the power law with a coefficient which is too high and
not recommended to be used in maritime conditions (Furevik and Haakenstad, 2012).
To evaluate different wind profile methods, we used FINO-1 as a test station where
wind speed in 100m and 40m are available. (The FINO-1 measurements is available
from the Bundesministerium für Umwelt, Federal Ministry for the Environment, Na-
ture Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Germany). Different profile-methods have been
applied to the measurements in 100m in order to estimate the value in 40 m and com-
pare to the observed values in 40m. The wind profiles investigated are the NORSOK
profile (Andersen and Løvseth, 2006; AS Standard Online, 2016; NORSOK, 2007), the
wind power law (Furevik and Haakenstad, 2012; Manaster et al., 2019; Stull, 1988),
the logarithmic wind profile (Stull, 1988) and the Gryning profile (Gryning et al., 2007).
The profile methods are listed in Table A.3 and A.4.

The NORSOK profile (Andersen and Løvseth, 2006) was developed for the Nor-
wegian continental shelf based on comprehensive measurements from a tall mast on
the island Frøya off the north-west coast of Norway. The NORSOK profile has been
the basis behind the recommended practice for design of offshore structures in Norway
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Method Formula

NORSOK U100m =U40m

(
1+C ln z

zr

)
where
C = 5.73×10−2 (1+0.15U40m)

1/2

Solved with respect to U40m this gives the 3. order equation
aU3

40m +bU2
40m + cU40m +d = 0

where
a = (ln 100

40 )
2 ×0.003283×0.15

b =
(
ln 100

40

)2 ×0.003283−1.0
c = 2U100m
d =−U2

100m

Power law U40m =U100m
( 40

100

)α

where α depends on the atmospheric stability
α = 0.05 in neutral cases
α = 0.09 in stable cases
α = 0.04 in unstable cases

Log wind U40m =U100m
ln(40m/z0)

ln(100m/z0)

z0 is set to 0.0002 m (a typical value over open ocean)

Table A.3: Description of the NORSOK, Power law and Log wind profiles.
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Method Formula
Gryning

Neutral cases: Eq (21) by Gryning et al. (2007) (in the equations u∗ = u∗0 )

U(z) = (u∗/κ)
(

ln z
z0
+ z

LMBL
− z

zi
z

2LMBL

)
, κ = 0.41

where the length scale of the middle part of the boundary layer is
parameterized as

LMBL = u∗
f

(
(−2ln u∗

f z0
+55)exp(− (u∗/ f LMOL)

2

400 )
)−1

Stable cases, Eq (15) by Gryning et al. (2007):

U(z) = u∗
κ

(
ln z

z0
+ bz

LMOL
(1− z

2zi
)+ z

LMBL
− z

zi
z

2LMBL

)
where
LMOL is the Monin-Obukov length scale:

LMOL = −U3
∗ T

κgQ , where Q is the kinematic heat flux (= heat flux/ρ)
and g = 9.81ms−1 is the gravitational acceleration

Unstable cases, Eq. (19) by Gryning et al. (2007):

U(z) = u∗
κ

(
ln z

z0
−Ψ( z

LMBL
)+ z

zi

(
1+ (1−12z/LMOL)

2/3−1
8z/LMOL

)
+ z

LMBL
− z

zi
z

2LMBL

)
where the stability correction is
Ψ = 1.5ln(1+x+x2

3 −
√

3arctan(1+2x√
3
)+ π√

3
with x = (1−12z/LMOL)

1/3

The Coriolis frequency is f = 1.46×10−4 sin(φ), where φ is the latitude.
zi is the height of the boundary layer and is read from the model
The friction velocity u∗ is retrieved from the model
(u∗ =

√
τ/ρ , where τ is the shear stress or vertical momentum flux)

ρ is retrieved from model (= MSLP/T0mR), where R = 287.05.)

Stability conditions are determined from the criteria
(where ∆T = T2m −T0m):
−1 ≤ ∆T < 0: neutral
∆T > 0: stable
∆T <−1: unstable

Table A.4: Description of the Gryning wind profile.
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(DNVGL, 2017). In addition to being well documented and widely used, the advantage
of this method is that it does not require any additional information which could be
an additional source of uncertainty, but it also means that it does not take atmospheric
stability into account.

The wind power law is

U10 =UH

(
10
H

)α

. (A.17)

Here, U10 and UH are the wind speed in height 10 m and z = H, respectively, and the
exponent α determines the shear. Hsu et al. (1994) recommended α = 0.11 over marine
surfaces, but for Norwegian offshore regions, a lower average value of 0.06 is found
from a large data set of rawinsonde (Furevik and Haakenstad, 2012) and satellite data
(Manaster et al., 2019). Values for stable, unstable and near-neutral cases are given in
Table A.2a.

The logarithmic wind profile (Stull, 1988) is given by

du
dz

=
u∗
κl

(A.18)

where u∗ is the friction velocity, κ is von Kármán’s constant (κ ≈ 0.41) and l is the
turbulence length scale.

The Gryning profile (Gryning et al., 2007) is based on Panofsky (1973). The pro-
file assumes constant friction velocity in the surface layer and a linear reduction with
height in the rest of the boundary layer. Gryning et al. (2007) separates the local length
scale into three parts, representing the surface layer, the middle boundary layer and the
upper boundary layer. The three length scales also differ with respect to atmospheric
stability. The profile equation together with presumed constants needed to solve the
equation, are based on profile measurements from the TV tower of Hamburg and the
National Test Site for wind turbines in Høvsøre in Denmark, providing a profile de-
scription suitable for homogeneous terrestrial and rural terrain. The Gryning profile
depends on a number of parameters that needs to be estimated from the model. These
are the roughness length (available every hour), friction velocity and the height of the
boundary layer (available 6-hourly). Based on this, we find an average reduction fac-
tor for the wind speed in stable, unstable and neutral cases which are used to reduce
the 100 m observed value to 40 m. Fig. A.1 shows the density plot of wind speed re-
duced from 100m to 40m with the four different wind profile methods. The reduced
values are plotted together with observed wind in 40m. All the profile methods show a
correlation above 0.97, however the log-wind and power-law have a higher RMSE than
NORSOK and Gryning, and a greater deviation for the upper percentiles. The Gryning
and NORSOK both perform well, with a higher correlation in Gryning and a better fit
to the upper percentiles in NORSOK. We could thus have chosen the Gryning profile
instead of NORSOK, but the Gryning method adds extra complexity as it requires the
friction velocity, the height of the boundary layer, as well as the roughness length, all
parameters that are not yet evaluated in the NORA3 archive and quite complicated to
simulate correctly (Bourassa et al., 2014).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure A.1: Figure showing the density plot of different profile methods used to reduce wind from 100m
height to 40m.
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A.6 Abbreviations and relevant information

AR Atmospheric River
AROME the Application of Research to Operations at MEsoscale
ACCORD A Consortium for COnvection-scale modelling Research

and Development
ALADIN Aire Limitée Adaptation Dynamique

développement InterNational
CAMS Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service
CARRA Copernicus Arctic Regional ReAnalysis
CERA Coupled ECMWF ReAnalysis
CFSR Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
CMIP Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
CP Convection Permitting
CPU Central Processing Unit
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts
EDMF Eddy Diffusivity Mass Flux
ERA European ReAnalysis
ETS Equitable Threat Score
EWA European Wind Atlas
GMTED Global Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation Data
HA HARMONIE-AROME
HARATU HArmonie with RAcmo TUrbulence
HARMONIE-AROME HIRLAM-ALADIN Regional/Mesoscale Operational NWP

in Euromed
HIRLAM HIgh Resolution Limited Area Model
IFS Integrated Forecasting System
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
ISBA Interaction Soil Biosphere Atmosphere
JRA Japanese ReAnalysis
LACE Limited Area modeling in Central Europe
MACC Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate
MERRA Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for

Research and Applications
MET Norway Norwegian Meteorological Institute

(Europe and the Mediterranean area).

Table A.5: Part 1: Acronyms and abbreviations used in the text.
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NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
NCEP National Centers for Environmental Prediction
NEWA New European Wind Atlas
NH Non-Hydrostatic
NORA10 10 km NORwegian hindcast Archive
NORA10EI revised NORwegian hindcast Archive
NORA3 3 km NOrwegian ReAnanlysis
NORSEAWIND NORthern SEas Wind Index Database
NORSOK NORsk SOkkels Konkurranseposisjon

(The Norwegian shelf’s competitive position)—
Norwegian offshore standards

NSC National Supercomputer Centre
NWP Numerical Weather Prediction
ORAS Ocean ReAnalysis System
PAMIP Polar Amplification Model Intercomparison project
WAM The WAve Model
WASA Waves And Storms in the north Atlantic
WaSP Wind Atlas analysis and application Programme
WRF The Weather Research and Forecasting model
RMSE Root-mean-square error
RRTM Rapid Radiative Transfer Model
SURFEX SURFace EXternalisée
YOPP Year of Polar Prediction

Table A.6: Part 2: Acronyms and abbreviations used in the text.
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A.7 List of symbols
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a,b,c,d constants in the NORSOK equation
A, B functions used in the definition of the vertical coordinate
cp constant pressure specific heat capacity for moist air
cpa constant pressure specific heat capacity for dry air
cv constant volume specific heat capacity for moist air
cva constant volume specific heat capacity for dry air
c∗ is defined as

√
(cpa/cva)RaT ∗

C constant in the NORSOK-equation
d a vertical momentum formulation
D divergence
D3 formulation used in the equation for vertical momentum, see Eq. 2.
f Coriolis frequency
F external forces
g acceleration of gravity
H height
l turbulence length scale
LMOL Monin-Obukhov length scale
m the vertical derivative of hydrostatic pressure
N∗ is defined as

√
g2/(cpaT ∗)

p actual pressure
ps surface pressure
q̂ nonhydrostatic pressure deviation (defined in an applicable way)
Q kinematic heat flux
r a tuning parameter used in the boundary relaxation
rs the ratio between the semi-implicit reference temperatures, (T ∗

e and T ∗)
R thermodynamic constant of moist air
Ra thermodynamic constant of dry air
R the position vector of an air parcel
ṡ vertical wind component in the hydrostatic model
t time
T ∗ the semi-implicit reference temperature
T ∗

e the semi-implicit reference temperature used for the term involved
in the vertical propagation of elastic waves

U wind speed
u∗ friction velocity
V wind velocity vector
w vertical wind component
X model state (a prognostic variable)
zn the normalized distance from the boundary of the center zone to the

border of the intermediate zone
z0 roughness length

Table A.7: Symbols used in the text.
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α atmospheric stability parameter
αb formulation used in the boundary relaxation
η hybrid vertical coordinate,

terrain-following and pressure dependent
κ von Kármán’s constant
Λ linear operator
π hydrostatic pressure
ρ air density
τ shear stress (vertical momentum flux)
φ latitude
ψ Gryning stability correction

Table A.8: Symbols used in the text (Greek letters).
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Partners involved in the different consortia listed in Table A.5 are given in the Ta-
ble A.9 (Norman, 2021).

ALADIN: Algeria, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic,
France, Hungary, Morocco, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Tunisia, and Turkey

LACE: Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
Slovakia, and Slovenia

HIRLAM: Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, Lithuania,
Netherlands, Norway, Spain, and Sweden

Table A.9: Members of the meteorological consortia mentioned in the text.
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